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The theme of Regulus 1998 represents how we, as a class,

are breaking through and entering a world beyond Newton
South. Our four years in high school have served as a transi-

tion from childhood to adulthood, and we are now ready to

break out and face what lies ahead. We, as a school, are

breaking in a new principal, a new schedule, and many new
renovations. As a united group, we must come together and
adjust to the various changes at Newton South. Each class

must break through into the future and leave new traditions

and memories behind. This theme has great meaning to the

senior class and to the school as a whole. We hope that you
value the significance of Regulus '98 as much as we do. As
we prepare to break through the boundary to the next stages

of our lives, we look back and acknowledge that we have only

just begun.

Danna Ben-Akiva, Sara Brown and Athena Liu

Editors-in-Chief

We aren't ready to venture out to the parking lot yet

Jordan and Andrea feel lucky to have sisters who ar<

seniors.

Nadia and Joanna chat before class. Tiana doesn't mind that Robert is falling asleep.
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What's that look for, Ethan?

Colleen and Candice debate whether JAM'N or KISS is better. I love dancing through the new hallways of South!

e first day of school is always exciting, even Mike tells Brian about world peace. It's a Mina sandwich!
seniors.
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Lucia feels comfortable as the new girl in town.

Even seniors can hang out in the cafeteria.

13
Nil

Ben, don't drop your baby! Mamil wants to be part of the fun.

Rachel flips her head to say "hi. 1 tend to scare people away. Andrea, the pool is in Wheeler!
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son can't deal with the pressure of the Did you know that I play ultimate frisbee? Janice Wong tries to cover up her confusion over

f anymore. her new locker.

We don't have to spend our free blocks in study halls anymore. We like the same guys.

Candids 5
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The life on the south side of this wonderful suburb of

Newton cannot be classified with one word. One thing that

we all have in common is having to work hard. South

provides a challenging academic environment, and we all

have felt the pressures of cramming for a test the night

before or doing a paper the day before it's due. When it

comes to outside activities, everyone has his or her own
unique interests. Some students, like senior Billy

Abromowitz, find pleasure in simplicity: "I work. I eat. I

sleep. That's about it." Others find enjoyment in going to

movies, cheering on the Lions' athletic teams, or loitering

at Li 1
' Peach on the weekends. South students can take

part in a plethora of different school affiliated activities,

such as student government, Denebola, Lion's Roar, or

clubs ranging from ping pong to chess. Some spend their

time by working at such distinguished institutions as MVP
Sports or Starbucks coffee. With so many choices

available, students have made Newton South the diverse

place it is proud to be. And what we try to remember
through all of our loads of work and activities is that high

school is supposed to be fun, and ultimately we all choose

to follow paths that make us happy.

By Jonah Berman

up the day

Student Life



Back to School
The first day of school is usually one of the most dreaded days of the year.

Compared to lazy days of summer filled with partying at night and sleeping late

in the morning, getting up at 6:30 and going to school doesn't sound especially

thrilling. However, there is always a little (perhaps very little) part of us that is

excited to see our friends, greet former teachers, and simply to be a year older.

The freshmen are happy to be in a new school with plenty of gorgeous upper-

classmen; the sophomores are somewhat excited for a fairly unstressful year;

the juniors can't wait to plow through the piles of homework that lie ahead; and

the seniors, although facing application deadlines and standardized tests, are

busy serving as leaders and role models for the school. As we walk down the

halls and say "hi" to everyone we missed over the summer, we tend to ignore

the work ahead of us and enjoy our first day back. Although we often claim to

fear the first day of school, truthfully we all enjoy it in some way because there

is still a bit of intrigue inside Newton South, and we never really know what the

year will bring.

By Laura Walton
Studying already?

8

Nyiaa and Leah are psyched to be back at school.

Back to School

Underclassmen breeze through the breezeway.
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:hel Elterman covers her face with school

it.

Orange and Blue
Members of a tribe bind together and wear their colors on a mask or paint

their bodies. As suburban students we, too, bind together. We do so not to fight

for territory or for a hunt, but to kindle our instinct to show spirit for what is

consuming so much of our life at the moment.
Newton South students pledge their faith by wearing orange and blue. In the

shadow of these two colors, we represent our school at sports events, decorate

our cars for the motorcade and our bodies for Orange and Blue day.

Spirit extends beyond orange and blue. Throughout the year, Newton South

sports team members wear ridiculous assortments of clothing to further enthu-

siasm. From Pippi Longstocking lookalikes to togas and cross-dressing, they

do not hesitate to show spirit in the most outrageous ways. As each class carries

on the tradition, and the colors remain the same, the spirit of the LIONS will

never die.

By Denise Griffiths

Like, go Lions!
Danna and Sara: two editors with school pride.

Leah doesn't mind dressing in her kilt for school. Amanda gets her team psyched for the big game.

Orange and Blue 1
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Weekends
Every Monday morning, the question arises, "What are we going to do next

weekend?" The weekdays go by very slowly, even more so this year with the

additon of 70 minute blocks. By the time D Block arrives on Friday, every

possible option for the weekend has been explored countless times. When the

bell rings, students breathe a collective sigh of relief, for the weekend has ar-

rived.

Since Newton is not exactly filled with exciting things to do, Friday and Sat-

urday nights often end up the same way: driving around, going to the movies,

or staying home to get ahead on schoolwork. Sometimes there will be an ex-

citing event at school, such as a dance, play, or musical production. Many
upperclassmen find themselves at Lil' Peach or Dunkin' Donuts where they are

guaranteed to meet up with at least a couple of their South classmates. While

upperclassmen drive up and down Needham Street, underclassmen can be

found walking and taking cabs, hoping to find a place of their own.

Whether hanging around at parties, going out to eat, seeing the latest movie
or finding something original and exciting to do, the weekends are a time to

come together with your friends and bond with your classmates. Weekends are

a time to relax and regain strength for the upcoming week.

By Darren Abrahamson

Amir and Mike chill on a comfy sofa. It's a cold night to be standing outside.

I love hangin' out on weekends! We are the life of the party.

12 Weekends







Fashion Trends
As you walk down the hallways of Newton South, you will find

yourself among a sea of fleece jackets, warm-up pants, J Crew
sweaters, khaki pants, and puffy vests. NSHS is basically known
for being preppy and trend-following, but you can also find a lot

of personal, funky styles. Sometimes you can spot dyed hair,

birthday tiaras, shiny boots or "orange and blue" spirit.

Usually during the winter everyone is bundled in knit gloves,

wool sweaters, hiking boots, and anything fleece. However, when
the weather becomes warmer, the styles change to flowery skirts,

khaki shorts, tight tank-tops, and Addidas sneakers. Baseball

caps are worn (mostly by guys) everywhere, and throughout the

whole year. Brine key chains are always swinging and high, black

boots are a constant among many girls. Basically, NSHS is un-

daring in the fashion department, but there are always outfits that

will catch your eye.

By Ellie Lobovits

Kriegman takes part of Beliz to school

him.

Tommy would rather have cold ankles than be out of style.

Fashion 15
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Parking Lot
The parking lot is the one place in school besides the cafeteria

where a student can go and meet up with people. Whether you are

looking for someone to drive you on your daily pilgrimage to

Needham Street, or you just want to get some fresh air while doing

homework, the parking lot is the place to be. Students of all grades

and types gather in the parking lots to convene, talk, and decide

where to go for lunch. Although there are two distinctly designated

areas for junior and senior parking, kids of all ages can be found

wandering through either lot.

On warm and sunny days, people can always be found in the

parking lots relaxing, eating, hackysacking or playing football.

During free blocks and after school are popular times to be so-

cializing in the lots, even on a snowy winter day. If you're hungry,

bored or lonely in the middle of the school day, your best bet is to

venture out to the parking lot where you are sure to find a crowd
of kids in the same situation. The lots provide a spacious area for

all students to come together and socialize during free moments.
By Ben Thacher

Picnicing is a popular parking lot event.

The Tucker boys give Ellie a good laugh befo

school.

Rina mistakes the parking lot for a fashion rur>

way.

Buckle up Mike — it's the law! Rachel flashes a smile before leaving school.

16 Parking Lot
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Katie Talmo and Elissa Wilker share a moment to-

gether before class.

Emily, can you see through your hair?

These hardcore freshmen show us how it is done.

Eli, aren't you our captions editor? Kasyla, we didn't mean to scare you.

18 Friends



Friends

All juniors like to bend their knees.

Hey! Friends always make great study groups.

Michael and Samir relax in the new library together. Freshmen friends find time during study hall to compare notes.

Friends 19
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Students enjoy class outside. Leah leans on her two boys.

Outdoors 21
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Free Blocks
There were vicious rumors last year that because of a new schedule, free

blocks were no longer going to be part of the South Experience. We all waited

in anticipation and were pleasantly surprised that with the new schedule came
the now-favorite part of many Southies' day: the 70 minute free block.

(Jpperclassmen (or, those blessed with cars) no longer have to make difficult

decisions like which bagel place to go to; you can make it to Ultimate, Einstein's

and Finagle all in one 70 minute block. You can finally make everyone in your

group happy when you go to Mighty's, Papa's, and the Peach in one block and

still make it back in plenty of time for class. If you have a double or triple free,

you can even make it across state lines.

One things remains the same — frosh are still (supposedly) stuck in study

hall. In reality, freshmen guys can now afford to take a more leisurely walk

through the woods to Fortune Panda or the Atrium, while freshmen girls have

more time to bat their eyelashes and be surrounded by a mob of upper classmen

guys eager to take them out. You could even say that 70 minutes without class

, ,«.. ... . . opens up a whole new world of possibilities.
Joey prefers to run during his lunch block. r r r

By Jake Levy

McDonalds, at last! Hey guys, McD's is hiring.

Dunkin Donuts is the place to be. We prefer Wheeler Commons during our free blocks.

Free Blocks 23



Dances
By the psychedelic glow of the Veryfine machine, under the watchful eye of

Ms. Bryant, freshmen uncomfortably stood in clumps watching the seniors

groove it in the middle of the empty cafe. Although school dances this year

were infrequent and never became the biggest social scene of Saturday night,

the spirited bunch in attendance always had a great time. "I wish that school

dances were more successful," said senior Laura Walton. Senior Shaina For-

bush agreed, "I always had the best time dancing with all my friends, but I wish

that more people had come."

Of course no dance is complete without Denise Griffiths' boa and Solonje

Burnett's Adidas shorts. But this year there was more reason to attend than

supporting the senior class or checking out the senior girls; all the music was

provided by talented South students. The Halloween bash was no exception.

Jonah Berman spinned the jams and Phatso Funk, a hot South band, made
their debut appearance. Everyone came decked out in costume. Princesses

Amy Sanchez and Emily Treat won the ever-popular costume contest and un-

rivaled Spice Girls Rachel Abramovitz, Stephanie Lasker, Jade McCarthy, Abbe

Perlman and Emily Snider worked it on the dance floor.

The teacher chaperones, policeman in the parking lot, and the threat of a

breathalyzer at the door made some shy away. But those wimps who would not

miss a night of partying for anything or those underclassmen too shy to partic-

ipate really missed out. So hit it at school dances — it beats driving around all

night!

By Rachel Abramovitz

Look Mommy, the Rino's getting too close tc

the car.

1 disagree, Donkey Kong is the best video game ever invented. Excuse me, but I think you're wearing my un-|

derwear.

Where are the boys? want my cheezy poofs.

24 Dances
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When times are tough, family can carry you

along.

Andrew ALWAYS takes care of Eliza.

Siblings
Newton has been blessed with a myriad of sibling combinations ranging from

the inseparable to the unrecognizable. It is divine that their parents decided to

have children so close in age because of things like shared free-blocks, clothes,

gossip, etc. The older siblings, although undoubtedly mature and intelligent,

now have the burden of watching out for two instead of one and that can be a

hassle. As senior Andrew Berenberg points out, "I enjoy having my sister in

school with me, but I spend an exorbitant amount of time watching out for her."

See how Newton South students care.

For the younger ones, the benefits can be innumerable with an occasional

drawback. Free-blocks can be a drag for underclassmen and an older sibling

can easily end that with a surprise offer of free transportation to Papa Gino's.

Weekends, as bleak as they appear for young South-ites, prove salvageable

with permission from a sibling to attend upperclassman events. On the down-

side, older siblings have this strange habit of disclosing dates of birthdays in

attempt to cause havoc for a younger one's day, but that is just a rumor.

All in all, most are grateful for an in-school sibling. Those off-white hallways

can be imposing at times, and it always helps to have upperclassmen guidance.

Rarely, can one complain about a sibling, but Molly Qoodson disagreed, "My
brother doesn't even know 1 exist." I wonder how she got that inane idea in her

head. Besides the few deterrents, Newton South embraces its younger siblings.

By John Goodson

Family bonding is so much fun.

The Bermans and the Leemans get close. The Fetter boys are in the house.

Siblings 27



Bedrooms
Rooms are an integral part of students' lives here at Newton South. Each

room is individual and unique. Whether a room is purple, flowered or anything

in between they all serve the same purpose. Rooms are expressions of the

people living in them. They hold memories, posters, old books, and whatever

else their inhabitants can find. High school kids use their rooms as an escape

from the pressures of parents, school, and sports. They are a method of reliev-

ing stress. Many rooms are equipped with the highest technology, everything

from TV's and VCR's to phone lines. Junior Marisa Keller says, "1 love my room!

It is a place for me to go and relax without any unwanted interruptions from the

outside world." All of this makes the punishment, "Go to your room!!" not seem
SO bad after all.

I love playing computer games.
By Lindsay Sobin
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Jobs

Boxers or briefs.

Life just seems to be getting more and more expensive as we grow older.

Some of us get our licenses and have to contend with gas bills, some get bored

of the same old weekends and find themselves spending money on elaborate

forms of entertainment, and others have to start paying off their tabs at LAY

Peach. But whatever the reasons may be, the amount of cash we go through

each week seems to be steadily increasing. The big question is: Who's going

to pay for all this? We are, that's who.
Maybe some of you lucky ones have parents who are still willing to support

your teen-age party lives, but the rest of us are out there working hard for our

money. The number of hours we work and amount we make varies greatly.

People range from putting in a couple of hours on the weekend for some pocket
money to those who work hours each afternoon and are almost self-supporting.

It's amazing to find the variety ofjobs that Newton South students have. There
are always familiar faces in coffee shops, bagel stores, and ice cream parlors

around town, and many people still put up with the horrors of babysitting in

order to enjoy the tax-free benefit, but it gets a lot more interesting than that.

Senior Kate Talmo, for instance, can be found doing live animal demonstrations
with everything from alligators to porcupines at the Museum Of Science.

So when the time comes when you (or your parents) decide that you better

start contributing to the family income, keep in mind that there are plenty of

fun jobs out there; you just have to look for them. And then there's always me,
scrubbing the floors of the photo room, day, after day, after day . . .

By Emily Macht

MVP is the place to be.

1 come here for the popcorn. Barely Conscious.

Jobs 31



Senior Slump
When asked to remark on "Senior Slump", '98 graduate Sarah Feldman

exclaimed, "Bring it on!". The class of 1998 has been waiting four long

years to get at the excitement and relaxation of Senior Slump. Finally, as

third term begins, we chuck our backpacks, grab our car keys, and run

full force into the pleasures of "not having" to do work.

We start one night by deciding we don't really have to do our homework.
A few days later we might choose to skip a couple of classes to go out for

breakfast at 1HOP. When our teachers complain to us about our lack of

interest in school, we simply reply, "Hey, it's Slump."

At the Senior Slump dance, which was held on a school night, we
laughed at the underclassmen who were cooped up in their rooms stud-

ying. We didn't have a care in the world as we all stumbled into classes

the next morning, empty handed, and wiped out from the night before.

However, the senior class understands the importance of keeping up
grades and this factor restrains our desire to completely give up on school

work.

In fifteen years we may not remember what we did on Senior Skip day,

or the fight we got into with our parents about the trip to Montreal, but we
will never forget the freedom we had during Senior Slump.

By, Temple Carroll

and

Courtney Mirken Kristina and AM are ecstatic about slump.
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Robbie and Jon know that studying pays off.



The academic life at South is both rich and diverse. This year in

particular has witnessed dramatic changes in the academic struc-

ture, but the faculty and students have met the challenges enthu-

siastically and responsibly.

As a preparation for the new 990 hour state mandate, seniors were
encouraged to take five and a half majors, as opposed to some from

past years who had only taken four. While students initially be-

moaned the prospect of more work, most have come to accept it

and have taken advantage of the opportunities it provides.

This addition of courses coincided perfectly with the introduction of

several new course offerings into the syllabus. The replacement of

Honors Biology with AP Biology gave the science department the

extra teaching hours so that teachers could offer additional courses

in their specialties. Mrs. Kraus now teaches a half-year course Neu-
robiology, while Mr. McLaren teaches a course in Astronomy. Pe-

titioning from several students prompted the creation of an AP
French Literature class, to complement the AP French Language
Class. The completion of most of the construction also allowed for

the reinstitution of several classes that could not be offered for lack

of facilities, such as Media, which has a new multi-media room.
The completion of the construction also made travel around the

school significantly easier. Students are no longer forced outside in

order to go from class to class, but that does not mean they have
more time on their hands. The ten-minute break before homeroom
has been removed, which in the past had served to make the day
less hectic. Other changes to the schedule include the introduction

of one 70 minute block for every three 50 minute blocks and the

shortening of J Blocks on Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday to

lengthen the one on Tuesday.

While this schedule is different

from years past, people gener-

ally accept and even appreciate

it.

This year has been one of

change, at times exciting, at

times inciting, but overall a pro-

ductive and positive learning ex-

perience both for the teachers

and students. Everyone should

be commended for making the

year such a success.

By Jon Eddy

ACADEMICS
39



Studying
I think high school could be the best time of anyone's life — if there were no

school work. Unfortunately, there is such a thing as work, and it must be dealt

with. One way of tackling the work is by going home the day before a math test

and sitting down to begin studying, only to be distracted by a friend calling to

remind you that the Patriots are playing on Monday night. Obviously priorities

must be made, and the math test can certainly wait until tomorrow's free block.

This brings me to the work areas at our school. For the first time in a few

years, we have a real library. It's actually kind of nice, but the problem is that

whenever you go there, you are always inclined to talk with friends, and talking

is certainly not allowed. Therefore, Wheeler Commons is still a popular place

to do some in-school work.

Still others prefer to do their work at home, which has its own advantages.

First of all, as Senior Jared Cohen demonstrates by always doing his homework
in front of the T.V., one actually can watch the Pats game and do homework at

the same time. Some study in the kitchen for easy access to the refrigerator,

and others study in their room, with the radio constantly on. Any way you do
it, studying isn't much fun, but must be done.

By Michael Beaser

Leaning back in your chair can be dangerous.

Alex loves studying so much, he can't stop smiling. My homework is in here somewhere.

40 Studying
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Mr. Parker. What is in room 4213?

Teachers and Students
Whether it's a freshman trying to come up with the thesis statement to his or

her Romeo and Juliet paper, a sophomore outlining the events leading to the

American Revolution, a junior correcting his or her mistakes on an AP US His-

tory test, or a senior in search of college recommendations, South students can
often be found with their teachers.

The relationship at Newton South between students and teachers is similar

to that of a mother and child. Teachers feed information to students and at the

same time give them the independence and freedom to go out and learn on
their own. In times of crisis, teachers are there for the students to come crawling

back to.

With the addition of a fourth J-Block and a seventy minute J-Block on Tues-
days, students have been better able to fit meetings with teachers into their

schedules and likewise, teachers have been able to see more students.

Interaction at Newton South between students and teachers does extend be-

yond the classroom. Many teachers are actively involved with South's clubs

and organizations and three new school-wide committees have students, teach-

ers and administrators working side by side. Many teachers even provide stu-

dents with phone numbers or e-mail addresses in hope that they won't hesitate

to call when they have a question.

This strong relationship between students and their teachers is an integral

part of Newton South, a school where learning is as important to teachers as it

is to students.

By Josh Hahn

Mr. Bates is wearing Jimmy's hat. Mr. Gottlieb with his Sex Ed. class students.

1 ^
Mr. Rousseau helps a student during J-block. Caroline takes time to talk to one of her teachers.
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Gym
Gym class is the only place at South where yelling, cheering and running

around are commendable activities. Gym is a haven for many students who
spend the greater parts of their school days at desks listening to teachers lec-

ture. Gym is a break from everything we are accustomed to at South, and at

the same time provides us with exercise.

The best part about gym is the time students get to spend with their class-

mates. It is a chance for students to relieve a little stress, get exercise and meet

new people. There's no better way to get to know someone than to spend a few

classes as a tennis partner.

(Jpperclassmen have the opportunity to fulfill their gym requirements outside

of school, a program called independent study. This option is a viable one for

students who have special athletic interests like dance or weight-lifting. The
students who remain in gym class are the ones who enjoy activities such as

Ms. Kennedy's "Blood and Guts Badminton," football, and ultimate frisbee.

Junior Yulie Lee says her favorite gym activity is yoga. "It's really relaxing

even though you're lying on a smelly wrestling mat." Activities such as yoga,

golf and wall climbing add diversity to what could be a boring curriculum, as

Newton students have been taking gym classes since kindergarten. As nothing

at South lacks an academic aspect, each year gym students spend some of

their classes in classrooms. Topics such as drugs and alcohol, CPR, nutrition,

and the ever-relevant stress management are covered.

Gym class at South helps to provide South students with well rounded high

school educations. Most importantly though, it's fun.

By Lauren Hugg

If you only knew how smelly this bag is!

i

i

Hands up baby, hands up. In this game, you have to make a scary face.

44 Gym







Art

nd blank.

"You know, art is why I get up in the morning," writes singer Ani Di'Franco.

For some South students, these words ring true. Despite the fact that sometimes
it turns fingers blue, and other times it requires washing glue our of our hair, art

is a favorite class of many at Newton South. It is a rare time of the academic

day when we can listen to the radio, talk freely with classmates, and really

express ourselves.

Art class provides a great, strong community. While creating masterpieces,

students may chat about what is happening in their lives. Conversations some-
times begin with talk of soccer games and which teacher gives a lot of work.

Then the talk can progress to Driver's Ed. videos and "on the road," to the

SATs and the junior semi-formal. Now seniors discuss prospective colleges and

how many days left until senior slump.

It is nice to share with friends during the day about concerns, experiences,

and things to look forward to. "After ceramics class I feel my mind is clearer

and that I am more relaxed," senior Temple Carroll said.

School can grow tiresome when class after class one must sit at a desk and

listen to other people talk. It is relieving for many South students to have a

hands-on activity to engage in. Students delight in expressing themselves cre-

atively through painting, sculpting, sketching, and glazing.

"Art is what gets me through the day. I like it because of this art community,
relaxation, and the chance I get to express myself," senior Sarah Feldman said.

By Gila Lyons

. . . cooking? Abstract Art, isn't it beautiful?

Ceramics for one. Samara, watch that knife!

Art 47



Music

Orchestra

Wind ensemble

A brand new building? Trips to New York, Spain, and
Switzerland? Free concerts periodically throughout the

year? Could this be some sort of new vacation resort? No,

it is this year's music department. After moving in to its

new home at the end of last year, the music department

had great expectations for the new location, and we now
realize that it was well worth the year and a half wait. One
program that has benefited a great deal has been Gordon
Duckel's electronic music program.

Mr. Duckel has put together an electronic music setup

unparalleled by most other schools. It includes nine work-

stations, each complete with a computer and a Korg syn-

thesizer. Kids now can sit down for a block and write an

entire symphony by themselves, or perhaps link two com-
puters together for a collaborative effort. Duckel is on the

cutting edge of music education, and if you aren't involved

now, you are missing out.

The new choral room has provided a superb setting for

Mrs. Taylor's choirs, and it is a welcome change from the

"music barn" which the room last year was affectionately

called. The chorus has enjoyed unique opportunities to

share their learnings with students from other schools. In

late February, the chorus will host three other choirs from

schools in the Boston Area. In late March, the choirs will

travel to New York to sing. In April, the choirs will make
their biannual trip across the Atlantic, this year to Switz-

erland. Another group of students with opportunities to

travel abroad are the students of Mr. Duckel's bands and

orchestra. They plan to travel to Spain.

The Jazz band welcomed new director Dave Harris this

year. He has brought new life to the band, and has en-

couraged many new members to join. The Jazz band plans

to visit the annual Berklee Jazz Festival to perform some
of their favorite pieces.

Overall, the 1997-1998 school year was one of sweep-

ing and welcome change for the music department. Hope-

fully in future years, this energy will blossom into some-

thing even greater.

By Matt Bridges

Concert band
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They must be musicians. Jake lets down his hair for the concert. Berman and Morocco: these names will be fa-

mous some day.

Phatso Funk. Jake can't keep his eyes off the adoring fans.
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Plays

This is a gun, and I'm not afraid to use it.

In past years, South actors have always put on ter-

rific performances, and the 1997-8 season was no
exception. The year started off with a bang. Wild

Oats, a romance of the old West, written by James
McLure and directed by theater department head Jim
Honeyman, was a huge success for senior stars Dal-

ya Ruch, Rachel Heafitz, Raphael Martin, Jen Price,

and Josh Kriegman. After that, Honeyman went on
to direct The Shadow Box and Other Scenes, pre-

sented by the Acting Company, a class made up en-

tirely of upperclassmen. Shadow Box followed the

lives of a variety of people battling terminal illness,

including a cancer patient (Matt Walsh), his wife

(Price) and the daughter (Rebecca Leeman) of a very

old woman. The scenes, some directed by seniors,

showed off the talents of various other students, in-

cluding Betsy Ogburn, Jill Shooman and Leah Fine.

Next came the annual musical; this year A Chorus
Line. The show, which sold out two performances,

takes place at a dance audition in [Sew York and
starred Walsh as the show's director/choreographer,

the operatic Heafitz as Diana Morales, Elizabeth Ross
as busty Val and Jill Shooman as the arrogant Sheila.

Other featured seniors included dance captain May
Fogel, Jen Gordon, Issac Brody, Akiva Fox and
Ruch. Lastly came To Gillian on Her 37th Birthday,

which was entered into this year's Massachusetts
High School Drama Festival (hosted at South). Gil-

lian starred Craig Chosiad as David, a man coping

with the loss of his wife (Jen Price). Shooman, Mar-

tin, and Amy Sanchez also contributed their talents

to the piece. Indeed, theater season at South was
once again very successful for the graduating class.

This makes one only look forward to the upcoming
plays South has to offer.

By Lucas Schaefer

ONE — singular sensation!
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Nursery School

You must always wash your hands before eating.

For the past thirty years, the Helen Sweeney
Nursery School has been functioning as a program

for both nursery school children and Newton
South High School students. Together, twelve area

kids and thirty participating students interact in a

classroom atmosphere. Trained in early childhood

education practices and child development, the

high school students immerse themselves with the

children in activities such as music, art, and cook-

ing. Students help the children promote healthy

habits and develop skills in science and math. This

collaboration of both learning and play makes the

nursery school a fun environment to work and

grow.

By Athena Liu

Student aids share a moment with their special friends.

Ms. Hammill quiets everyone down for . . . donuts! These bricks sure are heavy!
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One to One
Newton South's One to One program, run by

Nancy Holtzer, gives South students the opportu-

nity to befriend and serve as role models for kids

in the Newton elementary school system. The
class meets once every other week and the high

school students spend two and a half to three

hours a week with their child.

At the beginning of the year, the high school stu-

dents must undergo an interview process in which

one is best matched with their "little brother or sis-

ter." During the month of November, the high

school student finally meets his assigned child.

This much anticipated moment is the beginning of

the weekly meetings from November until May be-

tween student and child. Some students take their

child out to the movies, make arts and crafts with

them, play on the computer, or just plain bake

cookies. Most children leave the program with a

greater sense of self-confidence. The One to One
program is a great experience for all its partici-

pants.

By Anna Beardslee

Vicky and her little sister get close for a picture.

Liz smiles with her little sister. Bethie and Shashana make valentines.
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Life Skills
The Life Skills Program helps mentally retarded individuals master

skills needed in their daily lives. The program is set up so that high

school students get a chance to work with the life skills students on
a one-to-one basis. This year, students worked with nine of the Life

Skills students, including Roni, Shara, Nichole, Christina, Jen, Ellen,

Harry, Sitwat and Jason. They helped the kids to master skills rang-

ing from cooking and baking to doing laundry and cleaning dishes.

As high school students, they had to understand the limits of a men-
tally retarded individual and teach certain lesson plans revolving

around their limitations. It is a challenge, but it is also a great accom-
plishment for all students involved in the Life Skills Program.

By Lucia Verdaguer

I'm all smiles!

Ellen doesn't mind cleaning the table. Sitwat stands tall and proud.
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English as a Second Language

The adjustments and changes foreign students have to

make when moving to a new country with a new language

and a new culture are extraordinary. That's what makes ESL
such a beneficial and important program. Students from all

over the world attend ESL and find it essential in studying.

The ESL classes serve to help students adapt the typical

classes of the other high school students. ESL undoubtedly

becomes a solid base for future careers for many students. It

is a vital tool to students who need to learn the mechanics of

writing, reading, and speaking English.

By Valentine Komarovsky
Mrs. Doolin leads a class discussion.

Is it time for lunch yet?
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Activities. Some people do them for the exercise or mental

stimulation. Others use them as an excuse to get out of their homes, or

even to fill up their college applications. Whatever the reason, extra-

curricular activities abound at South where the average student is a

participant in something. The choices are endless for the discriminating

person.

There are social action clubs that work on tough issues and try to

improve our lives in a small way. The two award-winning newspapers at

South showcase students' art and accomplishments, as well as writing.

The behind-the-scenes work for the newspapers involves students in the

community when searching for ads. Perhaps experiencing how a paper

is brought through the stages for publication is the most novel for some.

South Stage, Newton South's drama club, produces a never-ending flow

of shows. For the extroverted person that finds himself making big hand

gestures in the halls, drama is the place to be. Academic clubs often

bridge the gap between learning and competition. The Mock Trial Team
exemplifies that, as they spend months studying law and case strategy

before competing in the state tournament.

Sports are a huge part of the lives of many students because of the

time that is spent training, practicing, and performing. Consistent

winning performances can be counted on by the track and cross-

country teams, while many other teams struggle to find their niche in the

competitive Dual County League. Above all else, the Lions can be

counted on for good sportsmanship, team unity, and spirit.

On the next few pages, the smiles in the group photos give insight to

the participants' delight and satisfaction that comes with being a part of

something they care about. Seniors can look back at this section to

remind themselves of all the activities they tried while in High School.

Other students can get ideas for new things to try in the upcoming year.

Whatever the case, everyone is sure to spot their own face or a friend's

among the pictures of student activities.

By Jenny Albertini

% through

Activities
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Regulus

Through boxes of twizzlers, hours of

alphabetizing, cropping, typing, and a

whole lot of organization (attempts),

Sara's basement will never be the same.
We scrambled to meet our deadlines

with meetings at the crack of dawn and
into the late night hours. We fell through

chairs and fell down stairs, but some or-

eo yogurt with jimmies on the side al-

ways helped us through the rough
times. Amid all the chaos, we found that

one orange pencil, a ruler, and a few

"tickets" were enough to get it all done.

Through boxes of tissues (thank you
Ramona) and our own little catfights,

we met each day ready to take on an-

other yearbook deadline. After count-

less meetings and endless dedication,

we are sad to say good-bye as we now
pass on the legacy to our new editors.

We are grateful for the help we received

and will surely miss the fun we had in

the process. Thanks to all who deserve

it . . . good luck Regulus '99!

Your loving Editors,

Danna Ben-Akiva, Sara Brown,
and Athena Liu

Senior Section
Jonah Berman
Alison Suzuki

Editors-in-Chief
Danna Ben-Akiva

Sara Brown
Athena Liu

Underclass Section Copy
Emily Bodner Michelle Barron
Bethie Miller Jackie Voronov
Melissa Penn

Sports Business
Billy Abramowitz Arielle Farber
Carlynn Finn Alexa Martinez

Kenny Leibensperger

Kate Levy

Photo
Genevieve Abedon
Vicky Kaplan

Caroline Pandorf
Rina Peselman
Mimi Wong

Circulation

Paula Leung

Literary

Amy Sanchez
Jamie Sand
Goldberger

Jill Shooman

Faculty and Clubs
Cindi Cohen
Jackie Salett

Layout
Katherine McManmon

Melanie Siegal

Michelle Smookler

Faculty Advisors
Frances Moyer
Barbara Wise
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Denebola

Editors-in-Chief

Josh Hahn

Managing Editors
Jake M. Levy

Publishing Editor

Mara Buchbinder Jessica Dickerman

Robbie Silverman
News Editors Sports Editors Photography Editors

Dan Cheng Dan Aronson Andy Kirshenbaum

Danya Pastuszek Edwin Chung Ben Lambert

Julie Potter Jared Cohen

Jill Rashba Graphics Editors

Features Editors Mat Jabbawy

Gila Lyons Letters & Editorials Aaron Yamada-Hanff

Josh Zaharoff Liz Berger

Mark Gordon Distribution Managers

Centerford Editors Billy Abramowitz

Jen Gordon Book Review Editor Seth Fetters

Stephanie Whitehorn Irina Rozovsky Adam Garbus

Arts & Entertainment Business Managers Accounting Managers

Darren Abrahamson Lindsay Goodman Abbe Perlman

Emily Greenstein Sarah Robbins Emily Snider

Matt Pressman Ethan Wood
WWW Master

Faculty Advisor Nadesha Ranasinghe

George Abbott White

After having tied for first place at New England
Press Association Journalism Contest, the reigns of

Denebola were handed over to the staff of Volume
37. These aspiring, young journalists were chal-

lenged to both live up to the standards of the previous

volume and blaze their own trails.

And they did. Although size is not everything, Vol-

ume 37 is proud to have published the largest Grad-
uation issue in history (52 pages) as well as the larg-

est monthly issue (November: 32 pages.)

Volume 37 was the first group of students to make
use of the new journalism technology and space, and
launched Denebola into the technology age by intro-

ducing Denebola 'sWWW site. Several staff members
also appeared on the Massachusetts Corporation for

Education Television's Net Day broadcast last

March.
As for news, Volume 37 not only covers the retire-

ment of Dr. Seasholes and the subsequent introduc-

tion of our new principal, but also the sudden resig-

nation of Irwin Blumer, the opening of South's new
space, and the mayoral election.

Paste-up continued to be eventful and wacky, as

editors and the advisor alike provided for fun yet pro-

ductive atmosphere. Hurrying to make a deadline,

correcting last minute mistakes, laying pages, and
constantly eating are experiences that we will never

forget.

On behalf of the Senior Editors of Volume 37, we
would like to thank all of our staff members, contrib-

utors, advertisers, and custodians who helped make
Denebola yet again a success. Oh, and that funny
little man running around in the bow tie had some-
thing to do with it, too. Good luck, Volume 38.

Josh Hahn and Jake Levy
Editors-in-Chief, Volume 37
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We at The Lion's Roar adore our position as the

udent newspaper of Newton South. The apprecia-

Dn awarded us by both readers and scholastic jour-

alism organizations is made all the sweeter by our

lowledge that the Roar is 100% student produced,

om the simplest news article to broad editorial de-

sions, we do it by ourselves.

We love this tradition because it lets us be wacky,
nny, clever, or serious. Where else could you find

azy Focus topics, a Student Showcase, a look into

e tracking system, and a centerfold on 19th cen-

iry German philosophers. We have celebrated the

jccess of peers, and mourned the loss of a friend,

hroughout, we strove for journalistic integrity with-

jt being afraid to push boundaries or to provoke
Dntroversy.

Of our accomplishments, we couldn't be prouder,

'e were awarded first place by both the Massachu-
?tts Press Association and the New England Scho-
stic Press Association. Our graduation issue, at 52
ages, was a Herculean task for our editors and con-

ibutors.

Our advisers — Briggs and Duckel — were always
lere when we needed them, and left us alone when
e needed that. We respected their opinions, and
ley respected our desire to keep a student news-
aper. For this, for the citrus sale, and for all the flack

ley've taken when we made unpopular decisions,

e thank them.
Perhaps what is best about the Roar is that it can
rovoke passions English papers or math assign-

tents simply can't. Once an idea of yours makes the

ansition to hard print, it's difficult not to keep com-
g back. As a team we discovered what journalism

nd student expression could mean. By learning to-

other, we formed bonds that will last throughout
gh school and hopefully beyond.

Mina Tsay and Craig Chosiad
Editors-in-Chief

The Lion's Roar

The Lion's Roar
Newton South High School's Student Newspaper

Managing Editor

Costin AJamanu

News Editors

Dma Ferdman
Adam Singer

Jeffrey Wong

Features Editors

Chloe Taylor Evans

Jeannie Miller

Betsy OgDurn

Lauren Scruff

Editors In Chief

Craig Chosiad

Mina Tsay

Production Managers

Jonathan Steinback

Kevin Wang

Editor at Large

Matt W3lsh

Entertainment Editors

AKiva Fox

U2 Jamah
Elizabeth Ross

Assoc. Kim Berman

Associate Editor

Daniel J Polivy

Opinions Editors

Danny Bimbaum
Jonathan Eddy

Peter Nelson

Dan Zandman

Dan Turgel

Candice tee

Production Staff Amy Greenstem

Pttotography Managers Rebecca Jaffe. Mike MacLean. Dylan Stiles

Associate Photography Managers Yuny Bratsiavsky. Ajison Chang

Graphics Managers Walter Cho. Jon Kenoier. Jason Yee

Graphics Staff Julia Apoei. Nora EJlensen. Emily Michaels

Copy Editors Adam Broder. Paula Fisher. An Ngo. Kevin Su

Business Managers Talia Wildes. Jordyne Wu

Business Staff Daniel Frankel, Dov Mermelstem. Mananna Tsyvin

Distribution Managers Arang Emami. Barren Nordstrom

Webpage Managers Nathan Dushman. Leon Zhao

Managers of Operation Ezra Benjamin, Eli Freedman

Faculty Adviser Matthew BnggS
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Reflections Reflections is Newton South's art and literary

magazine, accepting submissions of students'

poetry, prose, essays, plays, and black-and-

white photography and artwork from Septem-
ber through April of each school year. All works

are considered anonymously at open weekly

meetings during which staff members discuss,

offer feedback about, and vote for or against the

publication of each piece. The staff at these

meetings is comprised of any students who
wish to attend; there are no requirements for be-

ing on staff. Along with the pieces selected at

meetings, the magazine publishes the winning

entries from the Roland M. Heintzelman com-
petition for excellence in creative writing. In ad-

dition to its traditional publication of a large edi-

tion each May, the magazine this year for the

first time published a First Edition in February.

Both editions of the magazine proudly show-

cased South's artistic and literary talent.

By Liz Janiak

Editor-in-Chief Feedback Editor

Jen Price Jacob Helm
Literary Editors Copy Editor

Rachel Heafitz Liz Janiak

Craig Chosiad

Art Editor Publicity Director

Leslie Kelly Justin Bogardos
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South Stage

This was a year of firsts for South Stage. The
production organization saw many changes

and exciting new arrivals this season. The long

awaited auditorium finally saw some action.

Partly because of the new space, South Stage

was able to produce the sell out "A Chorus

Line." which sold more tickets than in any other

show in recent history at South. The ticket sales

were easier to manage because of the new re-

served seating system made possible by our

ticket window and ticketing computer.

Advisor and director Jim Honeyman grew

ambitious in his desire for a phenomenal fall

show when he decided to audition "Wild Oats"

; -n June. But nothing can compare to the am-
: oitious nature of hosting the Massachusetts

Drama Festival. The preliminary round which

:ook place on February 28 included 6 schools

along with our own entry, "To Gillian on Her

37th Birthday."

Having the new auditorium has allowed us to

once again host the joint Shakespeare produc-

:ion with Newton North. The hard working
South Stage officers have ensured that this

ocky year of firsts has been an extremely suc-

:essful and exhilarating one.

By Jill Shooman and Rachel Heafitz

South Stage

President Treasurer

Rachel Heafitz Lauren Schiff

Publicity Director Secretary

Jill Shooman Craig Chosiad
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Class Officers

President VP. Administration

Costin Alamariu Laura Walton

VP. Fundraising VP. Publicity

Candice Yee Mina Tsay

Secretary Treasurer

Tiana Brown Dylan Stiles

The senior class officers consisted of six

young men and women who spent much of their

energy performing various tasks to ensure fun

times for the Class of 1998 and the school as a

whole. Whether it be bugging Dunkin' Donuts

for donations, coming into school early to hang

posters, or attempting to decipher a chape-

rone's name, these officers always used their

time productively. Each Wednesday afternoon,

the officers could be found with their wondrous

advisor, Ms. Bryant, planning dances, shows,

The Senior Trip, and other events to promote

class unity. In spite of the numerous opinions to

which the officers complied, they did the best

they could to balance the needs of the class to

ensure an exciting and fun-filled year.

By Candice Yee
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Athletics have captured the hearts and minds of a

quarter of the school population every season. From
fall to spring, in every sport from football to track and
field, athletes have shown their love and dedication. "It

was great to be on a soccer team that broke the streak

and reached the state tournament," senior Josh Za-

haroff said. Athletics and team spirit often go hand in

hand. Athletes can often be seen in the hallways clad

in orange and blue or donning an outrageous piece. "I

love dressing up in orange and blue to show the whole

school how psyched we are," senior Rachel Abramovitz

said. However, don't be fooled by their silliness; on the

fields, they are as focused and serious as lions. For

many, playing a sport every day after school helps

them to relieve stress. "Athletics are a great way to re-

move yourself from the day to day stress of school and
homework," senior Shawn Deweese said. For others,

athletics allow them to meet people and make lasting

friendships. "Cross country and track was great be-

cause you can meet awesome upper-classmen like Chi

Quang Hoang," senior Yuval Mazor said. Indeed, ath-

letics have enriched the lives of student athletes and the

life of the school community and will continue to do so

for years to come. "Lion Pride!" sophomore Lulu Fan
said enthusiastically.

By Jenny Hoang
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Football
The 1997 Newton South Lions Football season started out with a fast-paced

pre-season engineered by the team's tri-captains Conor O'Shaughnessey, Dan
Valente. and Colin Hickey. The team's annual double sessions geared the Lions

up for a long and tiring season. The two pre-season outings against North Read-

ing and West Roxbury were extremely successful as the Lions rolled over both

opponents. Senior DeVann Vincent reflects, "We had a great pre-season and

we thought that if we could carry that over to the regular season schedule, it

would be a good year."

The Lions did bring that intensity with them to the first few games which

resulted in wins over Millis and Bishop Fenwick (snapping Fenwick's 24-game
winning streak). These two wins came on the heels of an embarrassing opening

day loss to Belmont High School, so as the Lions headed into the pivotal game
of their season, they stood at 2-1. That pivotal game came on the Saturday,

October 4 at South's home field. Madison featured one of the top running backs

in the state, Sharif Hartgrove. On that day, Hartgrove proved his dominance to

everyone in the state as he scored all of Madison's points and put on a show for

the crowd. But the Lions, not Hartgrove, controlled the outcome of the game.
With three minutes left in the game, South drove down the length of the field,

trailing 26-22. The game came down to one final play where O'Shaughnessey
was sacked while attempting a pass to the end zone. After that game, the season

collapsed.

The Lions then entered DCL league play unprepared and unfocused for their

potent foes. Injuries plagued the team week in and week out, sidelining major

contributors such as junior running back Joe Kimpel, junior lineman Jon Zuker,

senior tight end Adam Cirel, Hickey, O'Shaughnessey, and many others. Be-

cause of this, the lack of focus, and inexperience, the team was unable to win.

Through it all though, the seniors hung tough and brought life to younger players

during every tough week of practice. This undying will paid off in the second to

last game, against Wayland High School. The Lions fell behind 21 -0 in the first

half, but at halftime, the seniors decided to take over the game. In the second

half, the Lions put together two scoring drives and a rock solid defense that

dominated Wayland. Their retribution did not result in a victory on the score-

board, rather a mental victory by proving to themselves that they could compete
in the league, "i was very proud of the way these seniors led the team all year

long," comments head coach Dick Quigley. "They deserved more. I'm just glad

that they got the feel for what it was like to play hard and control the opponent,

like they did in Wayland."

by Dan Turgel

COUNTRY

Check out those new do's.

Zucker — enough said.

First Row: Shane Toman, John Bergdorf, David Gordan, David Hill, Erick Smookler, Eddie Dolan.

Brendan Twoney, Zack Husid, Andrew Farnum. Second Row: Coach Richard Quigley, Adam Cirel,

John Ebb, Dan Frankel, Sam Weigner, John Donovan, Mike Semizoglou, Devann Vincent, Joe Fiore,

Alan Barish, Jon Ziker, Steve Denk. Third Row: Conor O'Shaughnessy, Joe Kimpel, Barak Osman,

Bill Walsh. Mike Bardin. Jim Pomeroy, Justin Goldberg, Chris Goldman, Dan Turgel, Dan Valente,

Chris Burns, Doug Myren, Ari Paul, Matt Chan, Juden Dass, David Sweet.

We're trying not to smile.
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Girls' Soccer
Rebounding from the past season tainted by multiple injuries, the young

squad of 1997 lions were roaring to go from day one of pre-season. Led

by the resilient and effective leadership of the three senior tri-captains

Solonje Burnett, Kristina Cormier, and K.C. Stover, the team remained

focused, spirited, and committed throughout the entire fall. The squad
shared in suicide drills, spaghetti suppers, and swollen, aching muscles,

which all contributed to a sense of team bonding. "We were all in it to-

gether, win or lose — and we always had fun!," reminisced sophomore
Eliza Krigman.

Injuries once again took their toll hampering the team's ability to

achieve their goal of a Tournament appearance. However, key victories

down the home stretch helped send the senior members off on a four game
winning streak. Coaches Gwen Smith and Doug McCarthy guided and

encouraged the varsity squad, while nurturing a strong sense of enthusi-

asm and lion pride. Newcomer Patrice Hagen led the JV corps to one of

their best seasons in recent memory. With a large and dominating group

of talented juniors, combined with a handful of athletic underclassmen,

the team expects to be perfectly seasoned for the upcoming fall, having

established just the right balance of game experience and maturity.

"Watch out," warns junior Carlynn Finn, "when we take a lion-sized bite

out of the DCL next year."

By Liz D'Auria

Carlynn gets psyched for the game.

Lizzy D. sends the ball into the goal.

First Row: K.C Stover, Brianna Zaplin, Michal Shapiro, Julia Steinberg, Vicky Kaplan, Eliza Krigman.

Ali Ferleger, Christina Cormier, Second Row: Doug McCarthy, Joanna Ducey, Marianna Levy-Sper-

ounis, Gina Spiegelman, Carlynn Finn, Liz D'Auria, Solonge Burnett, Becky Greenstein, Sue Murray,

Becky Starr. Coach Smith
Christina, Solonge and K.C led the team to vic-

tory.
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3oys soccer captains decked put from head to

oe.

Danny Kleiman takes out the defender with his world-re-

nowned moves.

First Row: Justin Budovsky, Matt Skinner, Nat Jabowi, Dan Kleiman, Ian Cohen, Shawn Deweese, Mike
Mazolla, Jeff Hect, Thuto Sesoko, Gabe Porter Second Row: Steve Aronson, John Yaffe, Dougie Pad-

den, Matt Aronson, Matt Bridges. Josh Zaharoff, Andy Lightman, Sam Tucker, Mike Jabowi, John
Phillips, Gabe Verdaguer, Coach P.J. Haskell

Boys' Soccer
In coach P.J. Haskel's final year, the men's soccer team has achieved

its once impossible dream of making the state tournament. South ac-

complished both goals gaining respect in the DCL and qualifying for

states with a core of experienced players. The team was composed of

fifteen returning lettermen and 13 seniors, Senior Captains: Danny
Kleinman, Shawn Deweese, and Ian Cohen; and seniors: Matt Bloom,

Matt Bridges, Jon Evans, Nat Jabbawy, Andy Lightman, Mike Mazzotta,

Jon Phillips, Gabe Porter, Sam Tucker, and Josh Zaharof. Despite los-

ing multiple players to injuries and other causes and assistant coach

Nate Spencer to the JV coaching spot, the team was able to finish with

a 6-6-6 record the first winning season since Haskel has been at South.

Many strong underclassmen and two new assistant coaches, Jeff Dias

and Steve Aronson, provided the support the team needed.

Men's soccer rose to the challenges of the season tying Acton Box-

boro, beating Lincoln-Sudbury twice, once at their home field, and the

final challenge of the season qualifying for the state tournament by

beating Ashland in a spectacular night game. Led by Jon Evans' mul-

tiple goal game, South was able to come back from a three-to-one

deficit with less than twenty minutes to go in the game, and won four

to three to get the needed two points for the victory to earn a tournament

berth. The team was the first South men's soccer team in six seasons

to make the state tournament and will look forward to promising years

to come with the talented group of underclassmen.

By Michael Mazzotta

Mike tosses the defender.
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Girls' Cross Country
Once again the Newton South women's cross country team had a

spectacular season. Tri-captains Anna Beardslee, Jenny Hoang, and
Emily Rindler led the squad fearlessly. With the dynamic duo of coaches
Steven and Marianne McChesney, the team achieved great feats. The
women of the lion were undefeated in the DCL throughout the regular

season. The varsity team were the DCL champions for the sixth con-
secutive year, placing five runners in the top ten. The junior varsity pack
dominated by placing nine in the top ten while the freshman placed
three in the top five. It was a sea of orange and blue as the top fifteen

of each race collected their awards. The All-State team, composed of

Julie Farago, Aly Venti, Melissa Cohen, Adri Logalbo, Beardslee, Sarah
Venti, and Hoang, won the Eastern Mass. meet handily for the sixth

straight year. The following week, in the All-State meet, these women
battled snow, Tigers, and Raptors, successfully defeating arch-rival

Newton North, but finishing second behind Brookline. These women
had a goal of being All-State champions all season long, some even for

the past four years. Although they fell short of this goal, the season was
full of personal records and laughs, and there is much hope for the

future. Each member of the team worked incredibly hard all season.

Whether is was recovery runs, Baldpate Hill, or lydiards, the women put

all their effort into it and had fun doing so.

Next year's team holds a lot of potential as the team returns five of

its top seven. The Lion squad will be led by tri-captains Melissa Cohen,

Julie Farago, and Adri Logalbo. The state team alternates, Liza Harri-

son, Megan Fletcher, Jessica Solomon, and Liza Silverman, will have
the opportunity to step up as well. The team now looks forward to next

year to apply their knowledge and improve. Go NSXC!

By Adri Logablo and Sarah Venti

First Row: Steve McChesney, Emily Rindler, Jenny Hoang, Anna Beardslee Second Row: Orit Kipman,
Marta Zaharoff, Megan Fletcher, Frances Cutter, Nicki Lapidus, Karianne Kelley, Vicki Alia Third Row:
Marianne McChesney, Lauren Sarver, Rachel Singer, Jessica Dionne, Becca Rich, Joanna Vrouvlianis

Fourth Row: Sarah Venti, Carolyn Avery, Elissa Lapide, Emily Bodner, Emma Tzioumis, Jenn Shultz.

Liza Harrison, Adriana Logalbo, Emma Sellers Fifth Row: Aly Venti, Julie Farago, Liza Silverman, Sara
Hurwitz, Jessica Solomon, Melissa Cohen
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Yuval grits his teeth in an attempt to smile.

First Row: Steve McChesney, Marianne McChesney, Yoni Haminis, Vihahn Kong, Robbie Silverman,

Yuval Mazor. Second Row: Adam Singer, Matt Capstick, Jason Wong. Third Row: Peter Bilinky, Hideo
Saito. Fourth Row: Cyrus Chung, Doug Mitchell, Robert Jose. Fifth Row: Tim Ho, Kenny Leibensperger,

Byrce Kelley. Sixth Row: Justin Panarese, Yuriy Bratslavsky, Kevin Wang, Pouya Momtaz, Edwin
Chung, Casey Zeng.

Boys' Cross Country
Coming off an undefeated season, capped by a DCL Championship,

and a second trip to the All-State Meet, the 1997 Men's Cross Country

team was primed for continued success and loaded with spirit. Although

we did not meet all our goals, this year's team will still go down as the

fastest NSXC team ever.

From the hottest days early last summer, right through the bitter cold

and rain of Novmeber, the men of the Lions were running. Afternoons

were spent climbing Baldpate Hill, racing endless loops, lydiards and

fartleks, or on "easy" runs on Cemetery Six, Garbage Five, and Route

9 Four. And on the coldest Wednesday of the fall, we all met at Cold

Springs Park to burn candles and incense, and contemplate fighting the

demons and obtaining our goals.

The result of such intense dedication was visibly apparent in races.

Led by Tri-Captains, Vihann Kong, Yuval Mazor, and Robbie Silverman,

the men enjoyed one of their most successful seasons ever. The junior

varsity and freshman boys combined for a 16-0 record, and sheer dom-
inance in the DCL and the whole state. The varsity experienced early

success, too, as they won their first major meet ever, taking the Amherst

Invitational by storm. They went 7-1 in the DCL, and witnessed the

destruction of their four year old home course record at the hands of

Yoni Haiminis. Unfortunately, the team struggled in the latter part of the

season, and was disappointed with a third place finish at the league

meet and seventh at the Class State Meet.

Nevertheless, the 1997 NSXC Men's team was a true force in Mas-

sachusetts Cross Country, and with the continued leadership of the in-

domitable Coaches Steve and Marianne McChesney, and captains Yu-

riy "The Pimp" Bratslavskiy, Justin "Freshman" Panarese, and Hideo

"Yoshi" Saito, the future of lions cross country looks extremely bright.

By Yuval Mazor

Robbie runs quickly to catch up to Justin.
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Field Hockey
The 1997 girls' field hockey team "ROCKED"! The season was a

successful one for the team in terms of spirit, growth, and attitude. The
record of 6 wins, 4 losses, and 6 ties shows that they worked both hard

and together as one team. Their talent and aggression led them towards

the state tournament and built great friendships throughout the whole

team. Hoping to compete in the post-season tournament games, the

field hockey team battled its way through some of the toughest leagues

in Massachusetts. "Although we did not get to the state tournament, we
still stuck together and had fun!" said tri-captain Abby Kischner.

The team consisting of ten seniors, four juniors and three sophomores
was well-rounded and determined, leading in the direction of making
Newton South history. Supported by a strong group of seniors and

many powerful underclassmen, the team really shone. Seniors Jenn

Gordon, Leah Fine, Lindsey Goodman, Robyn Manouk; tri-captains Ab-

by Kirshner, Alison Suzuki, Sheri Yee, Emily Sneider and Jill Rashba

and goalie Sophie Sahinidas. Juniors Michelle Baldasari, Bethie Miller,

Kate Levy and Melissa Penn. Sophomores Eliza Berenberg, Lindsey Su-

dalter and Rachel Webber. Despite a few early season injuries and dis-

appointing losses, the team stuck together and boldly played strong to

the completion of the season of 1997.

Coaches Lyn Meterparel and Jane Roderick inspired the team to work

hard and give every game 1 10%. "NSHS field hockey goes beyond a

stick and a ball; it's a game of desire," said Sophomore Lindsey Su-

dalter. The team always walked onto the field with the desire to win. No
matter what the outcome of the game, each player was able to leave

with a positive attitude knowing it had been a game well played. The
combination of determination and spirit created one of the best teams

in Newton South history.

By Lindsey Sudalter
Manouk uses "The Move" to slide past the defenders.

First Row: Alison Suzuki, Abby Kirschner, Sheri Yee. Second Row: Lindsay Sudalter. Jennifer Gordon.

Rachel Webber, Lindsay Goodman, Bethie Miller. Third Row: Coach Jane Roderick, Melissa Penn, Kate

Levy, Robyn Manouk, Leah Fine, Emily Snider, Jill Rashba, Michelle Baldassari, Sophia Sahinidas.

The 1997 Field Hockey captains are number
one.
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First Row: Mike Miller, Kevin Cullen, Gabe Goldwasser. Second Row: Coach Tom Steeves, Mike Cher-

ney, Jeff Sieber, Amanda Burrows, Third Row: Richard Grossman, Jordan Stern

Captain Jeff Sieber takes a big swing.

Golf

Three lean, mean, golfing machines.

This year's Newton South golf team, led by Coach Tom Steves and

Junior Captain Jeff Sieber, had a great deal of fun parading around

Newton Commonwealth Golf Club. Although their record was not one

to be remembered, the excitement was all there. It was an outstanding

success for new players such as senior Dave Linshaw who dominated

in the three spot, junior Mike Freedman who played consistently at

number two, freshman Josh Qrodin who work the ball in the four spot,

and sophomore Amanda Burrows who kept up the pace while playing

number six. There were only three returning players this year, number
five, Sophomore Jordan Stern who scored much needed points for his

team, number seven, Sophomore Mike Cherny whose consistent play

made him a contender, and finally the most notable player of the team,

Captain Jeff Sieber who governed the competition with his experienced

consistency.

Senior Dave Linshaw said, "I regret not having taken up golf earlier

in life. It is a lot of fun, and the team is a great learning experience. I

am the only player leaving after this season due to graduation, and am
sorry that I won't be able to play next year." The team, being young,

should have an excellent season next year now that the players are a

little more experienced. And with the help of Coach Tom Steves the

team can only improve.

The team enjoyed playing other teams at many courses in the neigh-

boring area, while competing in the competitive Dual County League.

Some of these courses were well manicured courses such as Pinebrook

Country Club, Concord Country Club, and Nashawtuc Country Club.

But special thanks from all the members of the golf team goes to New-
ton Commonwealth Golf Club.

By Jordan Stern
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Volleyball
Volleyball is a sport unlike any other. Due to the common misunder-

standing that volleyball is a simple nonaggressive sport in which you

rotate around six general spaces, its essence is captured by few. It is

these few who have learned to throw their bodies at the floor, do push-

ups with a smile, and sweat with pride. The others have been fooled.

Volleyball is about intensity, determination, and desire. It's about push-

ing yourself to limits you never thought existed and reaching goals you
believed surpassed your abilities. Volleyball is an opportunity, an open
door through which you learn teamwork, motivation, and confidence.

It's about trust, in your teammates, and in your self. Most importantly

though, volleyball is an understanding, an understanding that there IS

such a place as East Cupcake; we are living in real "life-life"; there is

a tiny bug that lives at target; our "cracks" have never been so impor-

tant, we have "guns to load," "no ball touches the floor around me";

and hey we LOVE to serve!

It is the passion for this sport which allows them to leave a mark in

history each year. Their achievements perfectly display their hard work

and dedication, as they finished the season with a historic record of 18-

2, making it to the quarter finals of the state tournament, as well as

leading the league as undefeated DCL champions.

Volleyball is an aggressive sport and a competitive attitude. It's ac-

cepting a challenge and overcoming fear. It's the look in your eye, the

tone of your voice, and the burn in your quads as you long to stay on

your toes. It's spotting potential and working to perfection. Volleyball is

about learning, excelling, and accomplishing. Volleyball is an experi-

ence and a memory that will always keep a special place in your heart.

Most essentially though, volleyball is a tradition; a team whose honor,

pride, and respect will continue to heighten each and every year.

By Amanda Cuiffo

Rae-Rae focuses.

Simona styles her hair for the big game.

A.

First Row: Rachel Herzig-Marx, Amanda Cuiffo Second Row: Coach Kennedy, Simona Poberezsky,

Jessica Donnavon, Rae-Ann Rezutti. Third Row: Simone Brandse, Kiara (Jpshaw, Rachel Elterman,

Becca Strauss, Manager Jessica Arnold.
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Cheerleading
From "Bugaloo" to competition, the 97-98 cheerleading team per-

formed the best in the DCL. Having the largest and most experienced

team in years, the squad shared their spirit at football and basketball

games. Their routines were performed with excellence, placing them
second in the DCL cheerleading competition. Coached by Christina

Grillo, the team "owned it" on the field and court. Stunts and pyramids

were performed, which created even more excitement among the fans.

"Dedication and effort transformed the team into the best in years,"

says Coach Grillo. Lengthy practices and workouts paid off, as the

team's skills were taken to new heights. Senior captains Rachel Abra-

movitz and Nicki Brother helped to build and unify the squad. "It was
our commitment and enthusiasm of the team, which helped us to

achieve our goals," says Nicki Brother. "Individual and team effort al-

ways is our top priority," Rachel Abramovitz added. Cheerleading is

essential to school spirit, and this year our team displayed tremendous
vitality in keeping the tradition alive.

Pump it up to beat L.S.

By Rachel Abramovitz and Nicki Brother

I can see my house from here.
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First Row: Nicole Brother, Rachel Abramovitz. Second Row: Beata Momtaz, Sarah Mondell,

Jenny Yee, Rachel Stern, Kesina Gray, Sandra Rodrigeuz.

A friendship like brothers

What hard work and perseverance can accomplish. Watch Out for Nicki Brother's calf. You could make her fall.
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Don't drop Nicole, (again.) Bugaloo, bug bugaloo!
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Powderpuff
On November 26, 1997, the mighty Class of 1998 triumphed over

the heavily favored juniors, proving that the senior women truly rule the

school. The Class of '99 scored first, however, on a 60-yard shake-'n-

bake run by Adri "Diesel" Logalbo, but were unable to convert for the

extra two. The senior defense, led by Lindsay Goodman and Robin Man-
ouk, held the juniors scoreless for the rest of the half, allowing the potent

senior offense to go to work. With Amanda Cuiffo at QB and Solange

"Sweet Wheels" Burnett in the backfield, the women of '98 proved too

strong for the junior defense and took an 8-6 lead into half-time.

Following a muddy pyramid and excellent cheering ("God made the

world, God make the lakes, God make the juniors, everyone makes
mistakes") by the senior guys, and a feisty brawl under the scoreboard,

both teams returned to the field fired up and hungry for blood. Defense

dominated the majority of the second half, until the juniors scored

again, after a series of questionable penalties, and went up 14-8 with

less than four minutes to play.

The Class of '98 had one more shot. Anchored by the amazing ath-

leticism of Burnett, the senior squad marched the length of the field,

and, with 14 seconds on the clock, Burnett highstepped into the prom-
ised land, tying the game at 14. The seniors went for two, and once

again Burnett carried the ball over the goal-line and into the sweet

throes of victory. Seniors win, 16-14. Whoomp, there it is and can I get

a hallelujah?

Ready, set. go!
By Robbie Silverman

Hut, Hut. Hike!
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Girls' Basketball
Coming into the season, the girl's basketball team had many goals

and expectations. After losing only three players from the previous suc-

cessful year, the team was looking to make waves in the DCL. With

Coach Aronson and the leadership of co-captains Solonje Burnett and

Emily Brock, the team did just that.

The exciting year started with the induction of two newcomers, junior

Rae-Ann Rezzuti and freshman Lauren Barnett. This close group often

players had the dynamics and chemistry that helped them win games.

Whether it was before games at someone's house or in practice, the

girls always knew how to have fun. There were countless laughs and

jokes among the players. Everyone looked forward to being together.

Nonetheless, focus was the word of the year.

Throughout the year, the girl's basketball team took great pride in

both their individual and team defense. With defenders Burnett, Joanna
Ducey, Carlynn Finn, and Adri Logalbo in the backcourt molesting oth-

er team's guards, opponents were forced to play badly. Emily and Anna
Brock shut down the middle.

Offense was more of a struggle for the team. Consistency came from

Brock and Jessica Donovan. The advantage in post was evident as the

team had the Brocks and Kiara Upshaw. On any given night, however,

anyone could lead the team in points.

Look for the basketball team to be a force again next year. With play-

ers stepping up, the team hopes to continue to be successful in the post

season.

By Adri Logalbo

Carlynn stops and shoots.

The Brocks stick together.

First Row: Emily Brock, Solonje Burnett. Second Row: Joanna Ducey, Carlynn Finn, Jessica Donovan,

Anna Brock, Kiara Upshaw, Rae-Ann Rezzutti, Lauren Barnette, Adri Logalbo.

Captains Emily Brock and Solonje Burnett.
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South's three finest strike a pose. First Row: Adam Cirel, Tyson Tyler-Sumpter, John Goodson, Jamie Pearlstein, Colin Hickey. Jeff

Levin. Second Rolv: Ari Hauben. Seth Hauben, John-Henry Davis, Mike Beaser, Derek Pearlman, Lutfi

Lutfi, Robert Bullock.

Boys' Basketball
Success for the Newton South basketball team has been as inevitable

as sunrises and sunsets for the past decade. With only one flawed sea-

son in the mix, the team has been a perennial force in the league and

beyond. Last year was no exception as the team finished third in the

DCL and earned a tournament berth. This year's squad returned three

starters and six lettermen total which gave the Lions plenty to build on.

Of course, the team did lose the indomitable Onaje Woodbine, but sen-

ior tri-captain Tyson Tyler looks poised to fill Onaje's immense shoes.

Tyler will not be alone though, as senior captains, Michael Beaser and

John Goodson appear ready to take their respective games to the next

level. These three players, led by both example on and off the court,

guarantee that the team will be prepared for each game.
The 1997-98 Lions are a unique bunch in that the squad consists of

eleven seniors, a record for a Coach Killilea team. Because of the ob-

vious maturity of the players, coach demands nothing short of perfec-

tion come game time. Returning from last year are Robert Bullock, Ari

Hauben, and Jeff Levin. Bullock controls the paint while Hauben and
Levin tend to do most of their damage from the perimeter. Adam Cirel,

a great defensive point guard, and Jamie Pearlstein, a pinpoint outside

shooter, were late season call-ups last year and are predicted to play a

key role in the team's success. Also, seniors Colin Hickey, Derek Perl-

man, and Lutfi Lutfi are sure to log some serious minutes with Hickey

launching his majestic jumpers while Perlman and Lutfi dominate down
low. The severely outnumbered underclassman, junior John Henry

Davis, and freshman Seth Hauben, are both destined for unavoidable

accomplishment in the future and pivotal roles this season. For so many
years, South basketball has a mark of success and this year can only

support the hype.

By John Goodson

Tyson gets back on defense.
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Girls' Track
Spirit and enthusiasm dominated the indoor track team as they ran,

jumped, and threw their way through the season. The Lions finished the

season with less than perfect records but an incredible amount of in-

dividual improvement. With strong senior leadership, young stars and

top coaching, the team left its mark on the DCL.

At practices they lifted weights, performed gymcraftics, got rope-

burn, and affirmed their accomplishments. The distance runners

trekked all over Newton through ice, snow, sleet, and rain, while the

sprinters conquered their fear of heights climbing the rope.

For the sprinters the magic word was explode. Collectively they mas-
tered block starts, running form, and even scissor kick. The distance

runners braved the cold, Dark and Steve's endless meetings to become
the biggest threats in the DCL. They all learned about safe driving and

hood ornaments.

They left the Reggie Lewis track with sore throats from cheering and

screaming. The boys and girls teams practiced together, competed to-

gether and supported each other. Bus rides were often dangerous with

flying pretzels and cheerios, but at the end of the day it was always hip,

hip hooray for indoor track.

By Jill Rashba

We run for peace.

Approaching the speed of light.

First Row: Coach Steven McChesney, Jill Rashba, Candice Yee, Julie Farago. Second Row: Sarah

Venti. Liza Harrison. Emma Sellers, Carolyn Avery, Emma Tzioumas, Libby Sucher-Jacobson, Amy
Greenstein. Third Row: Phoebe Lee, Megan Fletcher, Susan Levin, Joanna Viruvlianus, Yelena Wu,
Liza Silverman, Jihae Kim, Becca Strauss, Vicky Alia. Fourth Row: Kakrasna Keo, Carolyn Carver,

Melissa Kramer. Sara Hurwitz, Marta Zaharoff. Jessica Solomon, Anne Hoffman, Aly Venti. Melissa

Cohen, Andrea Miller, Rachel Singer, Lauren Savrer, Elissa Chin.
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Ramon, you're late for the race! First Row: Yuval Mazor, Ramon Downes, Robbie Silverman. Second Row: Joe Kimpel, Kevin Wang,

Justin Panarese, Peter Belinkii, Kenny Levensberger, Bryce Keiley, Yoni Haiminis, Ray Peng, Edwin

Chung, Ryan Muy. Third Row: Steve M., Robert Jose, Cyrus Chung, Yuri Bratslavsky, Matt Capstick,

Doug Mitchell, Joey Panarese, Hideo Saito, Ethan Lobovitz.

Boys' Track
Standout individual performances highlighted the season for the Men

of the Lion. The 4x800 relay team, composed of seniors Bryce Keiley,

Yuval Mazor, Yoni Haiminis, and junior Justin Panarese, qualified for

Nationals for the third year in a row. Keiley also qualified as an individ-

ual, running a state-best 600. Junior Joe Kimpel led the technical crew

in the hurdles and high jump, and, along with junior Kevin Wang, ex-

plored the possibilities of parking lot workouts. Seniors Edwin Chung
and Ray Peng also had strong seasons, as junior Hideo Saito, and soph-

omores Peter Belenky and Doug Mitchell. Several freshmen also

showed promise, including Mike Russell, Duncan Wells, and Joey "70"

Panarese.

However, the Lions did not fare as well as a team. Led by tri-captains

Mazor, Razor Ramon Downes, and Robbie Silverman, the team ended
with a record of 3-5 and a fourth place finish at the League Meet. Beset

with illness and injury, including a season-ending hamstring pull for

Downes, the Lions often competed undermanned. The team had fun

nonetheless, burning up the track at Reggie, smoking the streets of

Newton, and cleaning the halls of Newton out. Bring on Outdoor!

By Robbie Silverman
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Hockey

Coming into the '97-'98 season, the Newton South Lions' Hockey team had one goal: to

make it to the Division III State Tournament. After a heartbreaker in the opening round of the

tournament last year. South wanted to make it back and prove that they could win when it

counted. "We knew that there is enough will to make the tournament on this team," com-
mented senior co-captain Shawn DeWeese, "all it takes is putting that will into action and

putting the puck in the net and we'll get there." Unfortunately for the Lions, putting the puck

in the net would be a little tougher than any player expected.

With an opening day defeat to Dover-Sherborn, South got off to a rocky start though the

final score of 6-3 was a poor reflection of the game itself. Dover dominated the first period

scoring four goals while South could only watch as they out-skated, out-hit, and out-hustled

the Lions. Despite intense play during the second and third periods, South trailed 6-1. With

minutes remaining, Dover replaced their goalie and South scored its two late goals. In the

weeks following the Dover game. South suffered several close losses, but was still in conten-

tion in the league when they met the Bedford Buccaneers on Saturday, January 1 7. For their

first game in a week, South came out flying. They played the first two periods with the inten-

sity that comes with knowing that a loss would knock them out of tournament contention.

Although the Lions could not score, their defense, engineered by co-captain John Noble and

junior Jared Wiesel, played prudently but fiercely when necessary. Making monster saves as

always was junior assistant captain Alex Burack, whose steller play in net kept the Lions from

falling behind by more than one goal. The Lions unfortunately ended in a 5-0 loss and, more
importantly, a loss of the entire season. Coach Rezutti reflected on the loss, "We played so

well for two periods and I really thought that the victory would come our way. But, once again,

if you can't score, you can't win."

Despite the consistent effort from junior wingers Dan Aronson, Dave Levitan, Serge Vo-

ronov, senior winger Mike Costa, and sophomore center Eric Shooman, the Lions were never

able to keep up scoring against proficient teams. The remainder of the season became a time

for younger players, such as freshmen Jared Tocci, John Trial, Brett Corson, and Seth Wee-

ner to get more playing time and improve on their game for next year. Noble remarks, "I'm

really disappointed with the way things have turned out. but sometimes there is nothing you

can do to stop the losing. I know, though, that the Lions of '99 will get to the tournament and

do what we seniors only wish for."

By Dan Turgel

Shooman's livin' large.

SHSM3:

H

South is in ready position.

First Row: David Levitan, Mike Costa, Alex Burack. Second Row: Seth Weener, Bret Corson, Jared

Wiesel. Dan Valente, Shawn Deweese, John Noble, Jon Tyer, Arang Enami, Dan Turgel, Eric Shooman,

John Trial.

I.
'98 captains lead the Lions.
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The team ralleys around the net We were just trying to make our tongue's stick.

The hockey puck clears out of the penalty area. Hockey is busy work, you must always stick to the ground.

Adam Miller defends the goal.

I

Coach Rezzuti instructs the eager Lions.
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Wrestling
At the beginning of the winter season the wrestling team looked very

strong with a great group of returning varsity wrestlers and many new
freshman. Especially after a very rigorous and intense pre-season run

by Tri-Captains David Linshaw, Eli Freedman and Rob Kawada, the

team seemed unstoppable.

After a win in their first match, the team started on a downhill spiral.

Numerous wrestlers like Junior Jon Ebb, Senior Rob Kawada and
Freshmen Chris Lo and Matt Corley acquired injuries that put them out

for the season. Also many other wrestlers quit the team due to problems

with the coaching. The final action that really buried the team was when
coaches, James Police and Thomas Walsh announced their resigna-

tion.

The team seemed very down but not all was lost. Immediately after

the departure of Coach Police and Walsh, former Newton South wres-

tlers, Matt Malone and Ron Vachon, along with Newton North coach,

Jon Stalo, helped out the team until a new coach was found. Coach
Paul Murphy soon took over the team bringing with him former Newton
South wrestler, Matt Chism, to assist.

Every member on the team really stepped it up for the rest of the

season. The new coaches brought about a new spirit and team started

to perform very well. Although the team ended with only four wins due

to the many forfeits where the team lacked wrestlers, they had a strong

showing at the sectional, state and JV tournaments.

At the Sectional Tournament, Junior Qabe Verderguer placed 8th,

Sophomore Socrates Rosenfeld placed 5th, Senior Mike Semizaglou

placed 4th, Senior Eli Freedman placed 3rd, and Senior David Linshaw

placed 2nd. In the State Tournament Senior Eli Freedman won two

matches while Rosenfeld, Linshaw and Semizaglou all won one. Also in

a Junior Varsity tournament at the end of the season, Zach Sharby

placed 2nd.

Overall this was a building year for the team. Many new Freshmen
and Sophomores gained a lot of much needed experience and it looks

like there will be a large group of 8th graders entering next year to make
for a very strong team. Everyone on the team is happy with the per-

formance this year and looks forward to a great season next year.

By Eli Freedman

n

Rob flips Eli over his shoulder.

It's polite to shake hands before a match.

First Row: Rob Kawada, David Linshaw, Eli Freedman Second Row: Socrates Rosenfeld, Jason Ganz.

Matthew Corley, Wesley Dome, Steve Braylovsky, Zack Sharby Third Row: Coach Paul Murphy, Zach

Cohen, Alejandro Verdaguer, Scott Goldberg, Ben Morse, Alexi Ennis, Gabe Verdaguer.
The team captains know how to protect them

selves.
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Girls' Swimming
and Diving

Senior tri-captains Laura Walton, Stephany Samuels, and K.C. Stover

led this year's swimming and diving team to three dual meet wins and

an enjoyable and rewarding season for all those involved. The captains

organized numerous dinners and team get-togethers that helped to

bring the team closer.

Maybe it was because the team came together so well that they could

pull off three close wins over teams from Archbishop Williams, Dover-

Sherbourne, and Westford Academy. It was the last meet that will be

remembered by the team as the most exciting of the season. Because
Newton South had a broken diving board, and had to cancel the diving

portion of the competition, they started the meet 1 0 points behind West-

ford Academy. It took last minute organizing by coaches Scott Pohlman
and Michael Kennedy to create two relays that could take first and sec-

ond place in the last event to win the meet.

Finishing the season with such a dramatic win, the team looks for-

ward to next season with high hopes. The entering freshman class has

strong swimmers that should add to the talent of the returning varsity

to create a team that will be able to make more waves in league com-
petition.

by Lauren Hugg

The girls gather for a picture

Friends and family capture a special moment.

First Row: Lauren Polo, Kissy Diamond, Sheryl Quan, Lindsey Sudalter, Emily Sullivan, Eliza Krigman.

Second Row: Stephanie Lasker, Liz D'Auria, Jamie Sand-Goldberger, Jen Shultz, Katie Warren, Mar-

ianna Leavy-Sperounis, Ellie Cacciola, Michelle Kessel. Third Row: Lauren Hugg, Laura Walton, Lauren

Schiff, K.C. Stover, Lindsay Sobin.
Lauren tells everybody to get it up
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In spring we made meat helmets. First Row: Peter Cho, Jeff Abramowitz, Phil Mg. Second Row: Evan Koppel, John Dreyfuss, Dylan

Ashbrook, Andrew Berger, Mike Goldberg, Walt Cho, Matt Greytak, Igor Freitas.

Boys' Swimming
and Diving

Although this years swim season ended with a losing record, it proved

to be a basis for future successful seasons. Captain Andrew Berger took

charge of the dwindling team after last year's loss of state champ Josh
Osterberg and two other senior captains.

Left with few swimmers, the team gained a powerful group of fresh-

man and two Juniors, Jon Dufuss and Matt Kaplan. The great recruiting

success came from Brazilian exchange student Igor Freitas, who
teamed with captain Andrew Berger to form a nasty one-two punch in

the 1 00 and 50 free. The distance events were controlled by sophomore
Matt Greytak and freshman Mike Goldberg. Senior Josh Korn and soph-

omore Dylan Ashbrook mastered the art of breaststroke and freshman

Phil Ng controlled the 100 fly. The heart of the team was based on the

200 and 400 free relay where Boston Latin upsets were won. Headed
off by Walter Cho, Goldberg, Freitas and Berger, they proved valuable

with many victories. The loss of two great divers was filled by Cho and
Kaplan, who both scored impressive points while Evan Kopel gave
great consistency to his dives.

Overall the season went well, but as more people put on the speedo,

and more people attempt such a difficult sport, we will see in seasons

to come how the troubles we had this season help us in ones to come.

By Andrew Berger

This swimmer's really kickin' it!
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Girls' Gymnastics
The Newton South High School Girls' Gymnastics team has trudged

through a series of injuries and disappointments this season but

emerged with their spirit unscathed. We explored the true nature of

team spirit and friendship. Our team was abundant in freshmen talent,

sophomore guidance, junior experience, and senior sage. All these

qualities combined to form a well connected team devoted to sports-

manship. And while the records were dimmer than ones prior, we forged

friendships between classes and cliques and never lost sight of the fun

and playfulness of the sport.

However, as with any sport, injuries are inevitable and this year we
were plagued by long, sustaining ones. There were many times when
we lost morale and any hopes of maintaining healthy gymnasts, but at

the end, when all was said and done, we all competed and cheered with

vigor.

This may be extremely hackneyed and needlessly cliche, but NSHS's
girls' gymnastics team endured their adversities and preserved their

enthusiasm with the Lion pride unparalleled to others in the past.

By Jordyne Wu
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Mara concentrates on one foot.

The team leaps above the competition
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acho. macho men. We want to be macho First Row: Coach Steeves, Michael Yee, Newton Lee, Kevin Su, Mike Mazzotta, John Eddy, Ezra Ben-
en. jamin, Evan Ritt, Rachel Herzig-Marx. Second Row: Brian Sam, Mike Osipenko, Justin Sharby.

Boys' Gymnastics
The '97-'98 season has been one of marked improvement for the

Lions. The team's score has steadily risen and has now reached the mid
nineties. It is clear that the team's hard work is starting to pay off.

The team is led by co-captains Mike Mazzotta and Jon Eddy as well

as senior veterans Ezra Benjamin, Newton Lee, Evan Ritt and Kevin Su.

This year's team has shown improvement. Eddy is swinging giants on

high bar for the first time and he has also learned a handstand on rings.

Both Mazzotta and Sam have new tricks on floor, and Benjamin has

excelled at rings and high bar. The pommel horse team has risen to a

new level with the help of Lee and Su.

This season the Lions, once again under the expert guidance of coach
Tom Steeves, made it to the state meet where a select group of seven

teams will compete for the state title. "If we all focus and clean up our

routines, then we have a shot," remarked Eddy.

While the loss of many seniors is detrimental, not all is lost. The team
still has juniors Brian Sam, Mike Osipenko, Tony Fabricant and Emmett
Sprecker as well as freshmen Mike Yee and Justin Sharby. The 1998-

1999 team is looking strong with these returning gymnasts. The Lions

are also awaiting the return of Chris Dong, who took a one-year hiatus

from the team. His return will be a big boost for boy's gymnastics.

This season has witnessed a transition in South Gymnastics and it is

clear that the team has the momentum to continue on this path in the

future.

By Mike Mazzotta

Evan can't see the crowd from up here.
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SKIING
Whether at Weston Ski Track or grilling hot dogs and hamburgers at

Blue Hills, the ski team was always having fun. Although neither the

boys" nor the girls' team finished in the top slots in the Mass Bay East

League, there are several strong underclassmen who will hopefully

make the South ski team more successful in the future.

The girls' team, led by junior co-captains Emily Bodner and Ste-

phanie Whitehorn. did fairly well in both cross country and downhill.

Before the loss of sophomore Sophie Dabuzhsky to a knee injury, both

she and Bodner consistently placed in the top ten. Freshman Kim Honig

also showed what she could do, placing in the top 30.

In cross country, Bodner and Whitehorn placed in an unexpected 4th

and 5th places, gaining 7 1 points for the team. Other strong skiers who
will hopefully help the girls to the states next year are Clara Karpovsky,

Rachel Tarko, Nicole Kocher, Michelle Smookler, Jenny Krapivinsky,

and Vanessa Torelli.

The boys, led by senior co-captains Seth Fetters and Adam Garbus,

did not do as well as they had hoped, but there were some strong skiers

in the group. Fetters and his freshman brother Zack consistently placed

towards the top, and senior Ethan Wood also contributed points in the

downhill races. Sophomore Mike Scherr will hopefully be back in the

top slots next year to help the team to the states. Other skiers were

junior Matt Tabas, Garbus, sophomores Mike Bardin, Eric Smookler,

David Simons, Jared Wilk, and freshmen Mick Willett and Danny
Greenstein.

In cross country, efforts from Garbus and Fetters paid off in placings.

Junior Leo Goldmakher and sophomore Jacob Heim were strong skiers

and placed points for South.

Although the team had a new coach for the second year in a row, it

did not phase them. Tony Cammarata came in and worked with the

team as best he could with the not-so-good conditions. Hopefully next

year Cammarata will return to coach them again.

Fetters reflects on the season, "It was a fun experience and even

though we didn't do as well as we had hoped, it was a good season to

end on."

By Stephanie Whitehorn

Zack looks on.

A Newton South Racer zooms to the finish line.

First Row: Ethan Wood, Matt Tabas, Adam Garbus, Seth Fetters. Second Row: Tony Cammarata. Mike

Bardin, Eric Smookler, Sam Randell, Jenny Krapivinsky, Jared Wilk, David Simons. Stephanie Whi-

tehorn, Kim Honig, Clara Karpovsky, Vanessa Torelli, Emily Bodner, Mike Scherr, Zack Fetters.
Captains Seth Fetters, Emily Bodner, Ste-

phanie Whitehorn, and Adam Garbus.
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Without cars, freshmen and sophomores face all

forces of nature to go out and have fun, bundled up,

walking, walking, taking the T, and walking some
more. Freshman year we were blessed with a class that

had many older siblings, and many unbroken parties,

free of police intervention. Sophomore year provided

more fun, with some trying to enter into the foreign

world of weekend acceptance. At the end of sophomore
year the class felt more comfortable at Newton South.

Junior year meant cars, and nights aimlessly driving,

looking for, yup, other cars, and a place to go. Then
came the PSAT's and SAT's. Juniors are told their

grades are of vital importance — college, college, col-

lege.

When we grow older there will not be a single one of

us, even those who dislike our school, who won't be

able to look back and remember at least some things

fondly, and reflect back on their "glory days". These
first three years started it all and 1 don't think we realized

it at the time, but high school as a whole is something

to be lived to the fullest. No regrets. It all began as fresh-

men . . .

"Hold on to sixteen as long as you can, change is

coming around real soon, make us women and men."
— John Mellencamp

By Sam Rogers
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Freshmen
Jeff Abramowitz

Josh Adams
Chris Ahern

Annina Aitken

Olga Akselrod

Christina Apostolakis

Lidia Arshavsky

Steven Atteweli

John Avery

Sarah Barbrow

Lauren Barnette

Andrew Beaser

Tycho Bergquist

Alexis Bernstein

Jason Birnbaum

Taylor Bissett

Chen Blume
Paulo Brandao

Ashley Branum
Emily Buchbinder

Michelle Butkovitz

Brendan Butts

Ellie Cacciola

Lucy Chadis

Melissa Chesarone

Jennifer Chin

Peter Cho

Liling Chou
Georgia Chronus

Bryan Chue

Ami Cohen

Benjamin Cohen
Jessica Cohen

We didn't mean to bother you!
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Life as a freshman is an endless struggle. There are three major tasks at hand freshman year.

First, make friends with the upperclassman. Second, stay friends with other freshman. And a distant

third, keep academics up with social achievement.

The first thing to accomplish freshman year is to find upperclassmen who don't get embarrassed

when someone sees you talking to them. For some of the lucky freshman there is an older sibling

or pre-existing friend that can help the cause. But for the majority of freshman it is an ordeal that

is painful and tedious. By the end of the year you may have achieved nothing, but it gave you

something to think about in study hall.

The second trial is to keep your freshman comrades together. In all the hustle and bustle of school

work and trying to impress older students, it is easy to forget all the people that you had so much
fun with the year before. For freshman with older siblings it is doubly hard: not only do you make
older friends of your own, but you are almost forced to meet friends of your siblings. Having older

friends is great, but eventually they will all graduate and you will have to return to friends your own
age once again. Freshman year is the year to aspire to be a great senior someday, but between

now and then you should not forget your closest friends, your peers.

The last obstacle to get over is the classroom. Even though most freshman want to start high

school well, the same amount of effort exerted in eighth grade for an A is only enough to earn you

a C at South. It is unfortunate for many that they have to find out the hard way that academics at

South are hard and are a big step up from middle school.

Freshman year is when you are the butt of a lot of upperclassmen jokes. Like somebody great

once said "What doesn't kill you makes you stronger". I agree. I am alive and even though there

are two more years of being a hassled underclassman, this year has prepared me well.

By Alex Tucker

Someday I'll be as tall as my brother.

Romy Cohen
Zachary Cohen
Matthew Corley

Brett Corson

Rayna Cummings
Ashley Curchin

Jesse Danzig

Jenny David

Lynette Desmedt
Lauren Deweese
Dustin Dezube

Jessica Dionne

Welsey Dome
Kristen Dicarlo

Karolin Edwards

Sabrina Eibasher

Samantha Elfland

Joe Feaster

Alexandra Feld

Jennifer Feller

C.G. Finklestein

Sarah Fine

Jordan Fogel

John Folz Donahune

Lindsay Fox

Emma Frank

Lauren Frank

Eric Freeman

Adam Freshman

Joslin Fritz
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Sarah Hoshino

Emilie Howard

Tamika Johnson

Paul Jose

Mike Kaplan

Emily Kass

Sara Kass

Dori Katz

Andy Kay

Rory Kazarian

James Keefer

Karianne Kelley

Norman Kenney
Michele Kessel

Greg Killilea

Ari Klenicki

Lean Knopf

Danielle Kocher

Amanda Kohen

Adam Kotkin

Luba Kruglova

Helen Kuo
Josh Kurland

Jane Langer

hicki Lapadus

Beth Lassner

Jaqueline Laussen

Olga Lebedinsky

Eric Lee

[Nathan Leigh

Amy Lerner

Lindsey Levick

Sarah Levy

Jeremy Lewis

Chris Lo

Yana Lyubominsky

Hey Kim, look at the cute boy walking by. Freshman stick together.
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Jillian Malkasian

Alexandra Marinez

Tone Martinsen

Ashley McCarthy

Bryan McCarthy

Brian McLoughlin

Angelo Medaglia

Rafael Mena
Jane Mendelenko

Andrea Miller

Sensi Miller

Andrew Mittman

Kim Monahon
Sarah Mondell

Matthew Mosher

Sammy Muhlfelder

Sara Murdock

Katherine Murphy

Sue Ann Mararro

Sara Mayeb-Hashemi

Tarn Mgo
Willie Mi

Kristen O'Brien

Demetrios Orfanidis

Justin Orkin

Joey Panarese

Michelle Parad

Aleeza Paul

Mick Phelps

Zeke Phillips
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We're on the way to our car . . . our mom's car.

Up close and personal This is so much better than study hall.
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I saw a ghost in the cafeteria. We're the Barbie girls in our Barbie worlds.
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Talia Pique

Adam Polivy

Danielle Porter

Stacy Poutas

Josh Powers

Michelle Prescott

Stacy Poutas

Liang Qu
Brittany Rao
Rachel Rabinovich

Erica Rhodes

Parker Price

Andrew Riely

Nicole Roberts

Sandra Rodriguez

Paul Rome
Alicia Rosenberg

Dave Ross

Alissa Rothchild

Darren Ruch

Michael Russel

Ari Sacks

Allison Safar

Amy Salk

Zack Samuels

Anneke Schaul-Yoder

David Scher

Alyssa Schultz

Kiara Shlesinger

Thuto Sesoko
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Shirin Shahin

Zack Sharby

Jessica Shoicket

Gemma Sieff

Jennifer Siegal

Julie Silverman

Liza Silverman

Rachel Singer

Matt Skinner

Jessica Solomon
Julie Spiro

Becky Starr

Rachel Stein

Eric Sterne

Katie Stoll

Ben Swartz

Mike Tai

Matthew Talvacchia

Jarrod Tocci

Alex Tucker

Nicholas Violi

Jessica Wallace

Seth Weener

Paul Wherwein

Dan Weinger

Alex Weinstein

Duncan Wells

Susan Wilker

Mick Willett

Jessica Wilson

Brian Wong
Andrea Yaffe

Hiro Yamaguchi

Angela Yee

Derek Yee

Jenny Yee

Michael Yee

Marta Zaharoff
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Bianca Wynn Shiny Kalapurakkel

Vouruo Yang Anna Kordunskaya
Joshua Zises Kalen Krick

Daniel Aaron Abraham Kurland

llya Abyzov

We finally found the pool.

We can't wait to go out during our free blocks!

Puffy vests are cool! Pass the football.
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Sophomores
Janelle Amidon

Julia Appel

Justin Aramati

Lindsay Aronson

Matthew Aronson

Dylan Ashbrook

Alyson Azzara

Elan Babchuck

Mike Bardin

Adam Barmash

Kristian Baverstam

Richie Beckerman

Marisa Berenbaum
Eliza Berenberg

John Bergdorf

Kate Berkovitz

Katarina Berlinski

Jonathan Berman f

Roei Biberstain

Heidi Birnbaum

Jen Bradley

David Brandwein

Elyssa Bristol

Adam Broder

Lisa Brooks

Nicole Brooks

Acacia Brown

Christopher Bums
Amanda Bumows
Matthew Capstick

Jennifer Cedrone

Michael Cherny

Elissa Chin

We're too cool for this picture!
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As freshmen, we felt unwanted, irrelevant, and intimidated by upperclassmen. We learned the art

of walking around the streets of Newton on thirty degree weekened nights. We could not forget the

pre-weekend hopes of actually getting into a party. Most of all, our insignificance to the rest of the

school remained in our minds at all times. Sophomore year, however, is a whole new ballgame —
or so we thought.

Although we have driver's ed., we still don't drive, we still are not upperclassmen, and we still

continually hike the cold streets of Newton in search of a party. The only difference is that Swerling

is there to tease us about the complexities of having a license. However, we have dealt with these

misfortunes for over a eyar, and we are no longer annoyed. We have learned to cope with our

boredom, and have come together as a class.

Granted, there are groups of friends within the sophomore class, but most of these groups are

compatible, which is a characteristic rarely found in a class. As the class of 2000 journeys through

South, the members grow closer and learn to cope with the hardships of high school, and look

forward to our years at the top.

By Mike Gordon

Melissa Chin

Cyrus Chung
Robert Clark

Scott dayman
Melissa Cohen
Laura Conrad

Manuel Copone
Katelyn Cormier

Kevin Cullen

Frances Cutter

Sophie Dabuznsky

Amir Denestani

Behtea Delatizky

Mykel Dennis

Sayumi Desilva

Meryl Diamond

Edward Dolan

Christopher Dong

Jessica Donovan

Joanna Ducey

David Dumoulin

Merissa Dzau

Jillian Erlich

Mike Esposito

Brian Fairley

Lulu Fan

Andrew Farman
Muriel Febrillet

Kathryn Fitzgerald
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Sarah Micklitsch

Michael Miller

Douglas Mitchell

Beata Momtaz
Amy Morgan

Elena Morgenlender

Ben Morse

Nicole Mosher

Ryan Moy
Michele Newton

Brad Norman
Sarah Peddar

Peter Pelenky

Kera Penney

Aaron Perlman-Price

Joanna Petit-Frere

Elizabeth Pollock

Lauren Polo

Samantha Prince

Xiao-Ti Qin

Christopher Quan
Sheryl Quan
Sara Quijano

Samuel Randall

Christopher Rao

Rebecca Rich

Alan Ringvald

Paul Rittenberg

Chris Robinson

Danielle Rodriguez

We are smiling because we play field hockey. Katheryn — the camera is over here!
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We do have bodies — you just can't see them right now. Make a wish.

Raquel Rodriguez

David Rosenberg

Socrates Rosenfeld

Kaitlin Ross

Lindsay Rothkopf

Jonathan Sabbagh

Charlet Sabetfard

Elizabeth Sable

Amanda Safar

Rebekah Safar

Keiko Sakan

Ines Sanchez

Lauren Sarver

Lucas Schaefer

Michael Sherr

Karly Schwartz

Frederick Searcy

Leah Seskin

Ali Shahin

Adam Shane

Michael Shapiro

Liyan Shen

Eric Shooman
David Simons

Gabe Slater

Daniele Smith

Robert Smith

Eric Smookler

Ari Soloman
Anne Springfield
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Zachary Steinbeck

Jordan Stern

Jeremy Stone

Jordan Stroum

Lidnsey Stulan

Elizabeth Sucher-Jacobson

Lindsey Sudalter

Smita Sukhatme
Emily Sullivan

Evan Syms
Rachel Tarko

Shira Teperow

Sarah Thomas
Jason Thompso

Al Toid

Shane Toman
Daniel Tremblay-Sher

Brendan Twomey

Emma Tzioumis

Kiara CJpshaw

Virginia Vance

liana Vaserman

Nicholas Vasile

Alyson Venti

Sarah Venti

Rebecca Vichniac

Joanna Vrouvlianis

Nicole Walker

Jason Wang
Katherine Warren

Meaghan Washington

Jacob Waxman
Rachel Webber
Anna Weisfeiler

Elisabeth Wigder

Jared Wilk

Adam Wilson

Rebecca Wiseman
Janice Wong
Nicolas Yoffe
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Elina Aizenshtein Alec Grayter

Yasmeen Ali Jacqueline Hannon
Christina Apostolakis Michael Hams
riadira Balgobin Liza Harrison

John Braclay Cindy Hon
Rachel Becker Zachary Husid

Peter Belenky Husani Johnson

Benjamin Borg James Keefer

David Brandse Nazeman Kennedy
Steven Bryalovsky Polina Keselman
Ferris Brooks Jihae Kim
Acacia Brown Philip Lachman
Jovanne Buckmire Bradley Levine

Alex Chan Daniel Levitt

Ariel Collis Celia Liang

Daniel Crockett /
v\icnei Lutti

Christopher Dans Levon Margolin

David Deresh Brendan Moy
Shara Dunn rmlip Hg
Merissa Dzau 1 imothy U Uonnell

Joshua Elterman tien reu

Alexander Ennis Matthew Roop-Knaraseh

Lauren Fabrizio Sharona Rubnov
Jennifer Fernald Andrew oabetrard

Marc Filzer Andrew Seidenberg

Evan Fink Nancy Shatiz

Aaron Foster Jesse Silver

Steven Fnoyman Robert Smith

Raafia Gheewala Laura Spinner

Dierdra Gomes Polina Teslyar

Michael Gordon Inna Vasilonenko

HPT"

Study groups are the best!

Boys, what are you staring at?

Mike Scherr struts his sexy stuff down the hallway. Best buds chill in the cafe.
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Ahh! What am I supposed to do with these senior girls? Hi, I'm Phil.
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Juniors
Darren Abrahamson

Katrina Aitken

Kianja Allen

Jessica Arnold

Dan Aronson

Carolyn Avery

Michele Baldassari

Christopher Balme
Michelle Barron

Aron Baumwoll

Care Bear

Share Bear

Dan Benjoya

Jacinthe Benstrong

Dan Bereson

Liz Berger

Emily Bernier

Emily Bodner

Justin Bogardus
Sophia Borenstein

Heather Bowers

Scott Branson

Yuriy Bratslavskiy

Jesse Brevard

Dara Brickman

Anna Brock

Meytal Budin

Justin Budovsky

Alex Burack

Ellen Burns

Catherine Cantin

Carolyn Carver

Walter Cho

We use Crest . . . with baking soda.
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As Freshman, we looked up to the Juniors with respect across our faces. Compared to us little

frosh, they were old, big, and scary. Sophomore year was depressing because we got more attention

as freshman! We realized that Junior year was only one year away, but we were still insignificantt

underclassmen. Mow were are here, we are those mature, intimidating people that they call Juniors.

Driving into the Junior parking lot, we have a sense of belonging. Having earned authority, we walk

down the halls of Newton South with our heads held high and proud.

This year we've taken on more adult responsibilities like getting our licenses, taking PSATs and

SATs seriously, and working our butts off to get the grades for college. Listening to assemblies

about colleges and our future choices, we are realizing that our time here at South is running out

and still there's much to learn. Stressed out with lack of sleep, we now are forced to take school

more seriously because it actually counts.

Even though we are busy, we still have the time for fun like participating in school activities and

hanging out during the weekends. We counted down the days to the Powder Puff competition. The
Semi-Formal has yet to come and we wait impatiently. Weekends are a time to kick back and enjoy

our free time with friends.

Junior year is full of memorable "high-school" events and, through them, we grow closer. Looking

back to our freshman and sophomores years, we see how much we've been forced to mature. We've

been through a lot of rough times, this year especially, but we look forward to moving on to senior

year together.

By Atossa Movahedi and Michelle Smookler

Yeah, I'm Ben Jonash!

Charles Chou
Cindi Cohen

Melissa Cohen
Matthew Coletti

Elizabeth D'Auria

Stephen Denk
Irina Dosoretz

Jonathon Dreyfuss

Michael Drootin

Tony DiCarlo

Jonathon Eddy

Nora Ellertson

Ollie English

Julie Farago

Arielle Farber

Sam Fein

Christopher Feller

Ali Ferleger

Ben Fertig

Adam Finkel

Carlynn Finn

Madeline Fleischer

Kathryn Folzdanahue

Daniel Frankel

Julia Gershou

Alexander Goldberger

Caren Goldstein

Micah Goldwater

Amy Greenstein
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1 feel pretty. Oh so pretty! Woo Woo! Two girls! Woo Woo!
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Melissa Penn

Jeffrey Penney

Timothy Petitte

Anna Plaks

Cailtin Plounick

Simona Poberezsky

Scott Polivy

James Pomeroy

Julie Potter

Matthew Pressman

Elenka Proulx

David Puretz

Albert Ragster

Kimberly Reardon

Phillip Reisman

Rae-Ann Rezutti

Victor Roberts

Angel Robinson

Virginia Rodriguez

Samuel Rogers

Ronni Snetsky

Irina Rozosky

Andre Sabeffard

George Sahinidis

Hideo Saito

Jamie Sand-Goldberger

Ben Schmidt

Jennifer Schultz

Melanie Segal

Emma Sellers
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We like poppy seed bagels with cream cheese.

Alexa smiles because she stole the pillow. Dov, spoon out those spoonfuls.
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If only David and Adam were here. Come on Odette! it's fun to run!
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Jonathon Selter

Josh Sheultz

Cristina Silva

Tony Sindelar

Adam Singer

Michelle Smookler

Jonathon Sneider

Lindsay Sobin

Jon Sommer
[Nathan Spencer

Gina Speigelman

Jonathon Steinbeck

Julia Steinberg

Mike Stides

Samara Strom

Erik Suvanto

Assaf Swissa

Matthew Tabas

Ethan Taven

Nadea Taylor

Mark Titunik

Iris Tomlak
Vanessa Torelli

Evan Traiger

Rachel Tropp

Melissa Turetz

Daniel Turgel

Jackie Veranov

Kevin Wang
Michael White
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Stephanie Whitehorn

Patti Wiano

Jared Weisel

Talia Wildes

Bryan Withall

Alex Wong

Tommy Wood
Yelena Wu

Jonathon Yaffe

Odette Yousef

Yinne Yu

Leon Zhao

Arielle Zibrak

Jon Zuker

Tomorrow we'll do the black shirts with the gold necklace. Imagine, a bomb, a cow, school. Boom!
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Joshua Levine Samuel Weinger
Scott Lewis Jocelyne Wong
Samuel Litvin Jordyne Wu
Tatyana Lutsyuk Lin Mei Zhang

Go long! Go real long!

Nadea and Allie hug the friendly giant.
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Dave shows off his sexy smile! Ricky looks on Carolyn says, "Fly Dumbo, fly!

Jimmy and his boys are too cool for this picture. 1 have snakes in my seventh layer.
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In Loving Memory of

Maxine Chansky
May 26, 1981 — August 13, 1997

July 28, 1996

"It's hard to get by just upon a smile.
"— Cat Stevens

I think that is my biggest strength. I think I can get by with a smile. I think my smile

is genuine and sweet. 1 don't think that it's if I'm pretty or ugly. What I've realized

is a genuine smile uses the whole face, the whole body to express happiness. I do

hope I can get by just upon a smile because I feel like it is important. And it's a

whole attitude. A smile, the one I hope I have, is more than a smile. It is setting a

mood. And a smile is the same in every culture, in every country. — Maxine Chan-

sky
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"It was the way she danced from the inside out, free spirited,

full of life, soul and energy. Maxine danced through life this

way because she did everything with love and spirit and I

loved watching her dance and live.

"

— Heather Bowers
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Senior Year

by Amy Sanchez
Digging our way out from under a pile of college applications

and AP assignments, we can't help but wonder where the ster-

eotype that senior year is finally a year for fun and relaxation

comes from. Exhausted and burnt out by a junior year filled with

rigorous course loads and SAT preparation, many seniors come
back to school in the fall hoping to breeze through our last year

of high school and to really enjoy our last chance to be kids.

Instead, we find more tests, more work, and more responsibility.

Despite the initial shock from work, senior year definitely has

its high points. After four years, the class finally begins to come
together, and signs of senior bonding really do appear. From the

senior class picture to the prom, the year is filled with activities

created just for seniors. Whether it is the new sense of freedom,

the thrill of finally being the oldest and most respected students

in the school, or simply the fact that we are forced to spend all

our seventy-minute free blocks huddled together in the senior

lot, a sense of senior community begins to emerge. Realizing

that this is the last year we have together, seniors look back at

both the good and bad aspects of freshman, sophomore, and
junior years with a certain nostalgia. Suddenly the friend that

was getting on your nerves is the friend you want to spend as

much time with as you can before

graduation.

As a class, with our newfound
wisdom, we enjoy the last few

months of comfortable familiarity

while preparing ourselves to

branch out and discover new ex-

periences by ourselves. Senior

year is a time for reflection and a

time for excitement. It seems like only yesterday

we were the scared little freshmen, insignificant

sophomores, or overstressed juniors. As we sud-

denly find ourselves in the roles of those big,

scary people, we looked up to three years ago,

supremely cool and filled with all of life's secrets

(or so we like to think), we realize we have come
a long way and are looking ahead into an exciting

tomorrow.
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Rachel Ann Abramovitz
33 Elinor Rd. 02161
October 21. 1980

The journey between what we once
were and who we are now becoming
is where the dance of life takes
place. Jade— from 1 st til forever we
da macs twin best friends. Steph —
no more bells love ya (only as a

friend) Jake — a dork who has been
calling for 4 yrs. Abbe & Emily —
lets ditch her WINS! Chrleaders rule

the wrld! Mom & Dad — I could nev-

er have done it without you, thanks.

Sarah — 6th graders don't belong. I

love you all, thanks for the smiles.

Billy Abramowitz
108 Fuller Street

October 29, 1979
Mom + Dad — Thanks for all your
support and love, and for pushing
me, when I needed it. Carly — u r my
best friend, love you! Gram — u r the

best, and the coolest. The core, my
saviors DG just chillin, BP am I?, KL
spills, JB sleepy, YH may the
Shwartz b w/u, BK, JCC. We'll al-

ways have El Pueblito. AG MG AB
RK IC Clo all good times. SF u r my
friend, love you. "If I look back, your
the ones I'll remember, and the good
times we had together."

Patricia Acevedo
239 Langley Rd. 02159

July 27, 1980
"Dreams come true; without that

possibility, nature would not incite

us to have them." — J. Updike. Y +
L, thnx 4 alwys bein' there. Y, don't

ever forget when possible btprk. Lil

dmn . . . y're right . . . TEGOT! NS,
JY, NM, ST, BV, OK, AC, HR thnx 4
the memories. K.K. don't worry so

much, hang in there if he does.
Nc.M. — Fun while it lasted, thnx 4
bein part of my 4 yrs at South. Mami
+ Papi, gracias por todo su apoyo
en mi vida, los quiero mucho. Gabe
+ Danny y're the best bros ILY.

Mike Adkins
43 Sharon Ave. 02166

April 10, 1979
Who gave you the order to shoot us
down
Jah Jah Jah protect us

He'd never leave us alone

So all ye wicked people who want to

see us down
Good bye

— Bob Marley

Jennifer Airey

125 Oxford Rd. 02159
July 28, 1980

To PL and CJ: "Mo day but today"
(hail LC) and "The truth is out there"

(hail DD). To W, CM, CT, and the

rest: "If you can fill the unforgiving

minute with sixty seconds' worth of

distance run, yours is the Earth and
everything that's in it." Your friend-

ship, your support, and your con-
stant humor will never be forgotten.

All my love, Jenny.

Costin V. Alamariu
36 Osborne Path 02159

May 21, 1980
For resonant polysilicon microbrid-

ge vapor sensor: If there is a large

amount of reverse diode leakage,

the p-region can passivate prior to

reaching the n-region. A proposed
solution to this is the four terminal

etch system. Maximum allowable di-

ode leakage = 27.1 1 mA at 60 C, in

20% KOH @ 60C; exposed area —
40% of total area of 4" water (31.41
square cm).

Jenny Albertini

15 Roosevelt Rd. 02159
February 1, 1980

"Goodbye," said the fox. "And now
here is my secret, a very simple se-

cret: It is only with the heart that one
can see rightly: what is essential is

invisible to the eye." The Little Prince

Count the freckles on my face —
That is how much 1 am loved.

See the stars in my eyes — Those
are the dreams that I have.

Behold where I go — I have learned

to be great.

Watch what I do — You have made
me who I am.
To everyone — thank you for eve-

rything! 1 love you all.

Mubeena Ali

7 Fredette Rd. 02159
March 1. 1980
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Leah Altaffer

450 Winchester St. 02161
June 15. 1980

Some feelings make you think of dif-

ferent colors. Jealousy is purple, I'm

purple with rage or purple with an-

ger, and green is envy. Like you ex-

plain your different emotions in color

to this girl who has all the colors in

the world. You can take it all to heart

or throw it all away. You can call it

just a lark or live your life that way.

You can give until you're dry and
sucked of all your gleam. Fake an-

other cry and compromise your
dream.

Dayal Altidor

43 Jackson St. 02159
May 13, 1980

Life is a long journey with changes and
risk. But God was and is always there

for me when 1 need him the most . . .

I'm grateful 4 that. He shows me his

presence all the time throughout the

love, encouragements of my mom.
Thanks mom for being so wonderful.

My best friend Nicole, your caring and
advice, are so precious to me. My
brothers, Teud, Randoul, Kenny, my
sisters Gerby, Farrah, my dad, thanks

guys 4 everything. My man C.J., your

support counts to me, my buds, Mar-

sha, Peneloppe, Naomie, Joanna, Ra-

mon, Paul, James, Amir. Miss Fairley

your kindness and caring, Ms. Rey-

nolds, Ms. Hourihan, Mr. Pearlman,

my deep thanks to you. Class of 1998,

N.S.H.S., everyone that have been
part of this important year in my life.

Peace. Love, Faith and you'll make it

anywhere!!!

Melissa Appel
46 Alexander Rd. 02161

May 13, 1980
Suddenly Milo found himself speed-

ing along an unfamiliar highway,
and as he looked over his shoulder

neither his room nor the house was
anywhere in sight. What had started

as make-believe was now very real.

"I'm certainly glad that it's a nice

day for a trip," he concluded hope-

fully. — The Phantom Tollbooth The
piper will lead us to reason — Led
Zeppelin Happiness is a chain of pa-

per clips — Charles M. Shulz To all:

May joy fill your cups.

Lili Aram
301 Cypress St. 02159
November 19, 1979

"Life is a fatal adventure. It can only

have one end so why not make it as

far ranging and free as possible". —
A.E. "However rare true love is, true

friendship is rarer." — L.R. PA. No
mre big treks. YD. How is BooBoo +
my drving!? KK, JY, NM, NS, CB,
RM, OK, KL — It's been fun, stay

cool. MG + BV y're awsme. Mom
and Baba: toda rabah. R.A. + D.A.
ILU.

Dawn Marisa Ash
48 Greenwood St. 02159

9/17/81
"He who reigns within himself, and
rules passions, desires, and fears is

more than a king."
— John Milton

I'll never forget: The fun times I had
in the Science Team, my friends at

South, and all the teachers who in-

spired me. Keep a smile on your face

and a story in your head! Always
challenge yourself. Thanks, Mom
and Dad, for everything. Carpe diem
et volabo!

Samer Ashkouri
5 McCarthy Rd. 02159
December 30, 1980

Thanks Mom, Dad and my brothers

for everything. I would like to say hi

to my friends NM, PM, MS, EC, SL
and HS. I know I will miss you guys
and you will miss me too, so let's

stay in contact and play some B-

Ball. I had three great years at NSHS
and 1 just want to say good bye and
thanks for everything.

Ann Klepikov
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Anna Rigby Beardslee
89 Ridge Road, 02168
February 12, 1980

"Give me the beat boys and free my
soul I want to get lost in your rock
and roll and drift away." PPC — "I'll

miss the day we met and all that fol-

lowed after" 1LY "now and forever"

MOC — "you helped me take my life

less seriously" ILY E, D, L— "follow

your wishes become your dreams +
cherish your memories" M + D —
thanks for putting up with me, ILY

"reach for the moon because even if

you miss you'll be among the stars"

Michael Beaser
44 Chatham Rd. 02161

February 8, 1980
"There is only one success — to be
able to live your life in your own
way". Thanks Mom, Dad, Andrew,
and The Beeze for everything. To the

Highlands Crew: Z, Tuck, Port— it's

meant a lot. C-Lo (GB) — what can
1 say? Thanks Kimballagher for the

late nights, Lou for helping me
through, and Gila for being there.

Emily — 1 wouldn't lie to ya, you're

the best. Everyone else, see ya
around. — Clutch — I'm outta here!

Juliana Press

Jesse Bachman
102 Ripley Rd. 02159

May 20, 1980
"If you cannot get rid of a family

skeleton, you may as well dance
with it." — GB Shaw. To all my Bow-
en boys and girls, and all the rest of

you — couldn't have done it without

ya. See you down the road.

What larks.

Carrie Bean
16 Country Club Rd.

August 12, 1980
Love to my Family
L., C. and V. — it seems like forever

I'll never forget y'all

"If I don't meet you no more in this

world,

I'll meet you in the next one — so

don't be late"

— Hendrix

Love and Thanks to everyone who's
been there for me.

Danna Ben-Akiva
139 Andrew St. 02161
November 13, 1980

"All rivers run 2 the sea; yet the sea

is not full; un2 the place from
whence the rivers come, thither they

return again" HLR + PPM "Always
2gether nevr aprt, mayb in distance

but nevr at heart" ILY. JB u knw u
luv me 2. "A friend is someone who
reaches 4 your hand but touches
your heart" SBB ABC SEF LJG ALK
SL NM— ILY u guys. KKL— u'll nevr

b far from my heart I love you alwys.

Mummy— I'll alwys b your lil grl ILY.

LBA — u r the most wonderful persn

I've evr met, my tru bf + big sis ILY.

OBA — I'm catching up ILY. Abba
— thanx ILY. REG98

Ezra R. Benjamin
90 Country Club Rd. 02159

March 16, 1980
"Life is truly a ride. We're all

strapped in and no one can stop it. I

think the most you can hope for at

the end of life is that your hair's

messed, you're out of breath, and
you didn't throw up." — J. Seinfeld

Eli, Andy, Jack, Em, Jesse, Mike.

BC, Alton, Mom, Dad, Rob, and
Thelma — I love you guys and eve-

ryone else.
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Andrew (Bibby) Berenberg

44 Brush Hill Road Newton 02161
September 29, 1979

1st ups 2 my parents who made it

hapn Nx 2 all my boyz of '98. C-dog
#14 #1 CAPS "L" all nite. G-son
(Mizzou sucks) I luv u kid (Zona NC
'97) Ty Nitty stop kickin my shades

& kill the Zoot! Jay-Z officl playa

hater boyz 4eva. Lente #56 call me
when you need cups!! Hauben r par-

ties wr 2 phat "L" everyday. Wayne
& DP keep bangin JF (Thinner) I

Guarantee!! boyz DPsko badenko
Kiggy, Tak. Rest of the boyz MC,
BOJO. MW. '97 SB, DK, DE. EKB
gd Ik I'm out.

Michael Berezin

92 Deborah Road 02159
October 30, 1979

"What an interesting experience it

was."

Andrew Berger
200 Old Farm Rd. 02159

1980
First to the crew, Gordon, Aaron,

Yaffe, Jake, Nat, G-Funk, Fetters,

Billy, Fatty, C-LO, Sam and the rest

of the boys, fiestas at Garbs, our

many ho-downs, K1KI, the ladies,

our many hours searching for Mark,

spy hunter, LAX, Baba, the Rolling

Stones concert and many other
bumping nights. Thanks Mom, Dad,

Jeff and Papa for pushing me for-

ward. Keep in touch . . .

Jonah Benjamin Berman
181 Nehoiden Rd. 02168

May 9, 1980
To the boys— KKL, DG, BP, YH, BK,
BA — Thanks for the good times.

AYH, JL— keep makin' music. EO,
HT in Cambridge. DBA . . . U 2. Fets

fam — thanks for everything. CM —
Some day I'll be up there with you.

Just wait. Mom and Dad— I couldn't

have done it without you. I love you
both. Jess — Thanks for the guid-

ance. Eliza — Good luck in every-

thing.

"Hipness is not a state of mind, it's

a fact of life." — Cannonball Adder-
ley Peace.

Kimberly Ann Berman
96 Rachel Rd. 02159

July 24, 1980
You have to go full bozo because
you're only given a little spark of

madness, and if you lose that, you're

nothing.
— Robin Williams

Anyone who keeps the ability to see

beauty never grows old.

— Franz Kafka
(toomie)

Danny Birnbaum
49 Warren Rd. 02168

April 20, 1980
All is foreseen, but freedom of

choice is given; and the world is

judged by grace, yet all is according

to the amount of man's work.
— Ethics of the Fathers 111:19

Carolina Brandao
546 Commonwealth Ave. 02159

April 17, 1980

Simone Brandse
20 Beecher PI. 02159
November 25, 1980

"Consider it pure joy, my friends,

whenever you face trials of many
kinds, in the knowledge that such
testing of your faith makes for

strength to endure" (James). "1 was
determined to understand wisdom
and knowledge, madness and folly,

and I came to see that this too is a

chasing of the wind" (Ecclesiastes).

The best times were with KIARA —
Luv ya kid!!
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Todd Michael Bresler

1970 Beacon St. 02168
April 28, 1980

"Don't worry about no attitude —
just be yourself" C Mayfield. Be
open-minded f stay young, Thanks
Mom + Dad, Matt, Grandpa, KC —
I have soul, MW — TGIFBN (Silent

K) MR — don't drift, good times at

Maggie's, AL — don't flirt so much,
Dunny — keep rednecks alive, SF—
remember JD, CY — nice ring, EM
— Donde esta la casa de Pepe?
Thanks— teachers who made learn-

ing fun, Waban represent, music
makes me high, remember the old

school, "That's the Breaks" KBIow
good luck!

Matthew Bridges
22 Nightingale Pth. 02159

March 3, 1980

Emily Brock
216 Homer St. 02159

June 15, 1980
MF, AM, AM, RG, SG, DC, JB, AR,
DK, AW, JP, JM, BT, BA, SF, LA,

CB, GS, AF — "moving on is a

chance we take anytime we try to

stay together" I'll take a chance —
C squad & GSC — much love. HILL
— mad respect/thanks. SAM — 1

more year, I LCI . CHRIS — i luv u.

SOL — believe & achieve. TORY —
sleeping beauty. CASS — I will sur-

vive, ytvlb. JULIE — u were 3, I was
4, we are 1 = 143. "You guys are

the chosen, challenge your fate.

Some people will never understand,

some already do" PEACE — 10

Isaac Brody
15 Brewster Rd. 02161

October 18, 1980
"The man that hath no music in him-
self,

Nor is not moved with concord of

sweet sounds,
Is fit for treasons, stratagems and
spoils . . .

Let no such man be trusted."
— Lorenzo, The Merchant of Venice.

Nicole Brother
92 Beethoven Ave.
November 5, 1980

"Courage is not defined by those
who fought and did not fall, but by
those who fought, fell, and rose
again." — HJB Thanx 2 Mom, Dad,
Gail & Noah. 2 the cheer girls, keep
smilin', (J own it! KD, K-12, we made
it! C.B., N.S., J.Y., C.S., Y.D., u guys
r the greatest! (No doubt) A.C., I'll

visit. 2 everyone else, Luv Ya!
"Those who turn back, never reach

the summit." — HJB

Sara Beth Brown
276 Woodward St. 02168

July 24, 1980
"Th lghtr we wer gld 2 share will

echo thru th yrs whn othr nites & othr

dys may fnd us gone our seprt wys
we'll hav these momnts 2 rmembr"
LJG, DBA, ABC, SEF, ALK — "th

mst butfl dscvry tru frnds make is tht

thy cn grw seprtly w/o grwng aprt"

ILY. BDM— hw Icky I am 2 hav shrd

sch n amzng xprnce w/sch n amzng
prsn, ILY. NICA 97 REG 98. M & D
— your luv & supprt r wht make me
who I am 2day. ILY more thn wrds
cn dscrbe. Nick — u've tght me so

mch. I'm alwys here 4 u, ILY. Moll —
th bestst sistr n th whl wd wrld. Gd Ik

n all u do, ILY.

Tiana C Brown
P.O. Box 190824

Roxbury, Ma. 021 19

January 29, 1980
1st I'd like 2 say 143 + thanx 2 my
mom 4 all of her support + thanx 2
my dad. My fam you were always
there 4 me. Thanx 2 my friends +
the peeps I'm not cool wit, yall

taught me a lot. 2 all my team
membrs it was fun + keep ^ da gd
wk. Nyiaa — 2 b continued 143,

Kiara — you'll always b my lil sis,

Karla — thanx 4 all da fun, Carre —
don't brk nuttin'. RB, JB, CB, OW,
JG + TC, SL + LH keep it real. 2
every 1 not mentioned follow your
dreams, cause da sky is da limit.

Mara Helene Buchbinder
19 Rolling Lane 02167
November 6, 1980

To my friends — "It's time now, to

sing out, 'tho the story never ends.

Let's celebrate, remember a year in

the life of friends." — J Larson
Thanx 4 the memories. M, D & L —
Thanx for your love and support. ILY

Em — Not only a sister, but also a

friend. ILY Ali & Jen — Though far

away (JR always in my heart. "Take
your time, think a lot, why think of

everything you've got, for u will still

be here tomorrow, but your dreams
may not." — Cat Stevens
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Robert Bullock

19 Southmere Rd. 02126
March 21. 1980

1st Thanx 2 G-d, my parents, my
whole fam. Trinny nuthin but luv.

SD. MD, KE, RD, TW, JHD, RT, TT,

AH, THANX. DP, MC, AB, ZC, TS,
MF, STAY ZOOTED. Razor stay off

route 9. T. WOODS I Know what you
did last summer. AR. RC, LS, SS,

TE, IW, STAY COOL. Thanx 2 Mr.

Hyette, MS. Daviou, coach K, Myet-

te, kellium, it was fun. Newton South
B-ball #1. Mr. Parker and Mr. White

u hav left a lasting impression. AS,
AL, EM, ST, SO, TE, DG, BS. SB. EB
1 will not forget u. I luv u all! They
can't take our memories. Mason-
Rice 1 luv.

Temple Beata Keo Carroll

44 Hamlet St. 02159
November 13, 1980

But we should prefer 2 give our time

2 a plant of human growth, if we
were sure he was worth the trouble.

That is the whole question. (J must
know urself a Tittle. R (J worth my
trouble or not? — Proust. Mom +
Dad: I'm so lucky 2 have something
2 make saying gdby so hard ILY. Dy-
lan: Creativity takes courage. U have
both ILY. Dan: Always ur babydoll

Life has drawn us a

memories'll keep us

'I must dance." —
ILY. JL SC KB:
part but luv

bonded 4ever.

Nureyev. 22.

Matthew Chan
53 Roosevelt Rd. 02159

August 16, 1980
Boys, its been fun while it lasted.

Hop in the back, we've gotta go 4
one more ride, lightem' up, gunnem'
down, blast the disco, and get bent.

RS— I'll always remember you. ILY.

RKM— Pals forever. ILY. CH — Stay
NUTS . . . man. M & D — Thanks 4
dealing w/me. Lori — (JR the best.

ILY.

Alison Chang
30 White Ave. 02159

July 15, 1980
"(J will do foolish thngs, but do 'em
w/enthusiasm." — C. Dn't B afrd o
failures; learn 2 laugh at (Jrself. Thnx
2 mom, dad, & bro 4 tchng me how
2 B a persn. Thnx 2 all my fmds, (J

no who (J R. CM & MH — nva 4get
(J. PM— thnx 4 makng my life worth
livng, MDD-108. Cheerldrs — OWN
IT! Thnx 2 all my tchrs 4 opnng my
eyes 2 D art o life. "Light 2mrrw w/
2day!" — E.B.B.

Ik,

Chloe Taylor Evans

Derek S Chau
126 Evelyn Rd. 02168
January 15, 1980

"The best friends are the ones you
can call up at 4 a.m." To all my boyz
down in CC, DM, TL, CL, TD, RL, BS,
JC, RD, KH, Oak Hill vs. Waban
rumble, take care and G luck. LC2
— you are like a sis to me, thanx for

always being there when times was
rough. SC — you have been there
since the beginning, don't know
where I'd be without you. LCI — big

sisters are hard to find, I'm glad you
are mine. Sole— stop hitting me and
throwing food at me. RD — I don't

think we will ever get all the lyrics.

To mom and dad, thanx for your
support and encouragement. 1 love

you!

Daniel H. Cheng
19 Winchester Plaza 02161

July 9, 1980
There's never enough time to do all

the nothing you want.
— Calvin & Hobbes
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Colleen Chesarone
20 Wyman St. 02168
September 9, 1980

NM, SS, Adi — You guys R 3 of the

greatest people I know, and the 3

best friends I've ever had. You've al-

ways been there for me and I wi

never forget that. I love u so much.
SY — We've really gone thru a lot

lately, but no matter what I luv (J. JP
— Thanx for always listening to me.
ILY. SG, VV, AC, KC, CY — I'll miss

you guys. M, D, MC, AC— Thanx for

everything. ILY. "It is still a beautiful

world. Be careful. Strive to be hap-

py." — Desiderata. Good luck class

of '98.

Loreen Chin
40 June Lane 02159
December 1, 1980

"Justin can u spear a mint?" M.C.
letz drop out. Many DT memoriez.
Azn guyz! J.W. DIA YECIT! C. Lee
memoriez since baby skool. C.W.
Luvz ur 128. B.S., COUZ! T.L. ur

JAH-JAH iz alwayz here. K.S. u'll

find de rite 1 . My Bak Gwaiz R.D. +
LK. luv u! D.M. want $? E.C. + J.C.

twinz 4 life. 2 de azn crew R.L., S.M.,

J.T., J.L. keep it real! AP 4 life! D.C.

letz rumble. MA + PA ur B. Gurl

made it pay up. LCI + DIA-DIA G.

LUCK! 1 LCJVT.S. BABY 143!

Namil Cho
41 Callahan Path 02159

March 7, 1980
To God, I'm forever indebted for eve-
rything He has done, and given me.
To my Mother, Father, and to Nam-
suk, I'm forever indebted for your
support, love, and care. I'm also

grateful for all the help my teachers
and Counselor have given me. To all

my friends at N & S, thanks for all

the fun times.

The ability to be great will eternally

lie within each one of us so long as

we are willing to try.

Ahnyung and later.

Craig Isaac Chosiad
97 Bound Brook Rd. 02161

20 September 1997
As of today, Massachusetts is no
longer immune to the discreet
charm of the domestic ferret. For 60
years, we've treated these creatures

like outlaws, and while ferrets may
wear masks that make them look

like bandits, the consensus is they

are, for the most part, law-abiding,

litterbox using types. Search and
seizure may make sense if there's a

crocodile in the bathtub— but a fer-

ret on the Barcalounger? That's what
domestic bliss is, and any govern-

ment that interrupts such benign
happiness is going too far. — Wil-

liam Weld

Yuktak (Andy) Chow
1 100 Boylston St. 02161

June 6, 1978

Zach Christman
1461 Centre St. 02159
December 4, 1979

Thank you mom, dad and Jake for

staying with me through all the

years. I'd like to thank all my boyz

AH, TTS, AB, JP, JN, MF, JG, MC,
CH, DV, JD, JF, SD, DP, MC, TS,

DP, CO, MW, BW and the Mason
Rice crew AR, MW, AT, JA. Good
times BL, WD. I'd like to thank my
girlfriend Lauren for being so good to

me, I'll love you forever! Crystal

Lake staff, Get off OSC1, and I didn't

forget you Cirel!

Danna Ben-Akiva and Sara Brown
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Edwin Chung
22 Warren Rd.

June 24. 1980
"You can never plan the future by
the past." — Edmund Burke Thanks
to friends, family, etc. for pushing
me the extra mile. To JH, MS, PM—
friends forever. DM — buds and
neighbors. DK — BMS memories.
And to everyone else 1 haven't men-
tioned: Thx 4 being there through
the ups and downs. Good luck to

NSXC. NSIT, NSOT, + the greatest

coaches — SM, MM, AM. You guys
will dominate without a doubt. To
Lorraine '88, M, D, GMA. ILY. Thx 4
being there! Good luck to the Class
of '98. The memories will last for-

Adam Reid Cirel

34 Gordon Rd. 02168
March 20, 1980

Thanx boys: Nuto and me #1 at

caps, Norm$, Goody and I own PB,

Ty Buff stinks, Lente keep throwin

cans, Zach, Hubba. He-Dowde —
Don't even answer. Moose-man, Fi

— stupid, my prep school boys SB
and DK, my N.N. posse Pesky —
chillin in Myrtle Beach, Sorenson,
Claffa-daffa-doo. CH and KR it was
a good time. Football — Thanx
coaches. Ricki I'll always love you.
My fam: Mom, Dad, and Lex. Love
you guys. Vinny too.

Adi Cohen
6 Brandeis Rd. 02159
September 8, 1980

"All that we see or seem is but a

dream within a dream." — Edgar Al-

lan Poe CC, NM y're the best, I had
lots of fun. I will alwys b here for u.

KK, YD, PA, LA, SY, BV, ML, DBA,
HR, SS Thnx for the memories I hope
to see u again in the future. OS y're

my best frnd I will alwys love u and
nvr forget u. My Isrl frnds your in my
heart. M D Ami and Amir thnx and I

love u. Class of '98: life is short make
the best of it, don't be afraid to go for

your goals. GOOD LUCK

Ian Harris Cohen
184 Windsor Rd. 02168

April 3, 1980
"Our memories of yesterday will last

a lifetime, we'll take the best, forget

the rest, and someday we'll find,

these are the best of times." Ste-

phany— 1 love you with all my mind,
heart, and soul. Thanks for all the

memories. You and me forever.
Mom and Dad — I couldn't have
done it without you. I love you. Ad-
am and Jamie — Good luck. "The
future belongs to those who believe

in their dreams." "You only live

once, but if you do it right once is

enough."

Jared Louis Cohen
21 Jules Terrace 02159

June 9, 1980
I would like to thank everybody that

helped me to be the person I am,
ESP JFL— "Remember the big pic-

ture," — Arli$$ "Most of the time I

talk out of my butt but on a rare oc-
casion a nugget of truth has been
known to slip out. I think this is one
of those moments" — Brodie, Mall-

rats. "... life's a vacation" — M.S.
"... and may God have mercy on
your soul" — Billy Madison. Special
thanks to Mom, Dad, and Benny —
I see the picture — SY1A

Donna Colin

14 Hagen Rd. 02159
August 6, 1980

It's not the place that makes the peo-
ple, it's the people that make the

place. Thanks to all the people who
made South what it was . . .

Brian Corliss

976 Boylston St. 02161

Kristina Marie Cormier
91 Christina St. 02161

October 27, 1980
AO #12 — RIL. SB was it soo good.
MW. AL take it lik a man. TB — no
soul. MR — Cool Beans. GOOF. SF
— My bro. CHIEF. 3 amigos — CC.
NM, SY. Scott + PT = life. SS + JN
my fav cuple. Tin Drum. SD — fthr

of my chldrn. WATANKA TATAN-
KA. "Oh Ya" M & D thanx 4 evythg.

M & M thanx 4 nothg (JK). 2 my
NVR 4gotten friends. MP. RH. GP —
will luv + remember CJ AAF. 10-13-

95.

"Try to realize it's all within yourself

no-one else can make you change"
— Beatles —
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Michael O'Hara Costa
23 Ohio Ave. 02164

June 16, 1980
Peace Boys— BL, touring to the col-

iseum and point, TKO's house, A.H.

no night whip, Tiggy Buggin, TKO
slowin down, and late nights out D.P,

+ R.M. keep trippin — Anna thanx
for being there ( I LCI ) — Rory go cra-

zy — Thanx family — Good Luck
Boyz 97 — stay Lit— S.D. keep Hot
Boxin — ROCKED — Hockey 4
years (capt) "If people tell you what
to do, don't listen to them unless

they are rocked"

Amanda Beth Cuiffo

135 Gordon Rd. 02168
July 21, 1980

"Thr nvr seems 2 B enuf tym 2 do
the things (J want 2 do once (J find

them" AK, SF, LG SB DBA LF EL
SS RA— 2 the world (J may B 1 per-

son but 2 1 person (J may B the

world — Dont Fade — ILY MJP —
Out of a dream out of the sky in2 my
heart in2 my life — i luv u BM— my
deepest thot canot grasp (JR infinity

— ILY AS — 13 yrs BoFoFo Mrs K
— we no what we R but we no not

what we mayB — thnx M + D + B
— luv is a long rd — Im the lucky 1

— thnx ILY "Som things R hard 2 let

go som things R nvr enuf"

Juden N. Dass
1 145 Boylston St. 02164

April 5, 1980
Football; Lax 9-12 thanks to the

boyz who helped me through the last

4 yrs; Evans, Phils and Cap, we've
had a real blast— Budget, Hull, Cold
Spring, Evans Party 97— we're boyz
till the end. Amherst 97 — DP, SF,

WS — Final Four. To the crew, DS,
JB, AG, AH, YH, MS, AY, SY, RD,
BK, CO, thanks for the good times!

Mom, thanks for pushing me to do
my best, ILY. My days at South are

coming to a end, but the memories
will stay with me for eternity— Good
Luck Class of '98

Shawn Deweese
32 Duxbury Rd. 02159
September 10, 1979

Thanx to everyone who helped me
thru HS. Rezzuti hockey's awesome.
Dk, IC soccer rules. Noble we've
been thru a lot together, CS park,

hockey, girls, court, boats, TG, +
everything in-between. Thanx —

,

KC, LK, JS, SS, Ms. L. JM keep smil-

ing. KCS it wouldn't have been the

same w/o (J. Mom, Dad, Lauren —
couldn't have done it w/o (J— Thanx

Jessica Dickerman
124 Deborah Rd. 02159

October 18, 1980
"The world is all gates, all opportL
nities, strings of tension waiting to b

struck." — Emerson Mom & Dad -

Thanks for all your love, help & sup
port. Andrew — you are the best lit

tie brother! "The most beautiful dis

covery true friends make is that the

can grow separately without growin
apart." To my friends— Always sta

in touch. I'll miss you. Good luc

Class of '98. "Shoot for the moor
Even if you miss you'll land amon-
the stars."

John Donovan
28 Hale St. 02164

April 16. 1980
Thanks dad, mom, and Jessica fo

all your support through the years

Thanks to all my teachers I've hat

that have pushed me to do my best

97 football #76. That way you don'

make things worse. Good bye ant

good luck class of "98".

Ramon Downes
13 Belnel Rd. 02136

April 11. 1980
Mommy - Daddy I LCJV CI I wouldn'

have done it w/o (J. 1 Luv Twood:
Rizz B Boyz 4 life. 2 da lobster heac

bities MO LUV AT ALL, chumps it;

DUCK SEAZOM ha-ha watch you
step I'm on sum other ish. 1 luv 2

everyl else AH C-lo TT JHD BK MF
SY TE SS LS EM AR TS EW YH YA
RS VK GCIMZ BP DV SB SK ZC MS 1

+ F Steve Marianne Jeff Andrea AE
AC RJ RK RT JE JD CH MC SF Bfi

BS JP DP DC RC. I got big hands sc

I do big things. All My Sybs Bub To}

B T

Yana Drogobetsky
43 Ober Rd. 02159
December 31, 1979

Thanx 2 MoM & 2 Dad, SiS, IG & Al-

ex my little bro. Mira future partners

Able. Brianna alwys in my hrt. Patty.

Lili friends 4eva. When ever you fee

lost get in the car and drive until you

find your destination and when yot

get there make sure they have a wa-

ter fountain and butt parking "A true

friend is one who walks in when the

rest of the world walks out" JY INS

AC KK BV OK KS CB HR MB thanx

for staying true. ST & MM sory didn't

last.
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Nathan "Ned" Harry Dushman
108 Pine Ridge Road 02168

April 5, 1980
Live happily — one gets little out of

life other than happiness. Don't wor-

ry too much, and don't work too

much. Bicycles are better than cars,

just like Macs are better than PCs :-

) For Dan and Jason— "We're going
to Vermont this weekend," "I'll

bike!'' Thanks to my siblings, par-

ents, teachers, and especially all my
friends. Good luck to all future NSHS
frisbee teams and South Stage te-

chies.

Jonathan D. Eddy
42 Tyler Ter. 02159

March 4, 1980
Rident stolidi verba Latina.

ha, ha, ha.

Thanks to my family & friends.

"What? More words? The revolt in

the desert played a decisive part in

the Middle Eastern Campaign."
"Yes, but . . .

"

"No one else could ever be admitted

here, since this gate was made only

for you. I am now going to shut it."

Tanika Edwards
19 Brockton St.

Mattapan 02126
1 st thanks to God, Mom, Dad & Ker-
ry. Bye to the rest of yall chicken
heads still stuck and leaving this

school. Good luck to my girls Penny
& Star we been there for each other

through thick n thin always will be.

Much love goes to RD, RB, LS, TW,
twins, AR. Rainbow Bright is out.
"98"

Josh Elman
73 Broken Tree Rd. 02159

September 23, 1980
Tennis 9, 1 0, 1 1 , 1 2 Capt. To all my
friends in the class of 98 keep par-

tying hard. "Officer my trunk is re-

ally broken." Party at Elmans. "It

was the best of times, it was the

worst of times" Kathy you have
made it the best of times and you are

so special to me. I Love You so
much. Mom, Dad, Adam, Matt,
Sherri, thanks.

Rachel Elterman
66 Brookline St. 02167

May 27, 1980
Mom, Dad, and Josh, ILY so much
MLM and J1W, c u in '52 for tea
"There is a wordless tomorrow in

which I'll forget all the chatter. It wil

be like the sky clearing after a rain

storm to the washed gray of morning
. . . But today is still a day for cym
bals, percussionists join in the cele

bration, raising a din, pounding with

out restraint." — Chang Shiang-hua

Arang Emami
Cannon St. 02161
August 28, 1980

"When I dipt into the future far as hu-
man eye could see;

Saw the Vision of the world, and all

the wonder that would be."
— Tennyson

Though we are heading into the fu-

ture and divergent new paths, re-

member your past, and never forget

your friends. Be sure to keep in

touch because I, like all of you, will

recall my so-called misspent youth
and it will seem more worthwhile
every single day.

Edgar Martinez and Carlo Sostilio
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Cerissa Fabrizio

70 Countryside Rd.

Newton, Ma 02159
September 7, 1979

First of all thanks to Dad and Mom,
I couldn't have done it without you,

To my family that stood by me
through everything, ILY. To my Sis

and the girls of 2000, summer of 97
was a blast! To Aly BFFL. Good luck

to everyone else, KIT.

Sarah Rebecca Feldman
37 Bow Rd. 02159

July 31, 1980
We all realize we're leaving Confu-
sion & Nonsense behind & perform-

ing our 1 & noble function of time,

MORE — Sal Thanx 2 all my frnds

esp Ss. JR, KM, LF, SS, LG, Barby
& fam Argentina D — bf 4e u r my
sunshine OPP Sometimes u get tired

of riding in taxicabs the same way u

get tired riding elevators. All of a

sudden, u have 2 walk no matter

how far or how high up — Holden
HERE'S 2 HAPPINESS & TRUE FUN
Xs 2 COME!

Ezra Benjamin

Jonathan C. Evan
August 27, 1980

To Mom, Dad, and little Josh, Thanx
for all your help, I couldn't have done
it w/o U. Gotta give a shout to the

Ides boyz: Cap, Jonny P. and Juden.
To my boyz in 3125, it's been fun.

Cap in the tub, Phils in the Bed, and
Juden in the wood, J-fest '97. MAC,
you got one more year, make it

count bro. Boyz for life; DV BK TJ
RD JD MC JP HB: I know we will still

be together in the end.

Chloe Taylor Evans
18 Cheney Ct. 02164

July 29, 1980
We're just babies . . .

— Digable Planets

Dina Jane Ferdman
100 Longfellow Rd. 02162

April 26, 1980
"I'm off to find my world, my
dreams, carve my niche, sew my
seams. Remember, as I sail my
streams — I'll love you, all the way."
— B. Mueller. To my friends— I love

you all and will treasure the memo-
ries forever. Hey Girls — It's been
fun, keep smiling! M.A., M.T., and
P.F. — "Mientras otros pasan, ami-

gos verdaderos quedan en el cora-

zon." As Kermie says, "Someday
we'll find it, the rainbow connection.

The lovers, the dreamers, and me."

Lindsay Fernald

June 21. 1980
"Explorers are we, intrepid and bold,

out in the wild, amongst wonders un-

told." B.W. Mom, Dad, Jennifer, &
Josie I love you, thanks for every-

thing. Anne, don't forget ND/SJ/BC,
you know you rule, and we still have
more to do. Sheebs, don't get lost. &
don't forget AVI, and Oxford. Sherly,

all the laughs were fun, see you at

UMASS. Good luck '00 & to the rest.

Goodbye forever NSHS.
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Seth Fetters

66 Alban Rd. 02168
August 25, 1980

Thanx to the fam. To the boyz, its

been good. Thank God I'm outta

here.

Leah Fine

35 Woodcliff Rd. 02161
January 10, 1980

"What is friendship, two bodies, one
soul" Smine — I never would have
made it w/o CI. Ab — ILY like a sis.

Man — (JR all I want 2 B. Shig —
SPEED! Feld, DG — nights we
spent, talks we had. TM — through
thick & thin. JS— I see someone re-

ally ... Ian — thanx pres! AM —
through bad & worse times. JL — (J

will make it. David — We ended on
a better note — ILY. M & D — thanx
4 putting up w/me. I can't believe we
made it — ILY. And now it's time to

move on . . .

Paula Michelle Fisher

655 Saw Mill Brook Pkwy. 02159
July 25, 1980

"Some people come into our lives

and quickly go. Others stay, leave

footprints in our hearts, and we are

never the same." Thank you Mom,
Dad. Michael '02, all my friends, DF.
MT, KS, EB, the S + S crew, and
everyone else who has laughed and
cried with me these past 4 years.

Hold on to the memories, I know I

will. Teddy — 1 just want to fly . . .

"We need time to dream, time to re-

member, and time to reach the infi-

nite. Time to be."

Mitchell Saul Flax

7 Dorothy Rd 02159
March 21, 1980

Thanx 2 Mom, Marc + Dad for put-

tin up w/me. Lileric you're a great

punchin bag. Thanx to all the boys
for makin free blocks fly hi and
weekens a blur. Matt you are the

shrmstx in frame, CLo keep growin
da fro, Z — remember our first boof,

Shiggy u got a min? B'in at Weeks,
TKO's crib and the notorious 8. BW
RK CP JP TT AH AB DP MC IC JN
DP JG JP JR and the rest, you know
who ur. thanx 4 all the war stories +
trips to the COLLY. SARA ILCI,

you've been there 4 me, this isn't the

end.

May Fogel
22 Hollywood Dr. 02167

December 4, 1980
Ima, Aba, Jord, Lee — (J R My
strength. Israel — my home. 2 my
friends: Einat — Fate is Reality, Ary
— I Miss G, Cass — Sag Pal, Sara —
Baby rememba my name FAME, Ri-

ta—Pretty * Proud, Dre— CI Rebel,

Em — 2 good. Hill — R (J in luv?,

Brock — Hug me, "NAME." Shiggy
— Every move I make, every breath
I take, III have hungry eyes 4 (J 1 -1 -

97. "And now here's my secret, a

very simple secret: It is only with the
heart one can see rightly, what is es-
sential is invisible 2 the eye."

Shaina Forbush
27 Considine Rd. 02159

January 8, 1980
"Somebody told me that this is the
place where everything's better and
everything's safe ..." To my crew,
old school and new: Cuiffo, Abby,
Ellie, DBA, LG, SB, LF, AS, GL, SS,
LH, and Carlo, you all mean more to

me than you can imagine. Thank
you, ILY all. "We'll rendezvous to-

gether 'til the end of time." Mom,
Dad, Rachel: thanks for putting up
w/me. I know it wasn't easy. "Time
can be so precious ... I can't help
living it up ...

"

Hillary Foster
46 Madison Ave. 02160

April 20, 1980
Mom — thanks 4 the love, Bro —
Blood never turns in2 H20. Sar —
our spot, Israel 96. thank CI 4 Ant,
BFF — 143. Seth, 143, 4eva talks

100. Em — CI R the God of your own
world. Cas — sandwich, echo. 2 my
neighbors 143, CP — Mel/PL. there

is still some left: Sam — Vit-C, 2
alike; AR — CI R always right. RG —
pipeyards, cramming. MF — PSAT.
R LI. DC — Jon & Carl, 143. SM —
CI will get through — 143. JR —
phone, 143. JP— 143. SH — we will

get there. Much love 2 C-squad,
GSC, Bowen 92, SHAFTY/NFTY-
NE, Post-Conf.

Akiva B. Fox
354 Kenrick St. 02158

June 2, 1980
"Mere existence had always been
too little for him; he had always
wanted more." — F.M. Dostoyevsky
Thank you to everyone who talked,

laughed, played, sang, worked, and
acted with me— you have made my
life less ordinary and infinitely better.

And now the inevitable Hamlet quo-
tation: "Remember me" — The
Ghost, Hamlet I. u
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Eli Charles Freedman
236 Upland Avenue 02161

July 20, 1980
Today's the day I take my stand, the

future's mine to hold.

Commitments that 1 make today are

dreams from days of old.

I have to make the way for genera-

tions come and go.

I'll have to teach them what I've

learned so they will come to know.
— Debbie Friedman

Matt Freedman
340 Parker St. 02159
November 21, 1980

Thanx to Mom, Dad, my sisters and
wheatly to. A.M., S.D., S.Y., K.C.,

K.G.. C.S., R.B., S.D., T.T.. E.M.,

R.M., G.M., CO., S.F., D.V., Espe-
cially J.N., C.J., T.C., R.D., J.D.,

J.C., and to N.M. 4 lookin' out. Pats

98 in San D — S.S.G. w/t Razor —
Fast talkin' good fer nothin' rock n'

roll (F.H.) — Mow the damage done
& we're back out on the run
(g'n'fn'r') Thanx, see you all later—

Vera Fridman
39 Carl St. 02161
October 1, 1980

Kimball Christopher Patrick

Gallagher
68 Beacon St. 02167

August 1, 1980
"Unrest of spirit is the mark of life."

"Art attempts to find in the universe,

in matter as well as in the facts of life,

what is fundamental, enduring, es-

sential."

— Saul Bellow

"And if the student finds that this is

not to his taste, Well, that is regret-

table. Most regrettable. His taste

should not be consulted; it is being

formed."
— Flannery O'Connor

Lauren Michelle Gamzon
24 Avalon Rd. 02168

July 14, 1980
To my girls: JS, TBM, AS, AB, LF,

SF, KM etc. True friendship never
dies. Thank u 4 all the gr8t memo-
ries. Don't ever change. ILY. RKM:
Gd Ik 2 you + thnx 4 the laughs. ZC:
Thnx for it all. ILY. To the boys of 98
(esp. AH, TTS, CO, MC, CH, AB,
AC, JG, JF): You R the best. Thnx
for always making me laugh. ILY. M,
D, Diana: Thnx for your luv + guid-

ance. W/o u I'd B nothing. I'll always
luv you. Gd luck 98! "If you can
dream it u can do it!"

Adam Garbus
321 Upland Ave. 02161

October 22, 1979
"because the only people for me are

the mad ones, the ones who are mad
to live, mad to talk, mad to be saved,

desirous of everything at the same
time" Jack Kerouac
"Holy the supernatural extra brilliant

intelligent kindness of the soul" Al-

len Ginsberg
thanx E, S. P, M & D — my boys &
Kiki!

Cassandra Gargas
84 Eldredge St. 02158
December 13, 1979

Mom & Ron — thanx 4 not giving up
I love you DK, DC, DG. PB, CM, BT,

JM, MM, SS 143 GSC & C-Squad —
its been fun, good luck w/all u do CP
— NY undercovers Rita — we
should've Sara — Stalkers Leah &
Carrie — 10 & going ILU2 Dre —
Curly Crew May — Sag Pal thanx 4
3/24/96 — always in my heart Hill

— wake up! we're walking Tory —
player 4 life Em — YTVB always Ad-
ina — coin crazy Ary — Hit & Run?
Will — thanx 4 always understand-

ing 1LU These 4 yrs were great, but

Im glad were finally out of here. Lets

go 2 the beach!

Sarah Glidden
58 Westminster Rd. 02159

June 16, 1980
"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't

stop and look around once in a

while, you might miss it." — Ferris

Bueller. To Alex, I love you to infin-

ity. Thanx to those friends of mine
that never turned me away. "Bunch
of savages in this town." — Randal.

Thanx to my family. Dan. good luck

next year. Toj 4 ever.
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Lindsay Jo Goodman
22 Rachel Road 02159

October 22, 1980
"'Long you live and high you fly and
smiles you give and tears you cry

and all you touch and all you see is

all your life will ever be" 2 my
friends. SBB. DBA. ALK. ABC, SEF,
BM. AP, EL — "The moments pass

so quickly but the memories last for-

ever" ILY guys. JH — CJ R alwys
there 4 me — thanx. M & D, thanx 4
alwys supporting me. I couldn't've

made it w/o u. I Love You. Jody, u r

the greatest sister! I know you'll suc-

ceed in everything u do. ILY & will

miss u.

John E. Goodson
64 Parker St. 02159
September 30. 1979

Four blurry good years, boys.
Thanx. To my close ones AB AC JIN

JP DP we had some flippen' fun
times together. College won't steal

our laughs. The rest of the lushes JL
ZC AH TT MC CH MW — TS I luv u

guys 2. We left it all on the court. M
+ D I can't say enough praise. Molly

& Ethan you are my support + guid-

ance. Without you two I would be
lost. 1 love both of you. HS can be
summed in one sentence "Igno-
rance is bliss" Isn't that right boys?

Sara Gorbaty
112 Ridge Ave. 02159

June 18. 1980
Mommy + Daddy, thanx 4 every-

thing. To my "sisters", u know who
G are — I luv CI. Dee + Jewels you
2 R the best! OPP — it was fun. Hill

— 2 many memories. III miss CI. CM
— my sanity, 143. PB — China Gar-

dens, Florida, 111 miss CI. To GSC +
DP, we've got some good memories.
To my GIRLS + C Squad: FAME,
hugs, center, gulf, + many memo-
ries — "A best friend is someone
who walks in when everyone else

walks out." To my Mitchy, thank CI,

CI have taught me so much. You'll

always be in my heart. I luv CI! Amer-
ican Girl — 3398 — Goodbye.

Jennifer Yuki Gordon
52 Kingston Rd. 02161

October 25, 1979
Mama, Daddy, Meg — Thanks for

the unending love & support. I know
you'll always be there for me. ILCJ.

To my friends — I'll never forget all

you've taught me. Thanks for the

good times. "If there is not any such
thing as a long time, nor the rest of

your lives, nor from now on, but
there is only now, why then now is

the thing to praise & I am very happy
with it." — Hemingway Thanks to

everyone who has made now the

best it could possibly be.

Sarah Robbins and Christine Teuber

Mark Gordon
16 Shuman Circle 02159

February 22, 1980
"What a man thinks of himself, that

it is which determines, or rather in-

dicates, his fate." — Thoreau. BE-
LIEVE. 2 my frnds, thanx 4 the good
times AG AYH — Cside. frosh par-

ties, WabanT SY— Toxic twin BA—
CIR fired JL — b'day (Kiki) ST MJ
EW Bergaaa — WEH boy. Thanx
teachers. Mom & Dad — thank u 4

everything, I may not show it, but

ILY. M — eat drink + be merry. R —
Gd luck. Peace and gd luck every-

one. "It's so hard to say goodbye to

yesterday."

Rita Granovsky
37 Saco St. 02164

April 8. 1980
M & D. Thanx 4 supporting me & be-

ing there 4 me. ILY w/all my heart.

Adina, ILY like my own sister. What
r we? Cass, we should hve! May,
what do women want? AM, CI R a

matchmaker. DC, lets go shopping
@ Cache. AR, Always! SG, u hve
taught me 2 much. HF, Fletch! RG.
tea time! JG + AB. need a shave?
WS, want 2 do breakfast? KS, Listen

Psycho it's blue! RC, ILY I wouldn't

hve made it w/o u. JG. best of luck

next yr. DM, ILY always forever.
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Emily Greenstein
191 Waban Ave 02168
February 29, 1980

You think you're grown up and tired

and jaded with everything, but in

your heart you're just as much a kid

as 1 am. They'll never guess that in

the darkness of night we sneak into

each other's room and have pillow

fights

— Ender's Game
My friends: as we wish upon the first

star, I thank you for giving me out-

stretched arms and filling an essen-
tial box — stay golden
Mom, Dad, and The Boys: for the

hikes of life

Not knowing knowledge never eno-
bles

— Moxy Fruvous

Denise V. Griffiths

59 Hamlet St. 02159
August 4, 1979

"Once in a while, u get shown the

light in the strangest of places, if u

look at it right" — The Dead. To a

my friends, wish u the best & keep
in touch. My 111* Sarah, CJRD best.

Don't eva change 1LY OPP crew
thanx 4 D memories. Kat I'll neva
4get Volvo Xs. Leah C (J in Broad-
way. Gorbs & Jules I couldn't have
done it w/out (J. BFF. JP & Tys C1R

my boyz Mami, Papi, Barbi, Norms,
Mayra gracias por todo ILY I'M OUT

Marsha N Guerra
31 Halcyon Rd. 02159
January 01, 1979

1st I would like to thanx God 4 his

blessings. Mom & Dad, Paula & Josh
your love enriches & strengthens
me. Gerald 1 couldn't of made it w/o
your love & support. Thanx G 4 be-
ing a wonderful BF. SEMPER F1DE-
LIS!! Mrs. C & Mrs. W thanks 4 eve-
rything. CP I value your friendship.

GM I admire your kind heart. F 4ev-
er. HR 3140 Good Luck. Waz up. JA,
KN, DA, SI, IE, Class of 1998 Auf
Wiedersehen.

David B. Gunzburger
14 Lorraine Cir. 02168

June 3, 1980
To my crew: BP, BA, YH, KL, JB, BK
and YM, Thanks for the great times
that will NFA. TA, JF, MG, PM, JG,
SF — the music never stop. Mom,
Dad and Paul, thank you for being
there for me along the way.
"With your past and your future pre-

cisely divided, am 1 at that moment?
I haven't decided."

J.M.

Yuval Mazor

Joshua Hahn
17 Wright Rd. 02159
November 22, 1980

"It is what we do that counts, not

what we intend to do" To my friends

— RK MS JL JC JE JL AB — thanks
for four great years RK, MS— thanks
for always being great friends and
cracking me up. LG — Anything you
do you'll be great at. Good luck. JL
— we made it to the top together. Ki-

ki says hi. Do you know about the

baboon? Vol 37 — good job. Jeff—
I've learned more from you than you
could ever explain. M + D— Thanks
for your love and support. I love you.

Yoni Scott Haiminis
24 Solon St. 02161
March 20, 1980

Mom, Dad, Shuk thanks for every-

thing that you've done for me. I

couldn't of done it without your help.

To all my Boyz, make sure you keep
it real and remember "It's all about
the ride" When 1 leave this town I'm

gonna miss it But it's Time to go. In

about thirty years when you least ex-

pect it you'll turn the corner and I'll

be there waiting for you. Just re-

member "sometimes a cigar is just

a cigar" — Ernest Hemingway
Thanks to everyone, good luck!
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Jarrad Miller Harding
53 Neshobe Rd. 02168

October 22, 1980
Peace to all my friends, family and
teachers who have helped me be-

come the man that I am today Much
love to TA and all those connected
without u I'd still be a reckless fool.

Sean there will always Be an empty
place for (J in my circle. Extra love

to my parking lot and to those who
have kept it real all these years I'll

miss all of you.

Peace . . .

Ari Hauben
24 Paul St. 02159
November 3, 1979

NSHS 1998. To the boyz Ty, Z, Len-

te, Chano. Bojo, C-dog, Berenberg,

Goody, Wayne, Costa, Dougy, Nor-

man, Smiles, 64 at D's, Moose, Zu-

teo "you finished yet" Fiore "born
again." Good Luck! Summers at

Crystal, Dad's, concerts, 151. NS
Lax & B-ball (#12) <Jmass421 . Nev-
er forget 4 years of good times, late

nights & gettin bent. New yrs. 97/98,
KL cape house, Semi night ect.

Couldn't have been much better.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Micah & Seth

love you.

Rachel Beth Heafitz

118 Walnut Hill Rd. 02161
April 25, 1980

"Every mountain is a whole lot to

climb
Take the front porch, take a step at

a time

Every ocean is a long way to swim
Don't have to cross but you gotta

jump in"

— R. Hunter
My friends — You taught me how to

dream. I know that one day again we
will dance in the rain.

Mom and Dad — Thank you for your
love and your laughter. Michael,
thanks for tucking me in.

Rachel Herzig-Marx
271 Woodward St. 02168

October 16, 1980
"Face the world with an open mind,
but keep your fly zipped." — ? To all

my friends: "we laughed until we
stopped" (Monty Python). You've
made my four years at South the

best ever. Jon and Jason: HR animal
noises, Mystery Science Theater
3000, conditioning. KB, JM, JW,
RE, RL, SP, KG, JW I'm going to

miss you guys. Sarah: Postal Dan:
Mot'ki. Thanks for everything you've
given me. Read Princess Bride often.

Mom, Dad, and Josh: I love you
guys. Josh, my brother and friend. M
+ W VB: Keep swinging! Ms. K.

"You're using coconuts!" (M.P.)

Colin Hickey
157 Woodcliff Rd. 02:

March 13, 1980
61

Jenny Hoang
31 Bryon Road 02167
January 19, 1980

"Where there is much desire to

learn, there of necessity will be much
arguing, much writing, many opin-

ions; for opinion in good men is but

knowledge in the making." — John
Milton

OT + H — YT — Don't forget China
— you've taught me so much. MM
— thanx for being a teacher, coach,
and friend. NSXC + NSTF #1 —
Some of my best times at NS were
b/c of you — FTD + Good Luck.

Friends + Family — I couldn't have
made it w/o you. Thanx.

Garry Hoffman
46 Dearborn St. 02165

July 30, 1979
First off I'd like to thank my Mom for

being there for me I'd like to thank
all my friends, especially MOOSE
#7, good luck big guy, Ciggy #49 =

for twenty, keep it real kid, Krissy C.

stay out of the tires Legalize, I luv (J

M.J., "cause she's so good to me"
It's for nineteen! Got a minute? Cy-
press, Bob, + Wu — Keep on
preachin' Class of '98 rules Peace,

i'm out.

Michelle C. Hung
292 Langley Rd. 02159

Dec. 12, 1978
'Good Luck to everyone!"
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Justin Hwang
167 Winchester St. 02161

April 29, 1980
"Loreen, can G spear-a-mint?" 1

want to give thanx to teachers who
have given me respect. Secondly, I

want to thank all my friends . . .

Calv, Semi, Poupou, Kern, JYC,
STM, n' lil' girl Keiko, Ricky (5 dol-

lars), LK (CI are #a@, 0 know what!),

Jason(s) and Dan(s) & others . . . I'll

miss everyone, & the 4 years I've

been through! Gh'huh yeah!

Nat Jabbawy
17 Countryside Rd. 02159

June 22, 1980
To Mike and Ben. You guys are the

best. Mom and Baba, thank you for

everything. 1LY A.Y., A.G., S.Y.,

A.B., J.B.. C.S., E.W., J.L., ST.,
M.G., and S.F., it wouldn't have been
the same without you. "My feet is

my only carriage, so I've got to push
on through." Bob Marley.

Christopher Jacobs
266 LaGrange St. 02167
September 19, 1980

To you; the loan sharks, moon sail-

ors & slugs; the special grown-ups,
you've done too much; JA (evil

laughter), AC (li'l feet), NE (HI!), VF
(PB), SL (ex-; am), PL (bleh), CM
(miss u), H M (Sat. 3-cl), MR
(816ZXS), & W (from Hell w/luv).

I'll never forget what you saw in me,
and what I loved in you. "We seek
the unseekable and speak the un-

speakable our hopes dead gathering

dust to dust in faith, in compassion,
and in love." — SP

Rebecca C. Jaffe

206 Beethoven Ave, 02168
May 16, 1980

"They came to sit & dangle their legs

off the end of the world & after a

while they forget everything but the

things they would do someday" B
Andreas. 2 my friends, "when we're

together we're 2 good 4 this world."

Mom, Dad, & Sam, I love you more
than anything! AB — 1 am a run-er,

I am a jump-ess. CL — A Team for-

ever! ILY! D — long live the squirrel.

SZ — there's just 2 much 2 say! Eve-
ryone else — "keep your eye on the

moon and your feet muddy"

Stephanie Kahn
133 Arnold Rd. 02159

August 12, 1980
"Winning is realizing you already
have won by being in the running. It

is measuring yourself against your-
self and learning to take pride in your
improvements, no matter how
small." Thanks to all my friends,

who have made the last four years
unforgettable. Mom, Dad, & Jason, I

love you and will never forget eve-
rything you've done for me. Seniors,

as we close this chapter of our lives,

we open a new one — bigger, better,

and brighter.

Neda Karamouz
70 Carlton Rd. 02168
September 3, 1980

The time has come and it's been
great! First I want to thank you Mom
and Dad for all your love, support,

and guidance. Mikey — I'll love you
forever, 10/1 1/96. Nima, thanks for

being there when I needed you,
Good Luck! Mary, (Class of '99)

Good Luck! To my friends, memo-
ries last forever, I'll miss you! Good
Luck Class of '98!

Rob Kawada
72 Saint Mary's St.

September 29, 1980
"When it comes 2 this, I've been
through more ish than a toilet" —
Some rap artist I give love 2 all my
peeps who wur there 4 me when
thingz turned shady: CP MF 6 1 04 BT
WS RK AL (=9/29!) Amor to my
Venezuelan friends and family Da
point. Crevice China Gardens 420
"Hicimos bola, la musica repinche,

la cheve era gratis, MO VOY A RE-
CLAMAR!" — Control Machete KC
— CI brought out the best of life even
when the rents seemed unbearable.
CHOMP! I'l chk CI A Latr

Bryce Kelley

712 Saw Mill Brook Parkway
December 11, 1980

Thanks 2 Mom Dad K2 CK JT DD
Nana Budge Bryan, love Ci. Big up
to all my boyz who made school

worth getting up 4 YH KKL DG BP
DJB ZC AH DP JP 3124 DV TT
FAB4 BA RD CLO JE IC TJ RK TS
JF & everybody else who knew me.
Good weekends made up 4 bad
weeks.
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Leslie Sarah Kelley

41 Cobb PI. 02168
May 1, 1980

"It seldom turns out the way it does

in the song. Once in a while you get

shown the light In the strangest of

places if you look at it right." —
Grateful Dead My friends — Thank
you for helping me reach for the

stars, may we all hold them some-
day. 1 love you all. Mom and Dad —
Thank you for all of your love and
support. Ben, without you what mu-
sic would I be listening to? "Run fast

through the sun and rain with your

arms wide open."

Kasyla Keo
66 Hamlet St. 02159

August 3, 1980
"Life is the only sentence which
doesn't end with a period." Always
look forward, and don't look down.
TL evryl learned fr their mistakes,

next time think twice + thnx 4 al-

ways being there 4 me. SM + JC +
TL + EC .LIFE is not worth getting

into TROUBLE.. LA + PA + YD +
JY + BV + AC girls we had fun han-

gin' 2gether + thnx 4 grt time. LA
(restroom isn't always there 4 (J 2

find). YD I'll NEVER forget wat u did

2 me last year in Ms. L class. Sky +
Lava + Cloud wat would 1 do w/out

u girls. I'll luv ya'll. good luck!

Daniel T. Keppelman
111 Glen Ave. 02159

June 16, 1980
"Men of genius do not excel in a pro-

fession because they labor in it; they

labor in it because they excel." —
William Hazlitt

"To avoid criticism, do nothing, say

nothing, and be nothing." — Elbert

Hubbaard

Russell Kerbel

17 Laurus Lane 02159
January 26, 1980

Thanks Mom and Dad for every-

thing. Jer good luck in high school.

Reeve my big bro, and Mel my sister,

good luck I know you'll go far. To my
friends — Sterny, Hahner, Lou, Jeff,

Mo, Rach, Yoni, Willy and Gizmo.
Thanks for the memories you have
always been there. My junior buds—
Al, Mish and D-Hab — its been nice

chatting. NS Lax, CC, Grigs and the

Aruba Crew, its been fun. Good Luck
Class of 98. Life is a journey, enjoy

it.

Abby Leah Kirschner

41 Cloverdale Rd. 02161
January 21, 1980

"It's true that there are many lands

you've still to visit (some of which
are not even on the map) and won-
derful things to see (that no one has

yet imagined), but we're quite sure

that if you really want to, you'll find

a way to reach them all by yourself"

N. Juster. Queeter, Leah, Shig,

Linds, Sig, DBA, Rach, El, Gila,

Steph, I luv u, don't ever grow up.

Dan — My Sweet One, I love you.

Mom, Dad, Mia, Joanne, Thank u for

supporting me thru it all, you've
been the best

Danny Kleiman
21 Lantern Lane 02159
November 15, 1979

Thanks to a bunch of people, some
friends, a few teachers and coaches,

a couple of parents, one brother and
the most wonderful person in my life

. . . breathe deeply. It will always be

true, bub.

Jason Ganz
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Ann Klepikov
11 56 Chestnut St. 02164

August 9, 1980

Vihann Kong
216 Elliot St. 02164

May 12, 1980
We seldom realize who we are and
we may never. We say words we
wish we hadn't and it seems like the

whole world comes falling down. We
find that whom we fell in love with

isn't whom we fell in love with. It's

our actions that tell us who we are

and they dictate how we live our
lives. I now know I must stop and
smell the flowers instead of just the

roses. MSXC #1, E.S . . . Thanks for

the memories.

Evan H. Koppel
32 Country Club Rd.

January 26, 1980
1 would Like to thank my parents and
my sister for being there for me. I al-

so want to thank all my friends
peace; I will miss you all.

We pray and we pray . . . See ya at

tha crossroads
— Bone Thugs-n-Harmony — 95

Joshua Marc Korn
276 Greenwood St. 02159

April 2, 1980
"There's never enough time to do all

the nothing you want" — Bill Wat-
terson

So some advice on making time:

"Work is the greatest thing in the

world — so we should always save
some of it for tomorrow"— Don Her-

old "When we doubt, procrastinate"
— Josh Korn
Enjoy, Have Fun, and Keep in

Touch!

Joshua Kriegman
701 Sawmill Pkwy 02159

April 23, 1980
They get us to fight each other, to

hate each other. The game is eve-

rything. Win win win. It amounts to

nothing. We kill ourselves, go crazy

trying to beat each other, and all the

time the old bastards are watching

us, studying us, discovering our
weak points, deciding whether we're

good enough or not. Well, good
enough for what?
We play by their rules long enough
and it becomes our game.

— Endei

Jessica Susan Kurzman
8 David Rd. 02159
February 21, 1980

To all my friends: Thanks for being

there when I needed you most. "I

knew we would look back on all the

times we cried and would laugh. I

never knew we would look back on
all the times we laughed and would

cry." To my parents: Thanks for !

everything. You were always there

for me. To David ('94): Thanks for

being a Beavis.
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Alejandra Lainez-Perez

53 Paul St. 02159
March 23, 1980

"Here now, gone later. Hasta nun-

ca." Dear sister, wish you were here

to share memories. I love CI and I'm

sorry that you left us when we need-

ed you most. Hey Kristina maybe
someday we'll get over Prince Wil-

liam. ST., we had some great talks.

M.W.. S.Y., C.S.. J. P., J.H., E.M.,

thanks for the fun times. Todd, how's

that "soul" doing? Gracias Mami por

todo. La quiero mucho. Marlon,
Roberto, Milton, Aroldo, Marian, y
Cecar, los quiero a todos.

Sean Laing

157 Wiswall Rd. 02159
September 3. 1980

Volleyball ruled — thanx Ms. K, the

whole team — P.M., M.B. — Now I

got a car! Hopefully be winning right

now! Thanx Frisbee — all the fanat-

ics — especially D.M., J.T., — page
still the best! S.L. — "go long!",

N.E., — (Waban is too far), E.R., —
the roof was fun— thanx. N.R., A.E.,

H.N., S.L. — webpages, quake,
games, mudding — cool "You see

one darkie and then they swarm!"
N.L., N.R., A.E. — lets go out! Spe-
cial thanx to Simon, Nadu and Dan.
"It's Okay!!!"

Sarah A. Lance
518 Chestnut St. 02168

January 16, 1980
If you think you are too small to be
effective, you have never been in

bed with a mosquito. Thanks to all

my friends and all those in between.
Joshawawa . . . thanx 4 being you.

Ed and Nancy, thank you so much
4 your kindness. H and K, I love you
guys! M, I could never achieve half

as much if you weren't there to re-

mind me I can do anything! Danny,
what can 1 say, you'll always be MY
BCIB! I love you.

Stephanie Lasker
22 Nardell Rd.

September 25, 1980
"Some people come into our lives +
quickly go. Some stay a while +
leave foot prints on our hearts + we
are never ever the same." RA — RP
AS TK KC SG, Music-video, Alrigh-

ty! JM — sharing a room on semi-
night, no mnkey-childrn. AP —
Schectr, "we'll get ourselves boyfs
+ nvr speak 2 anyone again." ES—
hard wear. ILY all! DBA— CYJ. Mom
+ Dad, ILY mre than CI knw! Aaron
— good luck. ILY! JSG — Have fun.

I will alwys B there 4 CI. ILY. Maxine
— we miss you! "Don't cry b/c it's

over, smile b/c it happened."

Elizabeth Lazar
37 Mayflower Rd. 02167

April 3, 1980
The rainbow is more beautiful than
the pot at the end of it, because the

rainbow is now. And the pot never
turns out to be quite what I expected.
(Hugh Prather)

Thanks to my family and all of my
friends who have stood by me in the

bad times as well as the good ones,

and who have supported my growth
and independence.

Calvin Lee
78 Bryon Rd. 02167
November 3, 1980

Thanx 2 everyone who believed in

me all these yrs. Thanx 2 Mom +
Dad and fam, my bro Eric. Thanx 2
my boyz: JH — wouldn't pass math
w/o u. JW and my S + S bros. TS
always whipped by LC. LC — known
u 4ever! My cuz — JC and RL. 2 the

rest of the seniors— JY, KK, SM, DC
and PM. Thanx 2— TL, TD, DM, SM,
EC, MC, JC, BS and LK. 2 the l'il

ones — KH, l'il DC, AC, KS and CQ.
And of course to my honey, Cathie,

who will always be in my heart.

Newton Lee
48 Sheldon Rd. 02159
November 9, 1980

We only have one month to come up
with a senior quote?! Anyway, I hold

the distinction of having the same
name as the city. Is that cool or

what?! For those of you who were
wondering ... I was actually born in

New York City. Be yourself, not
someone you're not. Relax and en-

joy life, but don't be a hedonist. Re-
spect your body, your mind, and
everyone else. Anything is possible

if you make it possible.

Steven Lee
14 John St. 02159
February 11, 1980

The ride is finally over after four fun

filled years. Thanks to my family and
friends for always being there for me.
To my friends, good luck in the fu-

ture and stay in touch. To CJ: We'll

be best friends forever. To HNH:
Party of one at last. NST & F: Keep
running hard & FTD. Best of wishes

to the Class of '98.
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Rebecca Leeman
41 Arlo Rd. 02161
March 15, 1980

"It is astonishing, really, how many
thoroughly mature, well-adjusted

grown-ups harbor a teddy bear —
which is perhaps why they are thor-

oughly mature and well-adjusted."
— Joseph Lempa "One man's sun-

set is another man's dawn." — Fiev-

el Mouskawitz Thanks so much to

everybody for everything— because
"if you see a turtle on a fence post,

he has had some help." — unknown
. . . 1 love you all!

Kenneth K Leibensperger
51 Annawan Rd 02168

April 27, 1980
"Friendships may fade but memo-
ries will never die." Thanks fellas for

the good times; IC-BC, CS, BK, BP,

DG My real boys. BA — you spilled

JB — Keep going away YH — 50/
50, Vail. DBA — you are already my
favorite memory of NS, I love you.

Mom + Dad — you always believed

in me and 1 can't wait to prove it.

Kristen — you were always there to

redirect me, ILY. Its the end of the

beginning!

Paula Leung
44 Olde Field Rd. 02159

October 15, 1980
I will not quote Rent, no matter how
much I'm tempted to. To my friends

— We made it! I don't know how but

we did. Now it's on to bigger things.

JA— I am always right. About *eve-

rything*! Everyone's talking like me;
1 can take over the world soon. SM
— Did I lock the car? Everyone else

— you know who you are — you've
made these years memorable for me
in your own ways. I won't forget it.

"Here 1 come, you can't stop me
now." Luscious Jackson

Jeff Levin

71 Andrew St. 02161
May 10, 1980

"Be sure to put your feet in the right

place, then stand firm." — Abraham
Lincoln. Thanks to everyone who
made my high school years great

ones. To the boys — thanks for the

good times — I'll remember them
forever. Mom and Dad — thanks for

everything. You have given more
than I could ever ask for. Andy —
You are a special kid and a great

brother. I'll always be here for you.

Good Luck Class of '98.

Jake M. Levy
70 White Oak Rd. 02168
September 23, 1980

to my boyz: AYH, Gordon, Garb
Nat, Berger, SY + SF (Angier rep

resent), JH, EW — Hoe Down! Chil

lin dwnstairs at Skip's, upstairs a

Gordon's, rollerskating at N's. Kik

gimme my belt back, hot tub pix

Centre benches. AYH, JB — keep
groovin. We like 2 do it 2% jazz 98°/

funky stuff. I'll look 4 U on stage. Ja
de — Semi night, big beds, fresh

breath in the dark. Rach — we wen
dorky, pathetic frosh, but cute. JS
everyone I forgot. Josh — sopho
more gym to senior co-ruler, watcf

out 4 little men in bow ties. Mom
Dad, Jess, thanx ILY

Andrew Seth Lightman
45Verndale Rd. 02161

June 3, 1980
"We don't really understand it, bu
there are many things we don't un
derstand, and we just have to do th<

best we can with the knowledge wc

have." — Bill Watterson.

Mom and Dad — thanks for every

thing!

Jess — thanks for going first!

EE & M, VB & S, Israel, FTWH. anc

everyone else— thanks for the grea

times!

Carre Little

20 Kenwood. 02124
January 5th, 1980

"no man can stand alone without in

tegrity"

furthermore,

"i feel for my brothas and sistas tha

kept it real thru da years and decidei

to flip the script in '98. if ya gonn<

be a follower ya won't make it. i wil

make it."

shots and shouts to those who attair

respect — LITTLE '98 and on —

Athena Liu

70 Marcellus Dr. 02159
September 29, 1980

"I do not regret the things I have

done, but those I did not do." Luca;

Remember the times: Peace tc

Chloe — Paz & Poire forever, MGE
— Wiano! Budget, DG— 1 2 yrs. 1 01

to ME. MB — Music & more. BY -
The Roxy & trash, Ct '95 — Hoocf

& BJQ, 3143004 & 870, RL — En
ergies, RK — Bulis:lol;-) Euro, Reg
ulus '98. Mucho love to all, Thank:
for the times. Mom, Dad. Justin, £

Zoltan. Lates . . .
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Ellie Rosenfeld Lobovits

168 Allerton Rd. 02161
May 11, 1980

"There is a stillness in time which i

cannot define — does your heart

bleed like mine, for a place we can

go, where the troubles of our time

are far away? there's no place i'd

rather be than this journey of discov-

ery, i found love in that way" SF, GL,

AS, SN, JS. MG — "we r wise wise

women, we r giggling girls" To the

crew, JG destined? Nic '96 esos dias

perfectos. Eeshet cayil mi yimzah
Aur my guide EST my partner in era -

ziness ETH u know i luv u AB. Sweet,

good night . . .

Paul Lupien

Jason Yee

Gila Rachel Lyons
94 Woodward St. 02161
November 26, 1979

They went apple picking + had a

snack; then they had lunch again.

Then they went back 2 their own
houses, but b4 they left they said

goodbye. EL: foy, AS, ET, MB, ST:

I'm glad i found you, we made the

best of years not perfect. RS: ILY.

Old Friends: It's better 2 have loved

+ lost than never to have loved. M
+ D + Ami: thanx, I really LY. No
storm can shake my inmost calm.
Half moon hiding in the clouds, & the

sky is specked with signs of hope.

Emily Sarah Macht
447 Brookline St. 02159

December 2, 1980
"Rivers belong where they can ram-
ble, eagles belong where they can
fly. I've got to be where my spirit can
run free, got to find my corner of the

sky." Thanks Mom + Dad, Cyn, and
all the friends who've always been
there. Class of 98, always remember
— All things are possible except ski-

ing through a revolving door. All my
luck to everyone.

Robyn Kelly Manouk
37 Stearns St. 02159
August 11, 1980

"The time has come for letting go
and walking on our own yet it is for

holding on to everything we have
shared." PPC — "Now and Forever
you will always be a part of me." ILY

MC — Closer than friends DLP — "If

I reached for a star each time you
made me smile the entire evening
sky would be in the palm of my
hands." ILY "Look at how our future

gleams caught against the sky."

Raphael Benjamin Martin

142 Warren St. 02159
June 7, 1980

Omit needless words. This requires

not that the writer makes all his sen-

tences short, or that he avoid all de-

tail and treat his subjects only in out-

line, but that every word tell. —
Strunk, The Elements of Style He
flung himself from the room, flung

himself upon his horse and rode
madly off in all directions. — Ste-

phen Leacock To all who put a

spring in my step over four years. 1

thank you for making the walk a little

lighter!
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Edgar Eduardo Martinez Castillo

412 Parker St. 02159
March 10, 1978

First of all much respect due to the

select few: C. Lopez L. Spence S.

Torres Ferris & Andrea Brooks. Spe-

cially to C. Sostilio — what up Stal-

lion! I'm glad we were able to talk,

good lookin out & take care of your-

self. Lil' Rick . . . RB RD NJ AM SB
SQ SY Habibi! Paul-Anthony D-Mice
and Barb my idle lan, Drew and Star

Searcy at LRD — good lookin for

everything — Andrew hold your
own. Mami, te debo todo y te quiero

mucho. Alton Ct. 8 M.H. and what!

Jaclyn Rene Masters
20 Redwood Rd. 02159

January 26, 1980
Thanx to all my friends for making
the past 4 years so memorable. You
have all been there for me. G Block

Posse lives on. To the art clique —
where would I be w/o namashtay? I'd

be Raw, Raw, Raw! Hmrm. 3125 —
no other hmrm. compares to ours.

Friends I wish you all luck + I'll miss
you. Dad, Mom, Ken, Eric: thanx for

keeping me grounded, I love you.

"You're on your own. And you know
what you know. And you are the guy
who'll decide where to go." — Dr.

Seuss

Yuval Mazor
51 -C Jackson St. 02159

June 21, 1980
"It's a magical world, let's go ex-

ploring!" — Calvin "I hope you are

able to follow my lead to the places

I have gone. To within a whisper of

your own personal perfection. To
places that are sweeter because you
worked so hard to arrive there. To
places at the very edge of your
dreams." — Michael Jackson
NSXC, MSIT, MSTF #1: 4X1 & Fab
4 Thanks Abba, Mommy, Ofer, &
Tali for always being there. I

wouldn't have made it without you.

Michael Grandfield Mazzotta
316 Woodward St. 02168

October 25, 1980
You have a magic carpet

That will take you through the air,

To Spain or Maine or Africa

If you just tell it where.

So will you let it take you
Where you've never been before,

Or will you buy some drapes to

match
And use it on your Floor?
— Shel Silverstein, Thanks!

Jade McCarthy
29 Wetherell St. 02164

July 20, 1980
Keep smiling, it makes people won-
der what you've been up to . . . R-l-

12, what can I say? 1LY always —
who da macs? 56 — so I'm not what

you thought/more than friends —
143. Bimbo — never forget pj's and
screaming fits. JL— you know it all/

lifesavers. SD — bf's smwhre in the

middle. MM — miss (J. RA SL green

cakes. WMS — boys on 128. RA AP
ES SL LW — what's the name of this

game? ILY all. mom - dad, thanks

so much, ILY. live everyday like it's

your last . . .

Tarin Brooke McCarthy
940 Walnut St.

June 1, 1980
"I always knew I'd look back on my
tears and laugh but I never thought

I'd look back on my laughter and

cry" To my PPC: "Time can't erase

a feeling this strong" ILY "now and
forever" K + J + L: 'fun' w/(J could

nvr be forgotten LF: Thru thick +

thin + always MS + MC — ILY M +

D — ILY You've given me wings now
watch me fly ASH — (J R my sun-

shine Good Luck ILY "Inch your way
through daydreams to another land"

Andrea Medina and Emily Brock
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Corissa Renee McKee
1219 Walnut St. 02161

August 5, 1980
Never Grow CJp . . . Hey! My Best to

JA. CJ, AC. E.J. Wa! and All the

FF's. To Mental Health Days, Free

Blocks, Hyper Pills, Laughter,
Weirdness, and Walks home.
Thanks for Everything. To French,

math, and teachers feared and re-

vered in common . . . P.S. Watch out

for the TD!
Katsmile

Katherine B. McManmon
37 Suffolk Rd. 02167

May 23, 1979
"Please laugh with me at our mem-
ories & smile with me for today, but

never think it ends here. There's so

much to come our way." 2 all my
GIRLS — (JR better than gummy
bears— "keep a smile in your pock-
et" OPP superLAX*DG SF — whats
2 say 2 friends like CJ 1HC — sail fast

KT. M & D. M thanks ILY Suzy &
Noodle CJR the Best!!! 2 all the rest

"she runs wishing to fly; only to trip

at the sound of goodbye"

Gita McPherson
60 Margaret Rd. 02161
December 15 19- -

And in the sweetness of friendship

let there be laughter, and sharing of

pleasures. Kahili Gibran
2 Thx F'ends 4 being there when
needed them: LR, MG, CR, TH, NC
Yuri & Chatu, 3039 UR the greatest

of all, CP cal & old Xs Thx. 67143
very much. Feb 95. 2 yrs. WOW!
YCJR the best friend & companion.
Our F'ship go on infinity. Mom Thx
4 driving, b'leaving in Me and giving

Me a Chance 2 b something. NL Thx
4 being a friend & a great sister Al-

ways Think 4 yurself. Serina Head
Up Hi & Think 4 yurself, don't let

Anyl push CJ around
LB are, visit HI

Andrea Medina
25 Rowe St. 02161
December 18, 1979

2 My Grls ER u snuggle b (JR a tru

frnd MAY u rebel SG w? buttr we go-
ing to kick AH thankx 4 nothing SH
word bootie word bootie HILL, ADI-
NA vball always NEDA ur cool, LE-
AH, The boys of GSC Iv ya CHRIS
CASS & MAY alwys Curly Crew RI-

TA keep ur eyes on the rd CARLO
lets talk! DIANA my tru frnd much Iv

SCJZCIKl ur the only cool 1 BROCK
alwys ME CHIEF DV uguin— DANA
i can always trust u JAMIE babies
CB. It is almost over what will the fu-

ture bring us?

Jonathan Melnick
545 Parker St. 02159
August 14, 1980

First, I want to get shoutouts out of

the way. To GSC, I'm not going to

list names, but in particular GS & CP.
To the C squad and to their arch
nemesis AW. Much love to JB, our
orthodox beliefs and our holy tem-
ple. GS, its been a rough '97, keep
your head up. And to miscellaneous
others: LA, CM, BT, CB, CF, MG,
RK. To my family, we've grown clos-

er through tears and tragedy. I'll do
my best not to grow apart in the

coming years.

Nicole Meriot

55 Duncklee St. 02161
July 4, 1980

CC. SY. SS. D. I Luv CJ, Thanx 4 Al-

ways Being There K.C. Thanx 4 Lis-

tening, Seems Like You Were Al-

ways There 4 Me. We Had Fun. I Luv
CJ No Matter What. SB. MW. PA. YD.
LA. GS. SD. JN. BV. JP. W. BS. HR.
DBA. Andy I Love You. Will Always
Remain Deep In My Heart, Thanx 4
Everything, 314, We've Got The
Whole Future Be! Mom, Thanx 4 All

Your Support & Love. Dad Pete & Ni-

ka I Luv CJ! Good Luck Class Of '98,

Remember ... A Dream Is Not The
Master, But You Are The Master Of
Your Dream.

Regina Mikulinsky
134 Winchester St. 02161

February 22, 1980
When we begin to take our failures

less seriously, it means we are ceas-
ing to be afraid of them. It is of im-
mense importance to learn to laugh
at ourselves. — Katherine Mansfield.

Thanks to all who helped make my
hard times a bit easier. Mom & Dad:
Thanx for always being there for me.
ILY.

Adam R. Miller

149 Baldpate Hill Rd. 02159
July 24, 1980

"Sometimes it's so easy to let a day
slip on by. Without even seeing each
other at all. But this is the time you'll

look back to and so will I. And these

are the days you can never recall .

. .

" Billy Joel Mom and Dad. thanks.

Todd, good luck
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David Miller

45 Burdean Rd. 02159
November 4, 1980

97: We miss you SW, LR, BL, Rasta

MG + all my 99 Crew — Werd up +
Good Luck. JT. AM, RK + 98— We
Made it (Barely). My Fam: I did it,

but not without you. "1 Dont wanna
make a plan for a day far away; while

I'm young and while I'm able all 1

wanna do is ... " — Green Day '98

Represent

Jeannie Miller

90 Ridge Ave. 12159
September 2, 1980

"You can hold my hand even if your

hand is sticky because we're friends.

We can be sticky together." — AR
Alice opened the box and found a

very small cake on which the words
EAT ME were beautifully marked in

currants. "Well I'll eat it," she said,

"and if it makes me larger I can
reach the key; and if it makes me
smaller 1 can creep under the door;

so either way I'll get into the garden,

and I don't care which happens!" —
LC

Courtney Mirken

58 Cloverdale Rd. 02161
August 23. 1979

"We knew we'd look back on our

tears + laugh but who knew we'd

look back on our laughter and cry"

Thanx 2 my bst fmd + confidant,

mom 1 Iv G. Nan, Jen, Drw + Dad—
thanx 4 your suport. 2 my frnds, luv

U all. My Grls; Lex, Amanda + Pan-

da — in my heart always. Chatham,
LAX, Darby + Papa's. Nvr regret.

Thanx everyl 4 helping me make it

through. And so it begins.

Sithan Moeung
7 Hereward Rd. #017 02159

June 17, 1980
Deceit of roses embellish in Memo-
ries past; started Bleeding

Deceiving Roses entwine in old

Memories past; starting to Fade.

Amir Moghadam
99 Sumner St. 02159

June 5, 1979
Every truly great accomplishment is

at first impossible

Pouya Momtaz
428 Beacon St. 02167

February 8, 1980
"We all live in suspense from day to

day from hour to hour; in other

words we are the heroes of our own
story"

— MM
MS, CL, EC, JH, JG, NC, NR & the

rest of the gang: GR the best. Thanx
4 4 great yrs. To NSVB + XC - IT:

2gether fight, 2gether win. Good
luck in the yrs to come. 2 my family

— Mom, Dad, Paris + Beata: Thanx
for all the luv & support. ILYA. 2 AC.

W.A.N.-108. Don't ever forget the

good times.

Dan Moren
40 Rowena Rd. 02159

April 28, 1980
To Cora, Jason, Evan, Hamed. and

Sean, my best friends: we had joy,

we had sorrow, but most of all. we

had laughter. And to Nora, because

she's too cool.

"If the world keeps spinnin' round,

it'll be all right . . . you could really

fly, and while you're up there, turn

around and touch the sky. I guess

the point you get now is never sayin'

goodbye."
— Blue Rodeo, Flying

"Humor is the shortest distance be-

tween two people."
— Victor Borge

Chris Morocco
16 Harrison St. 02161
February 26, 1980

"The basic difference between an or-

dinary man and a warrior is that a

warrior takes everything as a chal-

lenge while an ordinary man takes

everything either as a blessing or a

curse" — CC — All props to BT.

ONE — I never would hve made it

w/out you. Sara — I love you —
STAY GOLD — Peace to my DP-

BAK brothers and the junior lot —
WE KEPT IT REAL. To the chumps
who still don't get it, you played

yourselves.
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Noelle Jennifer Morrison
February 3, 1980

Thanx Mom, luv CI much. Get your
T. Dad, luv CI. It's still B.S. Ness,

gonna miss CI next year. Take care

of da kids. Magda. go get LL. MT,
you're still Mikey. Liz, Todd is gone,
girl. NL, I saw Sucre. SM, Thanx 4
being there 4 me. ST, you'll find a

good 1 . Good luck 2 AB KA MJ PA
LA DK + KH. Bye, GJ. I'll miss CI

most of all. Much love 2 all my fam-
ily in Jamaica and Honduras. RE-
SPECT.

Jennifer Mui
30 Boylston Rd. 02161

July 18, 1980

Thien-An Ngo
39 Oakdale Rd. 021

October 9, 1980
"Do I contradict myself? Very well

then; I contradict myself. I am large,

I contain multitudes." (Walt Whit-

man) Yep, life revolves around Eng-
lish class, all right. Tarn — my Gob-
in of Wisdom and best friend —
GOOD LCICK and enjoy your years
at South. I'm always there if you
need me. To Mom, Dad, and the

rest: it's been fun. Monkey Power
forever!

John William Noble
Maplewood Ave.

February 26, 1980
These people I'd like to thank for

helping me survive high school and
making it an awesome time. Rezzuti

+ Mosca for 3 great years, Hockey
rocks! Briggs for puttin up with me,
Ms. L for doing the same. Thanks SD
SS KC KG RE MF BB. Mom Dad
Chris + Ed for your love support +
guidance. SS 14324 G-Blocks were
cool, never forget us. SD life

wouldn't have been the same w/o u.

Skiing hockey cold springs the van
girls + everything in between.
Thanks — JN

Margaret Murphy
78 St. Mary's St. 02162

May 1. 1980
"And, in parting from you now
This much let me avow —
You are not wrong, who deem
That my days have been a dream."

— E.A. Poe
Mom, Dad, and Kath, you guys are

the best.

Thanks to all the others who have
helped me along the way.

Hamed Nayeb-Hashemi
65 Deborah Rd. 02159
November 12, 1980

Thanks to all my friends and my
family for your support over the last

four years. I think all of you know
who you are. To all my friends, 1 val-

ue you more than you'll ever know,
and to everyone else I wish the best

of luck.

Tiana Brown and Gita McPherson
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Elizabeth Leigh Ogburn
70 Warren St.. 02159
October 19, 1980

may my heart always be open to lit-

tle

birds who are the secrets of living

whatever they sing is better than to

know
and if men should not hear them
men are old.

may my mind stroll about hungry
and fearless and thirsty and supple
and even if it's Sunday may i be
wrong
for whenever men are right they are

not young.
— ee cummings

Thank you to my friends, teachers,

and family. I'm searching for the
words to tell you all how much I'll

miss you.

Alexander Olshansky
20 Sutcliffe Pk. 02161

June 12. 1980

David Zackin

Barrett Nordstrom
72 Plainfield St. 02168

May 1, 1980
"Persons attempting to find a motive
in this narrative will be prosecuted;

persons attempting to find a moral in

it will be banished; persons attempt-

ing to find a plot in it will be shot."
— Mark Twain

Thanks to all my friends, Mom, Dad,
Peter, Andrew, and Mark. I couldn't

have made it without you.

Jay David Norman
36 Sheldon Rd.

April 22, 1980
"We've changed a lot & then some,
you know that we've always been
down. & if I ever didn't thank you,

then just let me do it now," 311. 1st

and foremost, thanx to M and D. W/
o you I'd be nowhere, I'll always love

you. Bri, Melis, JB, ILY. To my boyz,

(B4) Bubba Goody C-dog, JP DP
Hubba ZC Ty NY's garbage, Hickey
Chano JL Malenko JF TK Dmad, its

been fun. AP there will always be a

place for you in my heart, see you at

TCI. New Years at B's, P. Hopping,
PB's all good. Hang Time, "That's

Dirty!" & C-Side Pride, "Forget
About It." DB.

Douglas L. Padden
149 Dorset Rd. 02168

Oct. 25 1979
"Everybody gets high, everybody
gets low, these are the days that an-

ything goes." To the boyz it went by
so fast. M.C.'s. S.D., 421 . lax team,
and the rest of the 98 boyz, thanx for

all the great memories: Caps, Bin-

gers at TKO's, running from the 5,

the Colly. RKM 1 couldn't have made
it without you, ILY. Thanx for all your
support, M + D, and all my sisters.

Smokeo we are graduating are you
done yet. Always remember the
marbles. 40 oz.

Caroline Pandorf
139 Winchester St. 02161

Feb 1 1, 1980
M bf 4er & ilu John MB, RK & Razor
thx & ilu E. V, & JS bst x H.S. thx KS
CIR bst & ilu LeLe :)ing + ILC1 ya Lu-

cia thx 4ver thing 3039 CIR bst & (J

mean so much 2 me Ms C thx 4
evthng & i'll miss CI Tyler B gd & I

wsh CI all the luck in HS 2 fam ILCJ &
thx 4 all CIR inspiration CI mean so

much 2 me '98 gd Ik

Don't stop dreaming!
One day your world — peace —
dream
will inundate the entire world

peace I'm out
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Jon Pealer

17 E. Quinobequin Rd. 02168
November 18. 1980

This school was the bomb because
that's how I made it. It's all in the

mental. Peeps in this joint need to do
a lot more thinking and a lot less

talking. Happiness comes from with-

in. Peace to the C-Squad. "I call my
brotha son cause we shine like one."
Much love to the whole GSC crew,

we're God's Special Children. Peace
to the chill kids, you know who you
are. Samara I'll love you always. Un-
til we meet again, "The world is

yours.''

James Pearlstein

37 Knowles St. 02159
January 11, 1980

Mom, Dad, Sarah. I love you always,

shouts to John, Bibby, Frenchie,
Jay, Ty, Chubba, Denise, Chris
Rock, Z, Ava, and everybody else

[you know who you are] Ty "can I

get a Wayne?", AB 'Zona sucks!, JG
keep that junk out of your blood-

stream!, DG "Yo te compro un ca-

ballo", Alfie R.I. P., Bowen, GSC

Raymond L. Peng
112 Winchester St. 02161

October 15, 1980
It was a long journey but it has finally

come to an end. It was fun for most
of it but at times it could be really

tough. In the end, I couldn't have
done it without you guys! Best of

luck to all in the Class of 1998. May
we all excel wherever our roads will

lead.

Abbe Perlman
138 Arnold Rd. 02159

May 5, 1980
"You may be disappointed if you fail,

but you are doomed if you don'ttry."

Emily — "Everyone hears but it is

the one who listens who is special."

To my friends— WNS and the beach
crew it's been a blast, thanks for eve-
rything Mom, Dad and Andrew, I

couldn't ask for a better family, I

Love You. Good luck to all.

Derek M. Perlman
75 Manet Road, 02167
November 13, 1980

To all my boyz, CI know who (J R,

thanx 4 the memories. Special thanx
2 JG, Wayne, C-Dog, Norms, Bibby,
Ty, Chuba - Beeks; NS Hoops +
LAX # 1 3; RG thanx 4 helping me re-

alize who I really am. M + D thanx
4 always making me happy, ILY; I'll

nvr forget new yrs at Nutto's (sorry

bout the bed); PB; Pool hoppin;
Hangtime; Fball at BC; cant sleep at

home 2night. 'lente thanx 4 makin
weekends hard to remember. I loved
all 4 yrs but thank god it's over.

Robert Peselman
24 St. Mary's St. 02162

July 4. 1980

Jonathan Phillips

199 Brookline Street 02159
December 17 1980

— The two hardest things to handle
in life are failure and success —
All my boys — JE GG WG — all the
crazy nights Geller & Evan — never
forget the memories Mom Dad Stace
Terri — I love you deeply SA — al-

ways my home — AS & DS — my
brothers NS — You have been good
to me — I will miss u

M. Benjamin Polatin

47 Windsor Rd.

27 Evelyn Rd.

May 30, 1980
No I do not believe so. D.G., B.A.,

Y.H.. K.L.. J.B., B.K. WMS G-Fork.
Trey, Jon, Mike, Page, — keep play-

ing — J.G. I would like to thank eve-
ryone who has helped me out. Mom
Dad Lynette Barry. My brothers
Mitch and Andrew Dan and Al
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Daniel Jacob Polivy

120 Gordon Rd. 02168
June 7, 1980

Flatter me, and I may not believe

you
Criticize me, and I may not like you
Ignore me, and I may not forgive you
Encourage me, and I may not forget

you.
— William Arthur Ward

To everyone: thanks for being there,

and helping me along. Mom & Dad,

A, E, & E: thanks for all your love

and support. Remember, "Anything

worth doing is worth doing to the ex-

treme." Finally, "I want to thank the

rest of you for making me look nor-

mal." — Gordon Ainsleigh

Gabe Porter

8 Burnside Rd. 02161
August 30. 1980

Thanks to all who have made the last

4 years some of the best. I want to

thank Mom. Dad + D for supporting

me and being there, ILY. Josh, Beez,

+ Sam — Zerv Crew all the way!

DMB. Pats, chillin' (J guys R the

greatest! I'll miss ya. DC, RP, TB, SF.

EC, MJ, ET, KC. AYH — thanks for

everything, keep in touch. NSS #1.

Toid it up, baby!

Chris "Roc" Post
40 Olde English Rd.

July 1, 1980
1 st off, thanx 2 Ms. O'Connor + T. A.

4 saving me. Luv 2 Mom duke +
Pop duke + My bro Joel My Fam
Pealz Mell Gabe Buddy Tory Eshai

Rieske Deli Tommy Jigz Jamie Sean
Mitch Rza Will Ben Chris DP 4 life DV
7 up 2 NS Peace 2 BAK Luv 2 the C
Squad — Hill Emily Cass Samara
Dre Sara Adina Bowen Cru Not 2 B
forgotten 143 Arianna Bibby GSC?
God Bless The Irish + All Booda
spotz "... And anyone forgotten, (J

know who U R, If we was cool then,

we is cool now" — Gang Starr "An-
other Day Another Struggle" — Big-

gie . . . i'm out IV II 0

Juliana Press
1463 Beacon St. 02168
September 4, 1980

CC thanx 4 everything ILY — SY
chem 96-97 VK uve been great —
Roger 1 miss u — Liz Maria Nida Far-

go SWP 97 — Mom Dad ILY thanx 4
everything — Ev good luck ILY, u r

the best.

"An' all ever got to be was anything

I wanna be and Sugarfoot disagrees

he still stands tall underneath that

appletree, man, he's still watchin
me" Sugarfoot — Wallflowers.

"You don't have to be a weatherman
to know which way the wind blows,"

Bob Dylan

Jennifer Price

12 Dorothy Rd. 02159
August 13, 1980

To my friends — Thank you. checl

out the page . . . "you don't have t(

be a supermodel to do the anima
thing you don't have to be a super
genius to open your face up an<

sing" — Ani M + D— "If there's an
ything I've learned it's how to fine

my own way there and my own wa*

back home" S — I luv u Ms. Schnei
+ Ms. Markin — "When I had nc

wings to fly you flew to me" JK 4

LK — Thank you . . . Justin — "All

know is something like a bird withir

her sang" — Dead, I love you, bab\

Nadesha Ranasinghe
335 Parker St. 02159

July 28, 1980
"To be or not to be"— Shakespeare
That is what most of us are probably

asking ourselves as we leave NSHS
After four long, hard years at South
we are finally graduating. I would like

to wish everyone good luck in the fu

ture-and I hope that we can change
the quote to "To be or to be."

wouldn't be here without the help

and support of my family anc
friends. Thanks Mom, Dad, anc
Chatu for helping me through m>
years at NSHS.

Jill Rashba
411 Dudley Rd.

September 21, 1980
To my friends — "Don't be dis-

mayed at goodbyes. A farewell is

necessary before you can meet
again. And meeting again after mo-
ments or lifetimes is certain for those

who are friends."

"Yesterday's over my shoulder, so I

can't look back for too long. There's

just too much to see in front of me
and I know that I just can't go
wrong." — Jimmy Buffet

Hillary Rhodes
1 1 Ridgeway Ter. 02161

June 2. 1980
"If one just thinks nice, kindly things;

if one just does generous, helpful

deeds, then that person is filled with

a thrill of happiness which shines

right through even the shabbiest

clothes and brings loving friends

close by!" — Raggedy Ann Friends

& Family: Thanks for helping me
live, love, laugh, and learn. Nica

Gang: So Be It . . . That trip was life-

changing.
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Emily Rindler

1801 Beacon St.

May 13. 1980
"To believe your own thought,

to believe that what is true

for you in your private heart

is true for all men — that is genius."
— Ralph Emerson
— To my friends,

"And the song,

from beginning to end,

1 found in the heart of a friend." —
Henry Longfellow

Thank you mom and dad for always

being there for me.
I love you.

Evan S. Ritt

92 Grant Ave. 02159
April 11. 1980

That was a blast. JT HMH DM SL SL
MD MR AE BS TS NE IB KS JK You
guys are awesome, the best friends

one could have. Let's not forget PG
JMB & KEC, may they rest in pieces.

Frisbee Forever. I will defend the

peace of Lodoss with my life! Yoda's
Great Wisdom: — Is the Dark Side

stronger? — Mo, no, no . . . quicker,

easier, more seductive.— Mind what
you have learned, save you it can. —
Difficult to see. Always in motion is

the future. 3263827

Sarah Robbins
111 Clark St. 02159
October 31, 1980

"Function in disaster, finish in style"

Family — I'll always love you, I'm

lucky to have you — Thanks — KT,
You lead me even when you didn't

know I was following— Mathan, nev-

er give up, you're amazing, Good
Luck. CT — 1 wouldn't be me w/o (J.

JS — I'll never not need a little Steve
in life, CRI Girls — Stealth — Reach
for everything, then take more. My
Friends — What can I say? I Love (J,

Keep in touch. "Celebrate we will,

for life is short but sweet for certain"
— DMB

Elizabeth Ross
21 1 Winslow Rd. 02168

July 8, 1980
"I was going to become again the

well-rounded man! Life is much
more successfully looked at from a

single window, after all." — Fitzger-

ald. "I know the voices dying with a

dying fall beneath the music from a

farther room. So how should I pre-

sume? . . . And would it have been
worth it, after all" — T.S. Eliot. "To
love a thing means wanting to live"

— Confucius. I don't know what hap-
pened here, but thank you to eve-
ryone who chose to touch me. "All

things are ready if our minds be so".
— W.S. Illegitimis Mon Carborun-
dum. La-di-da

IX'W U h

Dalya Sara Ruch
318 Country Club Rd. 02159

July 7, 1980
"It seemed that the next minute they

would discover a solution, yet it was
clear to both of them that the end
was still far, far off and that the hard-

est and most complicated part was
only just beginning." — Anton
Chakhov. Thanks to my friends,

teachers and family for helping me
survive high school. "Parting is such
sweet sorrow ..." — William Shak-
espeare.
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Sophia Sahinidis

922 Dedham St. 02159
January 20, 1980

Mom + Dad thanks 4 everything.

We stuck by each other the whole
way. George, u"ve been an awesome
BIG little brother. Good luck next

year. 2 all my friends, it would not

have been the same w/o u. Chezie
— I'll always be there for you. 33-

325!! 74 — you'll always do some-
thing 2 amaze me. Jen — dreams do
come true. Kristina — try 2 stay in 1

piece. JP, SD, AC, SB, LF, ES, u

could always make me laugh. 27-

14324. I love you all, thanx, Sophie.

Takeo Sakan
525 Walnut St. 02160

March 28, 1980
Thanx to my fam for putting up w/
me: 1LY. NSHS— Slater. Class of 98.

its been a blur! 2 my Boyz: Slump
40, Ciggy 49, Clarky 30, Stevie D 21

and AC & DB — April 1 , Event Ho-

rizon, CAPS, Mvr 4get (J guys. Chub-
ba— Do (J evr drive?, Ty— like Bob,

Z — SCAMS, Matty Gay — Dirty! —
Good luck 2: AC, CH, CO, BW,
CG22 — RM TMC, AB, JS, LG, ER,

KC — ILU All. We'll spark another

one in the future.

Jackie L. Salett

310 Woodward St. 02168
October 4, 1980

"Just when you think it will neve
end, it does. Thats when the joy c

memory begins." To my amazin.

PPC: TM, AB, AS, LG, RM — "To
gether we lit up the world." — 1L'

always. AL — we will always b<
i

dreamers. LF — I think your deck i
|

tilted, why? DF— Through it all, ILV

Drea: More than my sister, my bes
friend — ILY. Mom + Dad — I valu<

our closeness more than you car

imagine. ILY. "It takes a moment t(

say goodbye, but a lifetime to for

get."

Stephany Leigh Samuels
49 Botsford Rd. 02167

March 28, 1980
"Beneath the sea another world ex
ists. It's tugging me by the ankle

and my wrists. The morning wine

come and pull me away, out tc

where the dolphins play." — Th<

Samples Thanks Mom. Dad + Jos!

for all the love and support. Zach —
Good luck. "Keep your face in the

sunshine and you'll never see the

shadows." Ian — You'll always be in

my heart. 1 love you. "Take time tc

live, for each day is filled with new
opportunities that will be gone to-

morrow."

Amy Katherine Sanchez
455 Waban Ave. 02168

May 14, 1980
"Call & dance. Innocence, call &
dance while you may, for this is a

prelude, its only a beginning
Strange thingsll be woven into it, by
men youve never heard of, in places

youve never seen. Its life you are go-

ing into, you are not afraid b/c you
do not know. Call & dance. Mow
while you may" M, D. S — I have no
words to thank you. ILY. To my
friends "You & I have a better time

than most can dream" Thanks 4 all

the memories & so much more.
Maxine I Love You

Nadia Sayess
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Wyan Schreiber

33 Thurston Rd. 02164
March 4, 1980

Same ish different day. Life is

Peachy. Shoot out to my peeps
7000' up. Ibiza, Kat, JL + crew, I do,

Matt, blooming. RK's. RG, 98 Peeps.

Mad love n respect to Maman +
Paps. "No rock left unturned, Mo left

turn unstoned."

Starleana Gllanda Searcy
72 Lorna Rd. 02126
November 20, 1980

1st praise God from whom all bless-

ings flow Mom & Dad thanx 4 bein

there during my good times N bad
"People come n2 your life 4 a reason
season or lifetime" Elicia n Tanika u

r 4 life n 1 luv ya "I have ridden the

shoulders of my mother N father 2
arrive 2 my 2day. I hold their hands
as I test the strength of my legs 2
climb in2 my tomorrow" 2 All my
black sistas n brothas keep ya heads
up Much Luv. WALLY u R in my
heart I miss CI Rest N Peace.

Michael Semizoglou
137 Warren St. 02159

April 18, 1980
Mom + Dad, thanks for standing by
me throughout my hard times and
helping me accomplish my goals
throughout my life. You have given
me so many things and I love you
guys a lot. I would like to also thank
my friends — you guys know who
you are — for all the good times we
had together. Sis thanks for being
there when I needed you and good
luck in school. To my teachers,
thanks for not giving up on me. NS
football is #1.

Christine Sheridan
1304 Boylston St. 02164

February 16, 1980
The future is like heaven — Every-
one exalts it, but no one wants to go
there now. Friends, u know who u r,

thanx for listening, talking, laughing.
KS— keep the times great, guys fun

+ always laugh. W — Always b
unique + true to yourself. — Shoot
for the moon, even if you miss u'll b
among the stars — M + D — CTve
given me roots + wings, watch me
fly, thanks I Luv CI. Andrea '04 —

I

Luv CI, always. I Luv CI class of '98,

I'll never forget! Thank u Lord!

Gabriel D. Sholder
1 1 1 Wallace St. 02161

Sept. 10, 1979
First I gotta thank da fam: M & D &
Raf. COTKD too. Big shot out to da
GSC — Yall kept it real. In partik: JM
CP JP RR RC JR WD AW JB Plus:

AF CB MC CM BT EF SS LA and da
C SQCIAD. And who could forget

Sensi Miller? To all those fake bus-

tas: I taught ya motha trix. Its been a

hard year, but we can get through it

— Love 2 MC.

Jill Allison Shooman
1470 Beacon St. 02168

April 5, 1980
"If you can fill the unforgiving min-
ute, with 60 seconds worth of dis-

tance run; Then yours is the earth

and all within it. But which is more
you'll be a man my son!" To all my
friends — ILY more than life; To the

Steves: Chris — Historic Boston —
ILY Sarah — long car chats — ILY

Sarah (Seltzer) You make me GID-
DY! Mom + Dad — Thanx for eve-
rything, and I mean EVERYTHING
Eric — I'm always there for you, DB
"If opportunity doesn't knock, build

a door."

Robert Kenneth Silverman
223 Baldpate Hill Rd. 02159

August 13, 1980
We've seen it all go and we'll watch
it all go again. The great thing is to

last and get your work done and see
and hear and learn and understand.
— Hemingway
Mom and Dad, thank you and I love

you.

Liza and Rebecca, enjoy what's
ahead.
I get by with a little help from my
friends. Stay in touch. "V is for vic-

tory, the best team in history" —
NSXC # 1 Set the gear shift for the
high gear of your soul, you've got to

run like an antelope, out of control.
— Phish

Emily Snider
12 Wamesit Rd. 02168
January 24, 1980

"You never truly leave the people
you love. Part of them you take with

you; part of yourself you leave be-

hind." Mom and Dad — Thanks for

all your love and support — I love

you.

Abbe — "A real friend is one who
walks in when the rest of the world
walks out." RA, JM, SL, WNS — Its

been great fun! My friends — Mem-
ories are forever. I'll miss you. Good
Luck!
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Carlo Sostilio

10 Beecher PI. 02159
July 27, 1980

"Some Might Say that we should

never ponder on our thoughts today,

cause they hold sway over time" To
the boys of 98: Beez (GB) — the

jokes £> subsets were the greatest.

Seth (Dolomite) — u r the original

swinger. Tuck — stop flexing your

chest. Flax — keep runnin scams.

Sterny — #44 4ever. Shane CI.M.

S.M. T.M. JF, YH. BK, BA, EM, KG,
KL, AS, KC — u made south beara-

ble. Mom, Dad, Nando, Rosa, and
Nonnie — thanks 4 all your support

& love. Let's go, this place is dead
anyways.

Leah Spence
82 Crispus Attucks PI.

Roxbury, Ma 021 19

1st 1 would like 2 thank GOD, Ma &
Daddy this 1 4 U, Ma you never gave
up on me, Daddy same for you.
Mummy CE CE I LC1V CI & Pam, I'm

proud of CI, kia 1 luv sister, baby Jer-

ome aunie love CI. 2 my peps
Twoods, Rob B, Razor, Tyson Edgar,

much love. Elicia congrad, TE, SS,

AM, THE CLASS 98 BOYZ & GIRLS
1 LUV CI. AR, ESHA 1 LUV, RT LIL.

BRO. RENEE, NAJAH, REGINA,
NIC MY REAL GIRLS. ST. JOES, MO
& my CLASSIE MUMMIES. 2 SIDE
LINE HATERS. "DON'T STOP
CHOKN."

Katherine Springfield

37 Parker St. 02159
August 31. 1980

"You cannot rewrite yesterdays
news; you can influence what you
read tomorrow morning" Nic — ILY

babe just never cut my hair + DSC
need I say more? CS, W, NS, JY, CB
— thanx for making me laugh. PR,

MT, DF — put another 5 cents in the

meter. CP — H.S. beep beep! Mum
and Dad, I could not have wished for

better, thank you! Anne— good luck

+ just shake your rump! to all my
friends, you know who you are, good
luck!

Michael Sternberg
18 Lovett Road 02159

May 14, 1980
Let my inspiration flow in token lines

suggesting rhythm, that will not for-

sake me till my tale is told and done
— JG 8-9-95. My family, without

you all, I would be lost in a sea of

chaos, I love CI. NS Lax 9- 1 2, #29 D-
Pride, Peace to my BCIDs, Good
Luck to all.
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Dylan Talbot Stiles

80 Arnold Rd. 02159
November 23, 1980
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K.C. Stover
85 Westminster Rd. 02159

"We may lose and we may win, but

we will never be here again." — torn

petty To my friends — thank you for

being there, take care MW — 1 don't

have time CS — thanks for the talks

SD — crackers. Gotta Fish, you will

always hold a part of me BEX —
\

thanks for being the best to me EM
— you always make me smile M &
D — you have taught me more than

you'll ever know. RK — how's your
neck, fireworks, thank you for being

amazing ILY. NS Soccer & Swim —
good luck. I'm on my way.

Kevin Su
15 Donna Rd. 02159
December 19, 1979

Well friends, as one chapter of our

lives closes and another begins. 1 am
left with one thing to say: It took long

enough, darn it!

NE— Even though you made me d

it, I might as well . . . After all. 44
characters is a lot of space.

Koala — It's been a wild 2 years

Here's to 2 more. Take care of you
knees.

Alison E. M. Suzuki
178 Arnold Rd. 02159
October 21. 1980

"I'd like to stay, but 1 couldn't stay

with you. I have to go, I have a lot I

want to do." To my PPC — Yester-

day brought the beginning, tomor-

row brings the end & somewhere in

the middle we became best friends

"Now & Forever" ILYCF— thanx for

always making me smile ILY LD —
I'm always here AC— K to 1 2 bff EK
— in distance apart, but nvr at heart

AN, JB, IC, MK, FHG — thanx and
gd Ik M, D, S, P— thanx for the guid-

ance, support, love & for putting up
w/me ILY



Ben Isaac Thacher
51 Devon Rd. 02159
September 15, 1980

Props to all my peeps all over the

world. Props to the DP. CM. RELY
— I couldn't have survived all these
years w/o you. Prague Spain never
forgotten. Peace to my BS sisters at

NMHS, my GG soul bro' at CA, and
my CM at BBM. Also to my AJ & GP
at NNHS, ZBT, and MKT. Can't for-

get all members of the GFP and the

TS Bitties. And thanks to all those
who have stood by me. I love you all.

"Livin. L-l-V-l-N" — Wooderson.
B.T. ONE has survived.

Elicia Thompson
29 Rich St. 02126
January 18, 1980

First I would like to thank GOD for

the many blessings HE has be-
stowed upon me. A special thanks to

the Thompsons being there 2 the

classes 2 come hang in there 2 NiNi
+ THE FELLAS OF 98 Much Luv
Le-Le + Nika, We've Just Begun!
Last + never least to my BooBee +
KT THANK U & 143!



Athena Liu and Sithan Moeung

Jason Stephen Tocci
17 Keefe Ave. 02164

June 8, 1980
"a friend is someone who will help

you move. A real friend is someone
who will help you move a body." But
in all seriousness, I'm lucky to have
some real good friends. Thanks to

my family, Frisbee team, anime
crowd, Moogo, faculty members
who really care, and especially all of

you who were there for me when 1

needed to talk — you know who you
are!

"I'd rather do it now and regret it lat-

er, 1 wouldn't waste another day" —
SHJ

Sherly Nicole Torres
December 17, 1980

"I may cry and I will die, but my spirit

is the soul of every spring" — M.A.
Mami — Todos mis logros te los de-

bo a ti — Te quiero mucho/Wascal
— Gracias por todo/AB— My PIC—
L + B = Luv xoxo — S$GD — We
always had our fun/Queen B + Latin

Princess — Playas 4eva/NM —
Thanx 4 always being there 4 me/
Shy baby — Luv CJ 4 LIFE/LF — I'll

never forget all the HA HA's — C CI

at CIMASS/EM — Gracias por tu

ayuda — BUENA SCIERTE/Wuzup
MG/KA/JB/CC/Good luck '98 —
WE MADE ITI/NSHS — HASTA
NUNCA!

Emily Treat

134 Moffat Rd.

September 2, 1980
"Life is what happens to you wh
you're making other plans"

— Betty Tomad
j

Friends— thanks for the great mei

'

ories A.S. — you bring out the ch|
in me, I'll always be right by yc 1

side. M.B. — 1 hope you don't haj

to read this to know how much I cej

about you. Mom, Dad, Ethan, Lyd
& Amanda — I love you Thanks
everything.

Cecilia Tsang
26 Kenneth St. 02161
December 28, 1979

"Life is like riding a bicycle. Y<

don't fall off unless you plan to stc

pedaling." — Claude Pepper. "Ha
piness makes up in height for wh
it lacks in length." — Robert Fro:

To my friends: Thanx 4 everythin

To M & D: I'll always be here if u ne<

me. To Mel: (J R a gr8 sis. To WY
You'll always be in my heart. IL

"It's so hard to say goodbye to ye
terday." — Boyz 11 Men.

Mina Tsay
51 Homer St. 02159
December 4, 1980

"You have brains in your head. Yc

have feet in your shoes. You Cc

steer yourself any direction yo
choose." — Dr. Seuss. Moofs— Vc,

14 was awesome, good luck to fr

ture moofs! Blue Jay, just one curt

Polar Bear = Caiman. Long live c

animals and the two doofi! Mich
you're the best, even though you'i|

a stork. Ba ba, Ma ma — xie xi<i

"Smurfs are blue. You can be to(

Have the strength, to not turn blue.

— Moof ('98)

Sam Tucker
17 Cochituate Rd. 02161

June 1, 1980
1 began life at an early age and look

ing back now "life is like a kiwi, th

skin is rough and hairy but the insid

is green" ... I think Faulkner sai

that. Anyway thanks to my family i

to my friends, especially AB, CD, El

& GH. But, before I leave NSHS, I
like to remind you that no matte
where you go, there you are. Vay.

con Dios, obviously. "I will bomban
you all!" — 'The prophet'

Mike Beaser
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Edward Matthew Walsh
44 St. John St. 02130
January 16, 1980

First and foremost thanx to Mom,
Dad, and God. Props to: ZS, GN, ZC,
MF, AH, TS, TT, JR, AB, SD, MR,
JG, JN, DPs, MCs, JP, CH, JF, CO,
DV, CS, MH, TM + RA. To my family
— Grandma, Grandpa, Gram, Matt,

Pete, Julie, The Lentzes + my cous-
in Dan. To all the teachers who be-

lieved in my potential — Ms. Bryant,

Mr. Parker, OB, Mr. Lindberg, Mr.

Bourne, Ms. Gonson, Ms. Wiener +
Mr. Ides. Thanx to kippy, Tom +

Jack Meagan, Marty Schade + Phil

Last, but not least, love to little Bill.

Laura Rachel Walton
736 Chestnut St. 02168

February 7, 1980
To all my friends, I would be nothing
without you. Colleen, thanks for be-

ing the best best friend. M & D, thank
you for everything. J & P, never stop

being the sweetest guys around.
"One runs the risk of weeping a little,

if one lets himself be tamed ..."

Erin Jenica Washington
712 Boylston St. 02161
November 24, 1980

"We ourselves must walk the path
Teachers merely show the way" —
MWR. 4 yrs gone already! Scndnvia,
Reality Bts, F-Block, Pooh, 17, Fris

Freaks, Shut de Do-Hush, Finals

(stdy?), Music Shack, Helium, Clue-

less, Eng/Wales. Thnx 4 spcl suprt:

MS CM & all rest; Gmnstcs: KS AL
JA; Paulette's: YY ST LC; Far Away:
LR JG SAF; Frthr: MxC; PS & PJ; M
& D, ILY.

"In the end you've got to go
Look before you leap

And don't you hesitate at all"— Yes.

Elissa Wilker

16 Scotney Rd. 02167
June 3, 1980

"I'm trying to play the truth of what
I am. The reason it's difficult is be-

cause I'm changing all the time" —
Mingus
Mom, Dad, and Sue, thanks for eve-

rything. C.Y. — who knew the old B-

days would lead to this? ... To my
friends — we got through this to-

gether and you all mean so much to

me. "All at once, it rushed into my
head at tremendous speed, and
made me feel dizzy. It was beautiful.

Everything that had happened was
shockingly beautiful, enough to

make you crazy." — B Yoshimoto
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Jeffrey W. Wong
95 Esty Farm Rd. 02159

June 22, 1980
"There is a pleasure in the pathless

woods. There is rapture on the lonely

shore, There is society where none
intrudes, By the deep sea, and music

in its roar." — Byron. To my family

— Thank you for everything you
have done for me, I love you. CY —
late night calls, thanks for all the

laughs, JM, HR — We're a trio, BO
— you're awesome, Spaulding kids

(EW, SZ), Belize (DZ, you're the

best goat I know), Envi-Sci (JC —
we rock), everyone else — I'm glad

1 met you.

Masie Wong
180 Wiswall Rd. 02159

October 1, 1980

Mimi IN. Wong
192 Wiswall Rd. 02159

May 3, 1980
SF — you were really bad FIH. KS—
not enuf time. SB — fun hmrm 4 6

yrs What m 1 going 2 do w/out u n

English? SB & KC — Watonka Ta-

tonka! R CI all alone? BR — had fun

shoppin w/or w/out license. KC —
USA! Thanx 4 helpin me w/MT, RG,
SF & others. (Jr the best listner Ive

ever met (JR my best friend BF w/
benefits. ILU! BK NIPPERS! Gigi —
thanx 4 annoyin me all these yrs ILG!

Mom & Dad — G treat me like Im a

princess GR the bearer of uncondi-

tional things G held C1R breath +
door 4 me Thanx 4 CIR patience. I

love u.

Ethan T. Wood
30 Montclaire Ave. 02131

September 28, 1979
Hmmm ... 4 Years at South— "You
Learn Something About The World
And Maybe Yourself." — Martin
Scorsese Mom, Dad, Lissy, John,
and Aticus, Thanks to you most of

all, And to all the 'FELLAS: May Life

Always Be What You Make Of It, and
Always Be The King In Life's Great

Game Of Chess!

Tommy Woods
23-B Circuit St. 021 19

June 16, 1980
Love to Ma, Dad, Neil, Jay, Kevir

Roberta, Chanel, Sadie and all m
fam. R.I. P. to Keith, Manny, an
Charles. One love to my peeps Ra
zor, Rizz and JHD. Big up to Masor
Rice, peace to TT & AH. No love t

all the phony girls in Wheeler. N
love to the jealous ones and the hat

ers, you know who you are. To th

R.C. twins don't blow your chance
T.B. does your mother still make yo
run around the block. LS, SS, TE
and AR I luv ya'll. Carol Brow
thanks for that one special night las

summer. Newton South remembe
"I DID THIS TO YOG."

Seth A. Yaffe

1886 Beacon St. 02168
April 23, 1980

"Find some inspiration, Your whol'

life is ahead of you" Mom + Pop
thanx 4 the push ILG. C-LO ur mon
ey Virgil MG — TOXIC TWINS NABS
— n.a.s.? A.Y. G FGNK J.L. Tuck
dog Hill 143 Big Boy Berger + al

my boys thanx for da Memories the;

will not fade away without u Id b(

lost. Keep tight Always time for an
other HOdown 98 blaze. Ann — Gl

KIKI G ROC Just need a Jimithing I

keep me grovin' CS + SY = NP
shaft superfly W.M.? Finally a pas
senger on the ship 2 freedom.

Aaron Yamada-Hanff
86 Goddard St. 02161

July 31, 1980
To my family, Mom, Jason, and Ad
am, I love you, thanks for keepinc

me strong. Dad, I'll always keep yoi

in my heart To the hipsters: Thank;
for all the times, good and bad. Yoi

made all this tolerable. Good luck ir

everything. Kiki — you got all th<

right stuff Words, sounds, speech
men. memory, thoughts, fears anc

emotions — time — all related, al

made from one, all made in one —
J. Coltrane Now I plan to get intc

many other things — J. Hendrix

Candice Yee
333 Country Club Rd. 02159

May 19, 1980
"When the doors of opportunity
swing open, we must make sure

we're not too drunk or too indifferenl

to walk thru" EHW — "A friend's

known when needed" Thnx 4 laughs

JW — late buds alwz SZ — Nvr 4get

the egg white we swam thru to get

where we's now KIT SK — w/o yr

help I woulda flunked TB — alwz a

min up Fmds — "Follow the crowd
& you'll nvr be followed by a crowd"
Stay original Fam, coaches + profs

who deserve, thnx M + D — don't

worry, be happy, I love you D — de-

spite talk, ILY Smile "I have been
poor & rich. Rich is better"
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Jason Yee
50 Devon Rd. 02159
January 22, 1980

A wise man once said, "There is a

path for everyone, but before you
can find it, you must find yourself."

1 guess the 4 years I've spent at

South have been part of that self-dis-

covery. Life has not always been fun

(in fact it's been a lot of hard work)

but what I can say is that I know
where I've been and I'm pretty sure I

know where I'm going. Thanx to

everyone who made South memo-
rable. You peepz know who you are.

— Jay

Joanna Yee

Sheri Yee
31 Winchester Plaza 02161

April 7, 1980
"Truly good friends r hard 2 find

harder 2 leave & impossible 2 for-

get" CC — we've been thru 2 much
2gether 2 throw a friendship away.
ILL SS — NSFH '98 Grrr . . . every-

thing will get better. Don't worry. ILY

NM — Call me anytime. I'll be there

for u. ILY SB — I hate boys. That's

all I can say ILY JW — (J mean so
much to me. Thanx for being there

for me. ILY. M & D — Thanx for your
support. ILY. JP, AC, KC, AL & eve-
ryone else. (J know who u r. ILY.

Good luck class of '98!

Lucy Yen
442 Waban Ave. 02168

February 19, 1980
Congratulations and Good Luck to

everyone.

Veronica Vaclavek and Christine Sheriden

Jesse Yoburn
18 Bemuth Rd. 02161
[November 24, 1980

"It is not because things are difficult

that we dare not venture. It is be-

cause we dare not venture that they
are difficult" — Seneca
To everyone who has made the last

4 years so incredible: EB, KT, MM,
RM, VV, HR, AZ, Big-C/LS/RO
(breadstick me), Duck, Nicaragua
'97

Mom and Dad — Thank you so
much for everything you have done
for me. I love you. Josh— You're the
best brother anyone could ask for.

Thanks for always being there. Word
up Yubbie.

David Zackin
6 Hemlock Rd. 02164

April 18, 1980
"I'm a lunatic with lethal fighting

skills"

— Xena Warrior Princess
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Josh Zaharoff

12 Bradford Rd. 02161
February 29, 1980

"What I want is what I've not got, but

what I need is all around me." —
Mom, Dad, Marta, Leah, thanks for

your support and laughter. To my
friends, you've meant so much to

me. Beez, Tuck, Porter — what can
I say? I won't forget you guys. "Fate

chooses our relatives, we choose our

friends." Bad free blocks, soccer,

Denebola, baseball, long nights, lit-

tle sleep . . . Thanks, Newton South
— you made vacations much more
enjoyable. "A conclusion is the

place where you got tired of think-

ing."

Daniel Boaz Zandman
17 White Avenue 02159

July 31, 1980
"Sock it to 'em." — Mom Without

my family, I'm nothing. Mom, Dad,
high school was a 3 person job —
thanx for sharing the burden. Jon,

thanx for starting me off right. Tigger
— meow. 2 my friends, thanx 4 your
help and support. Rachel, motki, ani

ohev otach meod. Everyone else, "If

I don't see you no more in this world,

I'll meet 'cha in the next one, and
don't be late." — Hendrix; "La mejor
salsa del mundo es el hambre." —
Cervantes

"v 2

Bryana S. Zaplin

87 Cross Hill Rd. 02159
September 9, 1980

"If you are a dreamer, come in,

If you are a dreamer, a wisher, a liai

A hop-er, a pray-er, a magic beai

buyer . .

.

If you're a pretender, come sit by m
fire

For we have some flax-golden tale

to spin.

Come in! Come in!" — Shel Silver

stein

To my friends: Thanks for support
ing me.
Mom, Dad, Michael, ILY more thai

you know.

Sarah Jorika Zilzer

46 Van Wart Path 02159
August 7, 1980

M + D — w/o G I would be nothing

M, thanx 4 taking me to auditions. D
thanx 4 having the patience 2 worl

w/me. CI will always B a musicc
genius. Alison — ILY dearly + wisl

CI luck. May all your dreams com'
true. Bud — ILY. 2 my friends: (

mean the world 2 me, ILY all. RJ
EO, RM, RHM, JS, JW, YW, CY -

2gether we've made it this far, ou
options are infinite

"So come + walk a while w/me -4

share the twisting trails + wondrou
worlds I've known. But this bridg>

will only take CI halfway there — th'

last few steps Cl'll have 2 tak'

alone."
— Silversteii

Max Zucker
38 Levbert Rd. 02159

April 17, 1980
"Slow and steady wins the race.
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Roshanda Chance
59 Cromwell Rd.

September 25, 1980

I wanna give thanx 2 God who gave

me strength when I was weak. Thanx
mommy & daddy so much 4 your

help & support 1 Luv U. 2 Rolanda

my sister 4 being there 4 me, & to

my brother Rodney 4 helping me
out. 2 my best friend Michele Jeffrey

keep in touch, we've been through a

lot these 7 years. O.G. you've been

a good friend. A.R. keep in touch.

I'm out.

Michael Golosovker
30 Voss. Ter. 02159
February 5, 1980

Love, Lust, and Friendship; the key

is differentiation.

Barbara Andrea Griffiths

59 Hamlet St. 02159
June 23, 1981

To all my friends u know who u are

Thanx 4 everything! 2 my Hamlet
Peeps R.T., T.T. & A.B. Thanx 4 the

memories Chocolate Cake! Josh —
I know we've had bad times but you
will always be in my heart VK & KL
ILY Guys never forget the memories
Feldy — my sister, Thanx 4 every-

thing I Luv LI Sha keep collecting Jo-

ey — Never change I Love U & al-

ways will Mami, Papi, Normi, Mayri,

Dee los Quiero mucho

Nyiaa K. Jones
21 Normandy St.

Dorchester, MA 02121
July 10, 1980

"God grant me the serenity to ac-

cept the things 1 can not change, the

courage to change the things I can,

and the wisdom to know the differ-

ence"
R.I. P. Kevin thanks to all that love

me your feelings are requited. All

you chickenheads that doubted me,
look me up later cause 1 know you'll

need a JOB!
"1 finally made it to da end class of
'98"

Rob Kalin

420 Hartman Road
April 11, 1969

I have felt the warmth of my wounds.
And It keeps me warm
Amidst uncomfortable seats,

And a few good teachers.

Done Very Good?
Wishes Sent to the

Ruefully Kind, as

Another Child Peaks,

peace.

Olga Koyfman
21 Mechanic Street, Newton

04/08/79
"Shoot for the moon. Even if you
miss it you'll land among the stars."

— Les Brown Thank you mom and
dad, my sister Alina, and friends for

all the fun memories.

Eilon Lipton

162 Waban Ave. 02168
September 16, 1980

"If you code it, it will run."— MM/yoe
"The life of the coder is that of the

hermit, except the hermit can't

make shadebobs." — Leviathan

You know you've been democoding
too long when . . .

"... You're in a train looking out of

the window, and you notice the high-

quality multi-layer parallax scroll-

ing." — Sam
"... You notice how the faucets in

bathrooms are environment
mapped with a nice metal-looking

texture ..." — Jyrki Saarinen

Lutfi M. Lutfi

45 Louise Rd. 02167
June 7th 1981

To all the BRO.'S at south thanks for

making me feel welcome at your

school and for giving me the best

year of my life!

P.S. LIFE IS IRONIC! LIVE THE IRO-

NY AND DUNK THE BALL!!!

LOG I

Hiromu Sakaguchi
15 Maria Cir. 02159
January 27, 1980

Since 1 came here, I could have great

experiences. I'd like to thank all

teachers 1 met and all of my new
friends here. Although 1 may go back
to Japan, I won't forget this great

school and everybody forever.

Thank you for everything and take

care of yourself.

Jonathan D'Agostino Tyer

24 Turner Terrace, 02160
July 10, 1980

First, I have to remember those who
helped me on my voyage. Thanks
Mom, Dad, Stacee, Betsy, Matt,

Brian, Nana and Nonno Good luck

DM, SF, MC, MB, RD and DC. Now
my friends the trip has almost ended
and soon we will move on in the jour-

ney of life. 98 REPRESENT "Every

man dies but not every man really

lives" — Braveheart —
Daniel G. Valente

20 Pettee St. 02164
August 29, 1979

1st thanx to all my boys who were
always there 4 me. HUBS — Many
late nites. OSHO AC — Keep tossin

cans, got your back — HICK 41
CHANO 82. Joey — Lightweight

punk. ZIGGY TY— Get a 40. J.M. —
could have been diff. thanx though.

JD — Lake crew, thanx for all

F.U.M.D. — F.U.N.S. — F.U.M.H. —
BBERG: Pukeman NSFB 56 —
Thanx Quig, Nick, Shawno— _isson

it! Thanx Mom, Dad, Lisa, Joe, Bru-

no, Nana, Gramps you were all there

for me — I love you all '99 have a

good time.

Bella Vasershtein

93 Saco St. 02164
March 10, 1980

"I am not afraid of tomorrow for I

have seen yesterday and I love to-

day." — William Allen White Thnx M
+ D 4 all your spprt, Borik for your
love, and Lina my fav. sis, Elmo thnx

4 all the memories, luv-ya: LA, YD,
MG, OK, PA, JY, NF, CB, KK, AL,

AL, M OV hang in there. Chao bam-
binos!

Lucia Verdaguer
535 Boylston St. 02159

March 9, 1980
Para mi familia: Gracias por todo el

apoyo. Los quiero mucho! It wasn't

easy but I made it! Gabe & Alex:

Stay focus I'm here for you & I luv u

guys. Caro: I have faith in u! Mica:

Thanx for being there. Maca & Javi:

Enjoy it while you can! S.P. I miss
you Babe! CO.: Don't forget I luv u

Bro!! BW: You're a special person,

Thanks! Caroline: I'm not list'n 2 u

I'm list'n 2 D song!! To the rest of

you: Listen, laugh and move on.

Good luck!

DeVann Vincent

318 Summit Ave. 02159
January 17, 1981

I'd like to thank my Mom & Dad for

sticking with me through thick &
thin. I Love CI Tanya lots & lots —
together forever! What up 2102
Smokey 7 UP, Wayne, T Nice, BK &
JE. Thanx for a great season: Osho,
Disco, Hick, C Dawd, Cracker, Dun-
ny, Dass FX, Sweet, Coaches: Quig,

Nicko & Shawno, it was fun while it

lasted. To the teachers who made
my life a little harder, you know who
you are, thanx. Underclass, good
luck! Class of '98:

I Love Ya!

Jeff Wade
15 Fox Hill Rd.

October 18, 1980
1 want to thank my family and Mike
R. for all their support during my
years at N.S. I want to thank coach
Myette and for appointing me man-
ager of boy's varsity basketball
team. I have a totally different out-

look on life now. From N.S. to col-

lege, what a jump! What colleges will

everyone get into? That's the real

question. Class of '98 rocks.

Casey Zeng
77 Moulton St. 02162
January 20, 1980

Times Vanish, Like Tears in Rain.

Bring a Dish.

NSXC/TF — Going my way?
Quack! Quack!

Coleen Biggs

76 Selwyn Rd. 02161
June 18, 1980

Matthew Bloom
14 Kippy Dr. 02168

Solonge Burnett

21 Roland St. 02161
June 12. 1980

Rolanda Chance
59 Cromwell Rd. 02136

September 25, 1980

Nitha Chemmalil
61 Pennsylvania Ave. 02164

September 14, 1980

Max Elentukh

130 Upland Rd. 02168
July 29, 1979

Jason Ganz
94 Redwood Rd. 02159

June 4, 1980

Melissa Gee
27 Nardone Rd. 02159

March 3, 1980

Maria Lebedeva
10 Abbot St. 02164
November 16, 1980

David Linshaw
125 Jackson St. 02159

March 12, 1980

Eilon Lipton

162 Waban Ave. 02168
September 16, 1980

Johan Lopez
10 Hammond Pond Pkwy. 02167

April 13, 1980

Michael MacLean
412 Parker St. #B. 02159

July 31, 1980

Daniel Mahoney
30 Pembroke St. 02158

February 25, 1979

Nicholas Mandilaras
1 1 Sutcliffe Pk. 02161
January 23, 1981

Sheeba Matthew
74 Brookline St. 02159

October 15, 1980

Vladimir Medvedovsky
25 Elliot St. 02161
May 15, 1979

Connor O'Shaughnessy
1 125 Boylston St. 02164

July 24, 1980

Anthony Papandrea
15 Lexington St. 02165

David Parillo

15 Shuman Cir. 02159
December 1 1, 1979

Hiromu Sakaguchi
15 Maria Cir. 02159

Christina Silva

40 Oak Ave. 02165
October 14, 1977

Kyle Syms
36 High St. 02164

April 25, 1980

Jason Wong
57 Karen Rd. 02168
February 13, 1980
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"Yuval's mom stops in for a visit." "Athena and Chloe settle in for a class meeting." "Hi."
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Barabara Wise: Thank you so much for your

guidance and support. Your commitment to Regulus
has played an essential role in its production.

Frances Moyer: Thanks for accompanying us to

yearbook camp and for sharing homeroom with us.

Your help and dedication has made this experience

truly worthwhile.

Love,

Danna, Sara and Athena



We would like to thank everyone who made Regulus '98

possible:

John Carrier: Thank you for putting up with our late night

calls and last minute questions. Your guidance has helped
us to create this yearbook. And we know ... we still owe you
a coke!

NESP and Herff Jones: We appreciate your hard work in

putting together this yearbook.

FOJO Photo Delivery: Thanks for sending our pictures back
ASAP every time.

The Brown Family: Thank you so much for opening up your
house to the yearbook staff. Your basement is our second
home . . . and we really will clean it up! We are grateful for

the pounds of twizzlers and jolly ranchers that helped us
make it through. We promise to come back and visit often!

Hagit Ben-Akiva: Thanks for supporting us and for dealing

with Danna's crazy schedule.

The Liu Family: Thanks for understanding Athena's late

night arrivals and early morning departures.
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Kim,

We are very proud of the kind and

loving person you always have been

and are.

We love you and will miss you so

much!! Love, Mom, Dad and Jon
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CONGRATULATIONS!
HAVE A PIECE OF CAKE!

You have become hon-

orable in the talents you

have developed, the knowl-

edge you have gained and

the goals you have accom-

plished.

Love,

Dad, Mom, Stephen,

Jeremy

Dear Mike,

Congratulations to you and the

class of '98! We are so proud ofyou

and love you very much!

All our love,

Mom, Dad, Matt
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Stephany,
To our "Little Darling." We
are so proud of you and the

person you have become.
May all of your fondest hopes
and dreams come true. Re-

member we will always be
here for you.

Congratulations!! We love

you,

Mom, Dad, Joshua, Zachary
and Brittany Spaniel

"Don't be dismayed at good-byes. A fare-

well is necessary before you can meet
again, after moments or lifetimes, is certain

for those who are friends." And don't forget

Raspberry Mocha Kisses; Faneuil Hall

Cambridge Side Galleria; gumballs; SBC
pictionary; AIDS Dance-A-Thon, The Truth

About Cats and Dogs; left boob; ABC gum;
road trips; Aruba; Cape Cod, driving aim-

lessly; candles; late night walks; swings;

star gazing; Shing Yee . Remember:
Starbucks 2051

Jessica, Michele, and Rachel

Jennifer,

You are a stupendous daughter and
sister, wise and graceful and strong.

We're proud, and we wish you and
your terrific friends and classmates
everything best.

Love,

Dad, Mom, and Meg
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SOPHS,We had fun didn't we7We were definitely the "Crazy" ones "Shhhh do u want lo know a

secrer?" your my "Special Sauce'** Will 4ever remember nights @ your house Coladas,chocoUte^nd

popcorn ICua*s field mart Beemers to the beach, car washes and you ALWAYS keep in touch xoxo

SHER,7I03 made us best friends You've ahvays been there 4 me^hvays cheered me up Mera Beaucoup WiD always

remeber weekend nights,""Long Decembers,'" "Bush," "Grease" Sophie's, your big boat, and of course you If u ever need

me, please call Love you and always wiD. Keep smiling 1

And My COLL,oh my bubble girlwhat am I gonna do without you? You and me girl purple and pink Veruka and

Russ Your cvH Mrs Powers ' RidesCThank you)galore4ever putting up with me Through your cnes,through your

srniles.through your laughterj was there, and m the future will always be I love you Thanx 4everythmg

GIRLS.we had too much fun,this is the only thing 1 don't want to end I'D miss you aD to bits.you aD made high school

worth while You all mean the world to meALWAYS keep m touch Keep smiling

and if you aren't call me I'D always make you smile 4ever and 4arways, Nicole xoxo

21,33. 20, 143. 24,4

-74-

SHERI- Ftom studs hall to the gatherings at my house, we found out the meaning of true friends I'D never forget Aruba,

c was more than a vacation, n was a learning experience Our friendship was put through a test and of course we survived

Remember getting ready for dinner There were twice as many stars m the sky that night If anyone ev er bothers you, just

remember, GERRR' If that doesn't work, I'D always be there

CHEZIE- You have always been a good friend to me I hope I have done the same I don't ever want to see you crying

again Your smile is too beautiful to hide, you hear me? 1 soil can't bebeve that you "just wanted to srt downi/ You

scared us and n took a lot of effort to sprint up those stairs We'D definatery stay m touch, whether I'm m Hawaii or at

Amherst with you Stay away from mirrors

NICOLE- You've disturbed many peoples bves by flaunting your bun tn their faces Your dance lessons were very

amusing You totally deserved getting drenched at the car wash And the water war was awesome Hew old are we? Stay

crazy no matter what anyone says Neva hold m your thoughts ^not that you ever do) You'D always be thought of as the

"wild oruf/

~325es 1 4? aD so much, and I ' D never forget these past four years Keep m touch
"

-20-

COLL-I'm so sorry about the fights My bad We've been thru so much thru the year Let's sta\ BFF No need to fight

I'D always B there 4 U even ifU don't bebeve me Sitting outside of 1HOP and picking up guys-they re aD a-holes Every'

weekend,"we're bored'" We always found ways lo entertain outsefves I'D miss L' so much 1 Luv L'

NICOLE-Hmrm That's how n all started I'D miss U when you're m Canada and I'm m Hawan Spring break, come and

visa You'D always be crazy So when U getting your license" It doesn't matter We'D ahva\-s drrve .Ml we've been thru

I'D always B there when U need me I hrv U
SOPHS-Watup B""° NSFH "97-GRRRm U were the best Remember the times at your house Your pina cotada's

were the best The cooler's still m my room ARUBA' Remember the beach Mr Reed's math dass

"So what car?" "A BMW?" I can't bebeve U, But U deserve it aU I'D always B there for U where eve U R-HAWAII- I'D

be there I hrv you so much

To aD the gals- 1 tuv you aD so much and wiD miss you aD Come visit me m Hawaii during sprmg break Keep in touch 1

4,

SHER

NICOLE-I'O always remember you crazy sense ofhumorand hypemess You alwah make me smile From Vuruca to

Unico (Land of Fantasyor El Tesncot You're the best Keep on shaggm' baby I love you We'D always be friends

SHER- What can I say, you're my best friend In spite of aD the other six We've been through it aD A -holes* a bunch),

fights? a few) and guystRob) BFF-I love you
Soph- I wouldn't have made it with out aD your advice, (you're never wrong), and encouragement I wiD never forget afl

the nights at your house, annerversary and easier parties- heads thru the sunroof at 80mph Keep dnvmg (and Irving) as

only you can 1444443'"

My grris- I can't believe n's almost over You are what I'D miss most Thanx for bong such good friends I love you aD'

-COL
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Congratulations Nicki,

May all your dreams come true!

You're our shining star, We are so
proud of you.

Love,

Mom, Nanny, Papa, Cleo and tootsie
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Mike, we're so proud of you and all

you accomplished

Love,

your home town team:

Mom, Dad, Andrew and Danny

Jason,

Congratulations. We are so proud of

your accomplishments in the short

time you have been here. Your fu-

ture goals are only limited by your

imagination. So that means the sky

is the limit. Good Luck,

We love you,

Mom, Dad, Jarrod, Jeff and Stephen

CONGRATULATIONS ABBY!
Our love and best wishes always,

Grandma Freda, Grandma and Grandpa Nozik,

&
Your old friends:

Dolly, Vicki, Motley, Bonely, Little Doogie, Breanna X, Cake,

Rainbow Bear, Sticky Fingers, Mischa Gaas & Jane, O'Gusto

Escribus, Loo Goo Canoo, Woolsley Bloberry, Bic A. Bock,

Cosmo, Jango, et al.

Dear Ben Isaac,

It's all good. Congratulations! We
love you, Mom, Paul, Zachary and
Marc

Yuval
A new track is out there . . .

Explore and Excel.

We are so proud of you.

Love,

Tali & Ofer

Mom & Abba

To our precious, laughing Nicole.

May life bring you as much joy love and happiness

as you have brought to us. As you set out into the

next stage of your life, laugh and smile as much
as you can. Be independent yet give of yourself to

others. Help make the world a better place.

You are an exceptional, beautiful person (inside

and out). And we are so proud of you. We'll love

you to infinity!

(Drive carefully and call me, mom, a lot!)

Your loving Family.
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Jeff,

Your determination and high ideals

are an inspiration to all who sur-

round you. Live life to the fullest .

.

. We are very proud ofyou!!

Love, Mom, Dad, and Andy

Betsy and K.C. —
You've come a long way! Congrat-

ulations and much love!

Your moms, dads, sisters, and dogs.

Jill —
We are so proud of the strong, sen-

sitive woman that you have be-

come. You will always be our "star."

Reach for your dreams, may they all

come true.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Scott and Eric
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Abbe—
For 18 years you have

brought sunshine into our

lives. May happiness follow

you whereveryou go and in

all that you do. We love

you.

Love, Mom and Dad

Congratulations Abbe!

You 're the greatest sister in

the whole world. Life

would have been boring

without you.

Love, Andrew
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KATHERINE, DENISE, AND SARAH
FRESHMAN- S's schedule w/ Guylah Manipulating Greg. D's party w/ out her -robbers?Sneaking out.LAX- S-

"Jenny!" Fresh/Sr. Parties Bo- Ben.Walkin w/ S.S. and R.G.,Reds.High at crystal lake summer.Even though I'm the

daughter of a preacher man... I'm the wild 1 .The leader of the pack.Dealer Big Ben.Jaime and his big friend Sara's

banaster.Oh D u r my herolK's mono.Tabor. D's boys.SOPHOfrlORE- Soccer- J.K(math), Mr. Mac. D- mono girl. "Hi

Em" The T is my transportation. Moving- put it in a box! S's budget plastic wallet. LiT Blue Volvo-D-Blocks, I'm 2

Sexy, Oasis Wonderwall, Gulf, Like a Prayer, Jen l?Japan.The point.Eli's party-HJB."Whats in the bag^'My
coat. Officer. "Its 2:30 my dads gonna kill me. Where's S.Walking. . . K's- brown pants.Fatty sunglasses.Gorbaty's

Porch.Goin back 2 Cali's.The Bullet Pino' s pizza-got 2 get there.Silent T ride. Sledding and the cave.Deathhill S

paralyzed Girls mte out-$20 H20 OPP-r u down?Late nites at Fman's dads Las Fiestas at Fman's.GPJLLED

CHEESE.DMB-I've got the map"where's Hopkinton?"caravin w/ out a sunroof "Dougie!""Put me in coach!"Raw hot

dogs.SUGAR POPCORN.Lenny- r u goin my way?Fugees.Tall Sally Lamb's liT car-alone at concerts Chinese mafia

SUPER LAX-Wayland game '96-that was a great game, Friendly 's mug and spoon, packin' in the van, us 111'

sophmores. Spray m shampoo, BK JUNIOR-Taurus-K's narrotic channel surfin.Ridin' 2 the game listening 2 The

Cars.Shoppin 4 Sr./Jr. Prom AhlShoppin at Saks, fmdin K some jeans that fit Snow day-matt's truck ride. Walkin' in

live wires.Washing the floor snow white. Press box-stayin warm w/ broom Splasrun thru puddles. UVM-Flymg up and

cruisui back, BK, sleepin arrangment "so u don't speak any French?" Anna-Late nites at library.Headin spirit

Powderpuff 98 0"s Late nites at IHOP, beeper & spoon jewelry. S-"why do these people like me?"Stalking w/

Gorbaty K's ADD I luv ^pyler . Online stalking. D's jokes.Trampeleens D-follower of K Make-up on Kat K's

Randoms LAX- busing times & sex talks Dippin at Crystal Lake. Sunoco Wherham-Alison 100mph"som officer, I

need 2 b home by 3am" SENlOR-decorating S's house. S is sleeping-whats new'The golden chanot oldsmobile, fonzy

radio, carpool, whats the matter w/ the car°liquor store trunk, S's 2 movies in 1 day at S.C. forget it officer.

Homeroom 5203 Alternative Math Women m black Therapist Jules at Dunkm.Long phone talks v./ Sha.S luvs Art

Class'Freakshow Siamese twins Your mother jokes Headin' spirit powderpuff Senior girls have more experience!

Rob^n-2 popped tires:"was Robn dnvmg"AAA D's rabbit habits.S-eat, yah a bite.The Piont. P-Funks Manon-sailfast

420 Take it 2 the fciax The rats bigger than my cat Skunk drive bys EXPLORER-Mobil. Towmg-'there's my car?"

96 1 5CR.ANALYZE- custodian could own the Expedition. Girls mte out:caps to 5 at Ks S's '/
2 wine cooler.RI w/ all

the boys drinkin' w/Sha Hitting on m> mother Sha's boyfriends. Singing showtunes from RI 2 on 1 's S's 1 nite flings.

S-a sipJC-3J> 8
1* the Benz.Kayaking Extreme Expidition-Its a mission from G-d!

GUMMY BEARS. Matt-wiggle Lil' Peach. Rosenfelds Hi Jay!Jays visits.D- R U O.K.-I'm praymg! That god damn

berry tree!Dan-3 yrs. TR4JLY"I can't get u off my mind. "I get by w/ lil " help from my friend Buzz in the closet Cold

Springs ! hate Iowa (and the cornfields )Sarah's neat everything Virgin Mary, no S.Xena lover D is so fragile D-

makin' noise w/ her drums.Needham St.Waban T.Papas. Capt. S.S's flaunt it baby. 32F.D in Hair.

ARGENTINA-don't cry 4 me Quilmes.Corky.Popa.Claudia Vocab list.Lulette Armand Nites at quincho.Laun lovers

Cantobar Tigre.10 different ways of si Retarded Uama-Que linda! Princess In & out S's crack racehorse Quiero

vmo.Colombus.TR7 Hotel OK, Kiss me Bar dnnks(m the fridge).Racecar.Dulce de leche y pan. Vem-dog Eggman

Lolipop, Matador.Barby's bananas.Pizza U ignorant American. Uncivilized Yankees. Ur language is abundable Train

episode Boca. Macha. Sugus mental hissy fit My husband is going 2 b Tropi hits Hairdryer. Violeta.Icecapades. 9

Blacks. Pablo, Esteban, Dano, Diego Horns.ILY ring. Campfire. Brujas, Monastano.Coyete,Salsa My sweaty hands

Zoo Routines, museum Horseback nding Reds Reporter No pulp.LU'Iceskaung. 1 lmers-am I dreaming'Tm

falling in love. -friends forever KATH- good luck at SLU
We Love you all; Now and Forever 1998.

"THERE'S A GOOD TIME COMING. BOYS! A GOOD TIME COMING. "-Charles Mackav



Dear Jessica,

You are the light of each of our

lives. Keep reaching and smiling.

We wish you the best with love

always, Mom and Dad

Leah,

Your smile lights up our lives.

With great pride and love always,

Mom, Dad, and David

Snapple Vs. M.C LYTE
Remember . . . P,H,&M @ Park St., Hunks of '96 BG&JO, Mac Daddy & Cheese, Twinz (black or white)

Semi Madness + Semi Dates: (beach bum, before and after tan, shaggy, TLC, LSG, spying on GG, Booty

call, Working up sweat & babewatching @ Gold's, Dumbo, getting lost of course, New Years, camp O'h *ll,

we like short skirts, Trin 6, loser + LosserLAXttl, 50 guys & 2 of us in I weekend, NYC, Jamming, Valley

girl (Barbie Girl), Joel G.R., Chipper your my Man!!, Bio Class, beep beep, Nail crazy, Troy, sister's in

laws, study hall w/KG & JG, well Duh, U right me left, James, Snapple, Cute Butt, the B club, SENIOR
YEAR, Montreal??? Marsha, Marsha, "Am a Barbie Girl wrap in plastic", club spin, "she pregnant", trick

or treat, Chicken pox, caller ID, WILE Captail C,

Pretty in pink Bobby Hatch, Free Willy, "let's be

peach Bumms," Whatever, boom, boom, Corner

bakery, Rever Beach, We're hot and we know it,

ABC, Math A, Xmas, cookies cut day, wake up calls

at 7am, wine me, dine me, 69me, KC, key chains,

Fashion trend, Copy cat, yellow rose, English clas-

ses, summer '97 ZZZZZZ, Science D Block, Jeff

teaching days(E) Twin Freck

So much laughter and so many memories but way
2 little time, where does it all go? MARSHA AND
CAROLINE
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Adam,
We're so proud of you

and wish you success
and happiness —
Always!!

Congratulations to

you and the class of '98.

We love you very
much.
Mom, Dad, and

Todd '02

Dear Emily,

Draw a crazy picture, write a nutty po-

em, sing a mumble-jumble song, whistle

through your comb. Do a loony-goony

dance 'cross the kitchen floor, put some-
thing silly in the world that ain't been there

before.

Congratulations. We are so proud of

you. You have brought so much joy and
fun and laughter into our lives.

Love Mom, Dad and Cynthia

Ritochca,

We love you so much, we feel special having
you, even though it's not easy sometimes.
You are a great person with a kind heart. You
have good friends (Daisy loves it when they
come over). We wish you'll have an interest-

ing life with a lot of traveling, as you want.

Unfortunately you have to study hard for that.

Always smile and be happy.
Love Mom, and Dad
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Jake — graduating is "old hat" to

you!

From nursery school to high

school, you've made us proud every

step of the way.

Congratulations!

Love
Mom, Dad, and Jessica

Good Luck to the Class of
'98

and
Special Congratulations to

Margaret
Love,

Mom, Dad, and Katherine
'01

Kate,

We're so proud of

you!

Lots of love,

Mom, Dad, and
Annie
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Kenny,

We love you very much.

Thanks for making us so

proud! Congratulations

to you and the class of

'98.

Love,

Mom, Dad and Kristen

Good luck to you and all

of your friends. I know
you'll succeed in every-

thing you putyour mind
to. Happy Graduation!

Love,

Kristen

fJM

mmumm

You 're the best older brother ever!

We'll miss you next year.

Love,

Andrew and Danny

P.S. Who gets your room?

From "The Boys"

Congratulations Aril
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Congratulations, Mike
We're so proud of you

Best wishes to the class of '98 and
farewell South

Love,

Mom, Dad, Ma '90, Ben '93

Lauren:

You cannot imagine how fast these 18

years have flown; graduating from high

school! Where did the years go?
You have grown and matured into a

beautiful and responsible young woman.
I love you with all my heart and more than

you will ever know.

My love to you always,

XOXO,
Mom

To our most lovable
and forever cherished

daughter, May —
Ma'ayan— the Hebrew
equivalent of a water
well, a life source as

deep as your blue
eyes.
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Nat —
On to your next journey!

We are so proud of your accom-
plishments.

All our love,

Mom, Baba, Mike, Ben and
Katan

Qabe —

Treasure your memories
but remember to enjoy each
day of the rest of your life.

We congratulate you and
we love you —
Mom, Dad, and Danielle

Emily,

Our house will never be
the same without you. Keep
your humor, use your tal-

ent, and enjoy your life.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Amanda,
Ethan, and Lydia
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Andrew,

Although you'll be going away to college,

you'll never be far from our hearts.

We're proud of you — each and every day.

Love, Mom, Dad, and
Jeff— p.s. You're a great brother

RAPHAEL MARTIN!
For SEVENTEEN YEARS of board and lodging,

including unlimited food and drink; clothing; en-

tertainment; transportation; academic assistance;

medical, dental and opthalmological treatment;

sartorial and tonsorial consultation; telephone,

computer, postage and fax services; and round-

the-clock advice and counsel.

YOG OWE GS $500,000 (approx.)

But if you promise to call us from college, we'll

call it quits.

Your proud and loving parents and gideon

Ben,

You may never "run

the zoo," but we be-

lieve you'll suc-

ceed in whatever

you choose to do!

Congratulations!

Love,

Mom
and
Barry

Dad
and
Lynette

Mitchell

and Andrew
Dan and Alex
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Our dearest Bryana,

We are so proud of your hard work and accomplishments, but most of all,

the loving, honest and sensitive woman you've become. Now it's time to share

you with the rest of the world. We are sure it will be a better place for the path

that you have taken. Keep following your dreams and they will come true. You
are the greatest joy that any family could ever hope to have. We love you very

much.
Mom and Dad

Dear Bry,

Congratulations! You have always been a great "sissy," and role model. My
only advice is always be yourself, and the rest will fall into place. I love you very

much!
MICHAEL
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Thanx2everyone for makirigforeaking my high school yrs.Alhe...hrnrn.How shall I

start?Where's Agent Scully?Remember thecontest on the bridge.

Shawn-fun4yrs of hmrm.Este decisionme molesta.Solie-so many

English classes 2gether!It makesme sad to think that we're parting.

I'm the loosest!KC-long talks about nothing.Happy

that u made time?Subzero swintming-fun stuff.My next

victim?MattR-Lhanx4puttiii upw/me.Good luck w/whatever

u do.TB-MMaggies!Kristina-how am I going to ever for-

get all those nights thatl snuck out w/u to meet MT?
Redlieads! Adam&Keanu can't be beat.Wheelie on the

moped. Asian Spice Chic.Fiendy!

Mimi

thanx 2 my family yes even you mike. 2 all

my friends who've made my years at South
UNFORGETTABLE. Beatles+A.O still

#1 in my heart. A special thanx
2 my DOCS 4 giving me those

wonderful pills.

Mieka.Scott.and Alex thanx
4trying to keep my body

in one piece. I'll

never forget any of you or

the good times we shared. You are all

the reasons I survived this

hell hole you people called

Newton South
-Knstina-

It's hard to believe but it's true.we're

graduating.Mom,thanx4always being there

for me. You've done so much for me,
and I thank you for that.

Love you always,
Alejandra LP.

It's all over, but it has been
good . Thanx2everyone who has
beenthere4me . Soocer team-
u guys are the best/
Swim-I still smell like
chlorine . Shawn-where to be
You have always been there
don't talk;I'm asleep, the
Espanol?She ' s blond, the va
Christmas lights ; oldies ru
brain . ketchup , vel cro . spa .

f

she's psycho, 5 minutes. , ,n

HouseWe made itIGood morni
Sushi, I'm a cheeze.the Abo
of yourself. I love you. Mi
next victim. . .my great adv
we're the only ones talkin
you know I don't like real
scares me. cheeze TV. To th
of yourselves ,

I
' m going to

next year I love you , To a
-thanx 4putting up w/me , ke

K.C. Stover

gin?
CRACKERS

!

moods

.

n . hair cuts

.

le. ROB-my
ireworks

.

o 3;Pillar
ng. wanna swim?
return . take care
mi -sush i+seaweed
ice, our moods.
here , swimming

,

lty.your dog
e fam-take care
miss you guys

11 of my friends
ep in touch

.
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Congratulations Abby!

We're so proud of the terrific person you are

and of all your accomplishments. Love from

all of us.

Mom, Dad, and Mia

Congratulations, Arang.

We wish you joy in all you do and hope all

your dreams come true.

Best of luck to you and the class of '98.

We love you.

Mom, Dad, and Armin '95

Rachel,

May all ofyour days be filled with as much

joy as you have given us. The world awaits

you—
We love you always—
Mom, Dad, Michael and Ginger

Matt,

We 're proud ofyour accomplishments and confident in your

abilities.

Yours is a bright and successful future.

We wish you creative dreams, exciting challenges, and reward-

ing achievements.

We love you very much,

Mom, Dad, and Jamie
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Dearest Juliana,

You who loves to travel, who remembers every day of every trip — now you have come to

the biggest journey of your life. As you set out, we wish you the warmth of new and deep

friendship, and the exhilaration of discovery, adventure, and enlightenment. Wherever you

go on this new trip, bring your strength, courage and decency. And remember always, we
are here with our pride, interest, hugs, adoring you.

All our love and congratulations,

Mom, Dad, Evan and Tiger

*Thanks for being a very good sister over the years, even though we fought. I'll miss you. Good Luck!

Love,

Evan

You are the spark that

Ignites your future

Remember the flames of your past

You always light up our lives.

Congratulations to a wonderful daughter

and sister.

We love you,

Mom, Dad, Ashley, Kayli and Hannah too!

Dear Joshua,

As child
number four,

we love you
even more.
Your accom-
plishments we
treasure. Eve-

ry moment we
beam with all

our hearts.
Good Luck
and success
in whatever
you do. You
are wonderful and caring, special in every

way. Your family loves you and wishes

you well forever and a day!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Adam, Sherri, Matt, Lauren

and Kristen too!
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CASSANDRA-DON NA-EMILY-H I LLARY-
MAAYAN-RITA-SARA

Okay, what are we doing? Whatever,

STALKING, Hampton Beach, Riverside,

New Years 97 & 98, girls nite, FAME,
mixed drinks, I WILL SURVIVE, Chicago,

zero tolerance, sure pal, wacked, loser,

anyways, 02159, RED, the lot, birthdays,

semi, the circle, Walden, blondies, curly

crew, Sag Pal.

Vanessa & the packy, coffee & c

Israel, forget Paris, foodfight, watertight,

C-squad, freedom fest, what are we? Da Boyz,

REBEL, Montreal, Rummy 500, pool parties,

tone deaf, lean on me, your balls are showing,

Spring Break 98, April Fools 97, McCoy 143,

May's yellow sweatshirt, Dirty Dancing, "E,"

Boston, Secret Santa, Lords of Acid, spells,

slumber party, ski trip, that's what friends are

for, stand by me, A.M., A.M., S.S., J.B., A.R.,

J.R.,S.H.,L A..C B.

When a girl has someone she can trust

Nothing else need she lust

A friend who cares and understands

No matter what the girl demands
A friend who laughs and cries with you

Though she's moved it's not the end
For within the four angels, I've found friends.

1 3-7905-1 0-33-04-69-3398- 1 43
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Dearest Hillary,

Your wisdom, humor, grace and love have im-

parted to our family blessings beyond com-
pare. Continue on the narrow path of Truth.

And, should your dreams carry you to the far-

thest reaches of the globe, may you always

return home, safe and sound, to those who
love you most dearly.

Mom, Dad, Erica
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It wasn't just the music ... it was the sense of truth

and goodness that it embodied — a way of bring-

ing smiles to people's faces and warmth to the

spirit . . .

— Sonny Rollins

JONAH — Our love and wishes go with you as you

pursue your dreams. Keep "Chasin" the Trane"

Your proudest fans,

Mom, Dad, Jess & Eliza

Caroline

We loved watching you grow into a beau-

tiful young woman. We wish you all the

success you have earned. We will always

love you.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Clay & Chipper too

Dear Shaina,

We are so proud of you. We wish for you extraor-

dinary adventures and fascinating encounters.

Good luck. We love you very much.
Mom, Rachel and Miranda (meow)

Emily, Mike, Eliza, Lauren, and Andy —
Never forget photo on 1 1/21/97. Corner cabinet,

developer container, pullout couch, the washer,

ski masks, David Letterman, Eliza's toes, the

heater, bad pictures, broken scissors, out for pizza,

special breed of janitors, weiner, mmmm . . .

Dear Zach,

We love you

We send you

Off life's journey

That is uniquely

Yours.

May your journey be blessed with strength, love, support and

challenges.

Good luck,

Love, Dad, Mom and Jake

Josh,

You've lit up our lives for 18 years with

your warmth, wit, and intellect.

We are so proud of you.

Congratulations!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Marta and Leah
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Ezra—
You 're a winner— We

y

re

very proud ofyou.

Love, Mom, Dad, and

Robert

Rachel,

Drama has always given

you a special lens for life!

We love you.

Mom, Dad, Joshua

Laura,

Remember those tilts and minutes

and keep dancing through life with

all the feeling, spirit, and love that

you have given to us.

Congratulations! We love you,

Mom, Dad, Jeff and Peter
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CONGRATULATIONS LAUREN!

LOVE ALWAYS, DAD

You have been the "captain ofyour

own ship" for quite a while. May
your next journey be equally suc-

cessful! We love you!

Love Mom, Dad, Liz, Rachel, and

"Sandy"

The fruit ofmy tree ofknowledge is plucked

and it is this, ''Adventures are to the adven-

turous.
"

Jesse, Our love goes with you on the many

great adventures that lay ahead. We are so

proud ofyou!! Mom, Dad, and Josh
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Congratulations Colleen!

We love you.

Mom, Dad, Melissa,

Allan and Kasey

Erin:

(then & now)

We love you

...from cover

to cover

Congratulations!

Mom & Dad

m > r.

Good influences -- The Boat — Singing in the Microwave — Bo-

logna and Salami — Ogunquit and CIC — being gauche — JAY
WILEY!!! — Mara's a machine — "Jill run, Jill run." — copying our

hands — chocolate buffet - french fries — molester R-BM @ 4:00

— Genectagazoint, time for coffee talk — say hello to the volcano

— garment district — All-American Girls, wild thing with the latin

swing — ignition problems — OCD experts — abrrevs.. oak, ver

— The juice box or the sandbox? — "Pink's not my color." (sorry

JH) — geography bee — pizza bites— cinnamon sticks— instruc-

tional e-mail — Where's the galleria? — "Hearing loss is a part of

life, unless you change." And I hope you don't — ultimate packer

— 10th hole, 18th hold, hole-in-one — FG the movie — guy stuff

— hockey stick bender — BObby — "There are no normal people,

only those you don't know every well." — it's a prosthesis— Tom-
my and the beans -- Rent-L'ville, Finally Michael's, pink wig— sdj

anxiety — Mara in Hollywood — 8th grade fashion show — hit and

run — "If you don't like my driving, get out." — R walks again —
boys locker room — the "awesome" T party — Brian(s) — kara-

oke @ CM — 6 am walk — Amanda and leopards — Jill navigates

— wanting more lunch meat — redecorating — exciting new year

— the lydia mix — come on Eileen, put it in my mouth — IDs and

more — creative movement — halloween — chocolate per day —
daily rides to school — Winnie the Pooh — Wal-lex '91 — name
memorizations — jeans — TLC/CDG + PSCI/AK.

"In all I think we handled that well." Thanks for not getting weird

on me.

MARY BONANY and JILLY BEANS
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Your children are not your children.

They are the sons and daughters of life's

Longing for itself

They come through you but not from you,

And though they are with you, yet they

belong not to you.

You may give them your Love, but

Not your thoughts.

For they have their own thoughts.

You may house their bodies, but not

Their souls,

For their souls dwell in the House of

Tomorrow, which you cannot visit, Not

Even in your dreams.

You may strive to be like them, but seek not

To make them like you.

For life goes not backward nor tarries

With yesterday.

You are the bows from which your children

As living arrows are sent forth

The archer sees the mark upon the path of

The infinite, and he bends you with his might

That his arrows may go swift and far

Let your bending in the archers hand before gl

For even as he loves the arrow that flies, so

He loves also the bow that is stable.

— Gibran

Dear Casandra —
We deeply love you.

Mom and Ron



Dear Jess,

Congratulations!

Thank you for mak-
ing our life so spe-

cial. Remember to

dream and dare and
keep smiling. To the

class of '98 'Best
Wishes.'

Lots of Love,

Mom, Dad and Andrew

Congratulations John
We're so proud of you!!!

Love,

Mom, Dad and Jessica

Dearest Emily,

You are a treasure, special to each of us.

We are so proud of the fine person you
have grown up to be. Keep being sweet

and kind. Come home often!

Love and kisses,

Mom, Dad, Lisa, Alex and Bean
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Leslie—
Words can never express the deep joy and pride that

you bring us. Our love is boundless. Your gifts are

many. A kiss for you as you widen the circle ofyour

sweet, generous spirit. Your sense ofhumor will always

shine through as will your caring.

We love you, Mom, Dad, Ben and Sam

Sarah,

It's more than what you have done that

makes us proud of you . . . It's who you

are.

We love you

Mom, Dad, Katie, and Nathan

Congratulations Andy!!

You have always made us proud of who
you are and what you have accomplished.

We wish you all the best that life had to

offer.

We love you,

Mom, Dad, and Jessica
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\
To Yana,

Congratulations to our wonderful

il ^ dau8nter and the greatest sister. May

H /
your wishes, desires and dreams all come

true. For all that you are andfor all you

will be, we loveyou forever
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Juden,

The journey has been too quick —
watching you grow from an adorable baby

to a fine young man that 1 can proudly call

my son. As you stand on the threshold of

new beginnings . . . Remember . . .

Life is a game, play it!

Life is a challenge, meet it!

Life is a dream, realize it!

Life is love, enjoy it!

With blessings and love you will always be

my very special person.

Mum.

Steph,

You were: never easy — forever

challenging— always fulfilling. With

your drive, talent and determina-

tion, everything is possible. We're

so proud of the person you've be-

come.
All our love, Mom and Dad

r

Patricia,

Todos tus anos en Newton South
High School han sido solo triunfos y
orgullo para nosotros mucha suerte

en tu futuro. Siempre te

apoyaremos.
Blanca Libia

Gabriel, Daniel, Nader

Dan,

May your life be filled with as much
joy and love as you have given to

us.

We're very proud of you . . . Con-

gratulations to you and the class of

1998!

All our love, Mom, Dad, Adam,
Emily, and Elana
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Emily,

As you
blaze your
own trail,

may you
reach high-

er peaks
and higher

peaks,

With
much love and pride,

Mom, Dad, Danny, and
Adam

Russ,

Keep smiling as you
go out into the world.

May all your dreams
be fulfilled.

We love you —
Mom, Dad and

Jeremy
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Rachel Ann,

We've loved every minute of

watching you grow,

From a lively baby girl

To a cheerleading pro.

You've always been special in

so many ways
Your warmth and enthusiasm

have shone in each phase.

A terrific big sister to Sarah,

who
will soon have her own phone,

You're off on a new adventure

All on your own!

Remember to trust in who you
are,

For you have become all that

we had ever hoped for —
By far.

All our love,

Mom, Dad, and Sarah

Amanda,
We are truly

blessed to have

you as our
daughter. You
are a strong, in-

dependent per-

son, filled with

generosity, love

and convic-
tions. You have

accomplished
so much and
your potential is

boundless. We
wish you con-

tinued happi-

ness and suc-

cess in all of your endeavors. No matter what you do

and where you go, you will always have our love and

support.

We are so very proud of you,

Today and Always.

With all our love

Mom, Dad and Ben
(P-SQK and E-Ma)

Congratulations and Best Wishes to the class of '98

Dear Stephanie,

Congratulations!!

We love you and we're

very proud of you.

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Aaron
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PPC

"We've got the flavor, the bad behavior"

Alison, Lauren, Robyn, Tarin, Jackie, Anna

3+3 will always = 12, PTC, ISC, etc., The Levy, L'il Peach, top ofpapa, dancing in the rain,

yellow bowl, gimme that nut, "I swear to God, no crossies", Bowen and C-side crew, beadies,

NNHS, CRCC, Enrique, Morgan, walk to McD's, 421 boys, yrbks, grads, 5-0, po-po, braeburn,

fugee's concert, kids menus, skipping school, IHOP, toys R us, super soakers, SMF, JTT, #12

songs, tuna on the roof, kiting, ripped clothing, bubba, Andy Orsoz, powder blue, MH+AF,

Reddy boys, lax team vs. T+R+A, "but inevitably", track cult, superjam '95, double trouble,

Carver's hat, Abby's door, Ziggy, Cleopatra— queen of denial, "I like corn", horoscopes, KIDS,

wrong car @ Mobil, gamblers, Tarin 's ozzy, it's time to represent", Sitwat or Liz, CAPS,

parking, "put it in your mouth ", her ass is jizzling, Anna's ambulance, "what time is it", R's

arms, BLONDIES, strike 1, lady, pop-stop— raindrop, Layvidsava, the library, J gets run over

at walgreens, A/i spewing, "what planet are your friends from ", winter ragers @ Laur's, the

operation, A H. is so 7th grade, Dec. 11 is n.n.d., Abba, no diggity, dance party U.S.A., it's 11:11

— / wish to go to L'il Peach, ENR, window privileges, are we in Spain, PPC vs. EB, steal her $

when she's not looking, 'boyfriend', shadeball, bartender quartet, pump pump, "L, didyou

forget to plug in your mom?", EH, voltron crew, l'il phone caught on fire, driveway funeral,

can I get a butt, 97-98 bonding, it's like writing I had sex on your forehead, scan scams, p-

funks, "school supplies officer", american pie, forever and a day, never . . . know me, ground

round, smoke dogg's, store 24, 1 could lose a finger, getting lost, conversation hearts, lushes,

attack @ boston market, T— put some shoes/clothes on, "drink it up baby", best— worst,

black knights, never give the finger, briefcase, CIP, "in the ghetto", Liz @ l'il, where's Gila,



grab his ass, sleepovers @ Anna 's, truth or dare— / dare you to go home, braces, top 8@8,
AH is the coordinator, glitter, our tower, Eliza 's @ Dorian 's, shuttle bus, 4 way phone calls,

fresh tracks, booming, xylar, ritalin, late night snacks, are your pants on fire?, Anna 's fat lip,

I'm a liar, I'm a scammer, I'm a higher, good game Matt, tinted window's, gangsta of love,

semi scandals, AH is Sam Goody, chicken fingers, Stoti, Spice Girls, nails, Takeo's houses, "I

am not a dogg", trattoria, "true pimp player's spend no dough on the booty", "I've been

addicted since 5th grade", knock knock jokes, TisAli's CF advisor, 4th ofJuly, Tarin's ragers,

JB and KK attack @ I'll, Ali's pool is 500 degree's, "I swear I didn 't get anything", hanging at

gas stations, "I found a bowl in the woods", Kiss and Steve Miller concert, R put her hand in

throw up, "if u can 't dance 2 this us can 't do nothin ' 4 me baby
'

' "it 's just the 3 of us again
'

',

looking at the stars, movie addiction, barbie girl, "you are dope", "no sh, Jay Norman", drive

stinge, "what is that smell", K's jacket, "you've cut offmy wings now watch me die", we're

friends because we know what it's like to have people be SCARED of us, breakfast bagels,

"Spice is anorexic", chasing leaves, Fiona, puppets, Ms. Americas, "sock it to me, lock it to

me", "I'm gonna bust a nutt",

"Call Me When You're Down, Call Me When You Need Someone"— La Clique

We Are Better Than Pink Lemonade

Lincoln, Phoebe, Holly, Ginger, Kayli, Hannah, Max, Lucy, all the boys, and everyone else who

has always made us smile, we will holdyou in our hearts always. Maxine— with us forever.

"I'll miss the tears, I'll miss the laughter, I'll miss the day we met and all that followed after.

Now

and forever, I will always be with you
"
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Arielle,

Continue to soar towards your goals!

Your courage, strength and

determination,

Your compassion, integrity, and spirit

are an inspiration.

You have ably risen to the challenge

and ascended to new heights!

We love you and are proud of you and

your many achievements.

Mazel Tov!

Love you up to the sky,

Ima, Aba, Dani' 97

Congratulations Rebecca,

How can 18 years have gone by so

fast! We will miss you, your smile,

your humor, your music and your

headstands in the living room. You
are ready for the rest of the world!

We are so proud of you.

Love Mom, Dad, and Sam

Josh,

Your maturity, determination, and
GREAT sense of humor will take you
anywhere you want to go. The world

awaits you. CONGRATULATIONS!!
We love you and we'll miss you,

Mom, Dad, & Jeff
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Congratulations Billy.

As you go forward,

you take all of our
love and admiration.

Mom, Dad, Carly,

Lucy and Fred

Jackie,

We are so proud of you. Congratula-

tions on another milestone in your won-
derful journey. Remember — You are

special and we love you.

Mom, Dad and Andrea
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THE STEVES. Textbook girl gets told off by Steve I + II. RS's imitation ofMr. X. Songs o 'Mexico. Chicken

bat. Rootbeer float. Wasabi. Crew + dork. X-Factor. Baybank. Illness at Sarah's house. Tom Cruise.

Brueggers. The wake. Ay-Ay-Ay. Duck purple. Olivier— ay. Perfect plan for picking up a pizza. Roberto.

Annoying yearbook entries. Shankin' Pickle. $1,000,000. Eric's frosting makeup + jewelry. Lion King in

Danish. Car dancing lessons, j— obsessions. Canuck, Baskin + Rusty, Sandy. Magic scarf, love glove,

smitten mitten. Strange T experiences. Zorro/Bishi Mobile/Dottie. Act I scene I: Where are we going to

dinner? Act 1 scene 5: Where are we going to dinner? I've been Clived! England + Wales. Gorgeous gay

guys. New Years Eve. Cutting up Cherrios with cat claw scissors. The T: 101 proof— want some? Sarah's

dress shopping. Banana cheesecake. The Rock: will Jill's arms ever recover? Hey guys, I have to pee. Jill's

$ binges. Losing the 'bish.

daes. Psychic radio gods.

Charlie's Angels at Charlie's,

road trip. Sizzling chicken fa-

is gonna getyou. Sarah's new

lets go swimming — naked.

What state am I in now? The

ahead. The woodchucks.

Girls night in. Hi— my dad's

olate. Starbucksjunkies. Psy-

Cherries make healthy sun-

Rent. Historic Boston. Oct 31:

Featherbeds. The elusive

jitas. The guy with the hook

favorite song. Beach party:

III to da Jill. Cybersmith.

80s gym. Warning: Big words

Hairshirt. Nodes of Ranvier.

a rocket scientist. Waxy choc-

chic friends.

Follow your

dreams and you will

accomplish incredi-

ble things.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Stacy,

Pumpkin, and Annie

Amy,

We are so proud of

you — through your

energy, enthusiasm

and determination

you have reached

every goal you have

set for yourself

Congratulations

Emily

We are so proud of you.

Good luck and much hap-

piness.

With all our love always,

Mom and Dad
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Athena and Chloe
Freshman french . . . but it all started in France 1996 . . . Bruno & Didier,

Sandra . . . beaucoup de pizza . . . Sandwich man and his amazing chicken

baguettes . . . wandering the streets ofGrasse . . . shopping at Monoprix . .

.

cookies and chocolate for breakfast . . . partying in St. Valier . . . harassed

in the bathroom . . . and thus the evolution ofPaz and Poire . . . Swerling's

driver's ed. . . checkout counter— summer '96.
. . where are you beautiful

women from? Heaven or Hell?— ML Olympus! . . . Shorty! . . . what does

that mean? . . . those pull overs and ogglers . . . ghetto boutiques . . . the

endless quest for long pants . . . b-day at the Colonnade . . . I can 't believe I

walked so far . . . New York '97
. . . across the ways ofNYU we found quite

a painful bargain . . . hey remember Levi's personal pair?. . . H-block frees

. . . our sleepovers in JP . . . weird parties . . . belly-dancing & salsa . .

.

Jillian 's . . . Deli Haus . . . thanks 4 the Cottonwood certificate . . . How to

Argue and Always Win . . . Athena the Littigatah . . . bad choices . . . dumb

girls . . . dumb boys . . . dumb friends . . . but babe we got it made . . . "Hey

Athena, when was the last time you bought a donut?" . . . "You mean

voluntarily?" . . . when are you going to get your licence Chloe? . . . And do

you remember the time you made me throw balls of socks in the freezing

cold for your psycho neuro class? . . . Live long, Prosper, and Shop with

Athena . . . you won 't regret it . . . well, maybe . . . No matter how many

pants we try on we will never find the perfect fit . .

.

"I live in a garbage can, happy as a clam, making rock music with my old

school band, only a Paz could understand, checking out the fruit in the

produce aisle, we'll be gone for a while, cause you know we got a style

guaranteed to make you smile, I'm stuck to you like glue like cantaloupe to

honey dew, in the sun or a plate, qu 'est-ce que vous-voulez?"— The Ballad

of Paz and Poire
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Melissa,

You've come a long way BABY!
We Love You.

Mom, Dad, Julia, Shayna

Congratulations

Jessica,

We are very

proud of you!

Good luck with

all your future

endeavors.
Keep up the

good work. We
will miss you

next year.

Love,

Mom, Dad, David '94 (beavis)

Dear Mara —
We admire your sense of purpose and
commitment to excellence. We're ever

proud of where you've been, where you
are and where you are going!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Laura and Emily '01
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"Once in a while

You get shown light

in the strangest of

places if you look at

it right."

— Jerry Garcia

Dear Ian,

Enjoy
life as you
follow your
dreams to

new places.

Our love will always be with

you,
Mom, Dad, Adam, Jamie and
Bonnie
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Dannale Hamudale,
Oof gozal hatoch et

hashamaim, toos lean

sheba lecha . . . Goor
lecha.

MAZAL TOV!
You've become a

wonderful young
lady, but in our family

you will always be the

baby!

We love you always

and forever,

Ima, Ori and Lea.



STEPHANIE +RACHEL'S MUSIC VIDEO
We met over a pot of tortellini-2nd base, both ways-Garmces + the T-Purple

Sks Lasker-Man Hands- Smegma. Big C in the corner w/ the jacket, what's

on your eyebrow '-Spread Eagle-Ogrc-RA+SL+JM+JA-Aunt Flo-double O-
phalhc phobia-joysticks-nookie-the quicfcr-Evan and green cake, no diddlv-

DB. ping pong . and old dirty under wear-NJ. oh NJ. that is all I have to sav-

don't be a squarc-Louser T s leather jackct-JG. Poca lies about Wed -

Rachel's house party, chef, bloody nose, what a w aste of an MT house-cool

Juniors rent movies +bakc on Sat. nights-extra sweet frosting-strip poker and

senior new years part} -Local Motion-You arc going to the Prom again '-Thc

Chin-guzzle pieces-Mad Dog'7 No . Sweet Pea is not madl-Stcph s perfect

semi date-Thc Leg Biter, green cake9 - no monkey childrcn-too mam (4) on

semi-we lost Steph, I just hooked up w/ Y*-JK. alnghty then . let's w atch a

movie at my house-no pun intended-a new set of boobs for each guv-Emplc

Arroll at graduation-if he gives me some JIMMIES, I'll give some MO- JMc's

house party. I'll play a game w/ you upstairs. What happened in the basement.

T'-Spoonfuls addiction + a mini spoon, please-double fro yo night-we don't

chase sophomores- 1 5/2 1 -she has no fnends-too early at the Peach-nip RK.

can't pull a JG-Super Jam. RA+SL+JM+AP+ES-WNS DIED. Rstpkgksmh
+ Stmkhbu(ss).

Love ya. only as a friend.

Steph and Rachel

CONGRATULATIONS & GOOD
LUCK, CANDICE!
THE JOURNEY THRU LIFE IS A
LONG AND ARDUOUS CLIMB.
DON'T STOP NOW! CONTINUE
THE CLIMB!

WITH OUR LOVE,
MOM, DAD, AND DEREK

To: SARAS
GORBATY
THROUGH
LIFE'S "GPS"

AND
"DOWNS"
YOG REMAIN
OGR JOY!!

LOVE,
MOM

AND DAD
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ABBY * AMANDA * DANNA * ELLIE * LINDSAY
* SARA * SHAINA * STEPHANY

"It May Just Be A Memory But Some Memories

Last Forever"

sex talks, losers by night, Chinese fire drill, big

scam taping, tying the c, tickles and massages,

Dicks Last Resort, wiffle ball, cuif's p., Doris'

pancakes, Spoonfuls and Stroms and Bertucci's,

YDLFDL, Leah's songs, Shaina's biting, Lindsay

throwing up in Ab's mom's car, the J, Allman

Bros., Cardboard Box, Shh!, 123, 77, 1111, 21,22,

69, 588, 80085, 73, yo lovey, women in black,

snorf puf-pufand sparklers, headlight dancing to

Eye of the Tiger, ski trip— Indian in the closet,

Corolla/Carona, sleepovers at Ab 's dad's house,

JG watching, My So-Called Life, Gingerbread

House, Lindsay 's Puffs,
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Shaina, Leah, and Danna are the masters, choir

concerts and laughing, 185, lice, Leah's Cherry,

Amanda 's ski poles, Outrageous, Leah s snorting, the

Cape — the drive-in, Leah's, Ellie's and Shaina's

parties. My first time ever milking a cow, bed bal-

loon, Chinese Skunk, Lindsay's lap obsession, Shai-

na's strip tease, climbing trees, shoveling Danna's

neighbors driveways, snow tunnels, showers in the

rain, Leah 's attic, Ab 's ass, Dare bottles, Echo Bridge,

P-Shotty, car mints, Seymour and Papa Smurf.

Songs: Amy, Caress Me Down, Coco Jumbo, Santer-

ia, Cracklin Rosey, Shakira, How Will I Know, Kun-

ta Kinte, Gimme That Nut, Sweet Caroline, Resevior

Dogs, Scatman. Like A Prayer, No Diggedy, Talkin

'

'bout a Revolution, Eye ofthe Tiger, Joker, SendMe
on My Way. El(ster), Shig, Cueet, Genebug, Smine,

D, SigB, CuifLinds.

"... glory days, they pass you by . . .

"

"You and 1 will meet again, when we are least

expecting it. One day in some far off place I will

recognize your face. I won 't say good-bye my friend,

for you and I will meet again.

"
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I*
Jenny,

your

journey began
under that

full moon of February,

and over the years you have given us

so many reasons to be happy and proud of you.

You're going to travel far, reach for the stars, as the best is yet to come.
We love you mucho!
Mom and Dad
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Jenny,

Thanks for being the BEST big sis-

ter ever!

I'll miss you so much when you go

J

to college.

You mean so much to me.
Love,

La La's

Congratulations Athena!

Nobody is as Wiano as you ... we met at B's party . . . and we
became the king and queen of pretention . . . but through all

the things we have done . . . bentley-cah-an, tinkletown. & rub-

ba glue people . . . Cape Cod . . . Wiano! . . . shopping sprees

. . . me buying $1200 in clothes . . . my new jetta — and then

a ticket . . . seeing the saaba . . . going to the Roxy . . . doing

the gimpy whip dance . . . Jellyhead . . . C-town and rorri pop

. . . where did your eyes go? . . . lame incense people ... ski

. . . all the major holidays . . . Me. tolls . . . colby . . . being

budget . . . Sundays with dyka . . . we'll meet again in cali . . .

hol-don . . . I'll always be your gimpy little monkey! — Mike

Waaaaalk! . . . Met ya at the Gis lot . . . hot tub . . . shopping

cart in cc . . . postcards at Tower . . . dkny all up in my eye .

. . polo sport/bear . . . the summit . . . come shop with us . . .

asian pride . . . "I'll gimp you around." . . . 007 . . . bickfahds

. . . hoagies . . . a-team ... — Jordy

Hi my name is John Candy/Turkey/Orange-eew gross . . . and

1 solicit pages . . . waaa waaa . . . water wiz . . . Needham pow-

der puff and Mr. Egg — ouch, that hurt . . . 7589600 . . .

896550 1 . . . page me @ gis. net . . . hanukah heights . . . apnl

'98
. . . just kidding . . . shut up, you're dumb . . . okay bye .

Love Always, Mike & Jordan

John Ed —
You may not say a lot, but you al-

ways know what 1 need to hear.

Thanks for always being there when
I've needed you the most. I'll miss

you next year.

Love,

Molly '00

Danna,

Congratulations on being the last Ben-Akiva to graduate

from [Newton South. The three of us have grown to be as

close as three siblings could ever be. We couldn't imagine

our lives without you. Who would we have had there to get

in trouble with when we were younger? Who would we go

shopping with, see movies with, and have visit us now? You!

You will always be our little sister no matter how old we get.

We know you will go far in life and wherever you do go, we

will always be there for you. What would one of us be without

the others? Incomplete? You're the best and we love you.

Love,

Ori and Lea

P S. — Li-Li wants Chi Chi.
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Danny You are so special

and always will be. We are so
very proud of you on this spe-

cial day.

Robin, Nate, Heidi and Erica

Birnbaum

Dear David,

May you
forever be
wide-eyed
with wonder
and always
take time to

smell the flow-

ers.

With all

our love,

Mom

,

Dad, Michael,

and Christina
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Le-Le my pumpkin,
I'm so proud of you and very blessed, and so grateful

to be your Mommy Dearest. Always do the best you
can in your life. Best simply means try. God has been
good to you for 18 yrs. Keep in mind to be good to God
in the name of love. God is love. 1 love you!

Mommy dearest.

Sista,

Keep up the good work. Don't let jealously and envy
get in your way. It's you and I forever sista. Continue to

stay strong. Love your sista,

Kia

Leah you are a very inspiring young lady, follow your

dreams, stay with God.

Love Pam
Who loves you baby. Keep up the good work squirrel,

Love Daddy
Love you Auntie — Little Jerry

Leah, May God bless you, this verse Philippians 4:13. I

can do all things through Christ which strengtheneth

me. Love Ma,

Danna.

Where have the years gone since Danna was born?

She captured my heart on that very first morn.

Where have the years gone since Danna was five?

She still has the smile that makes me alive.

Where have the years gone since Danna was ten?

A talker now, a chatterbox then.

Where have the years gone since she was fifteen?

A phantom daughter who was rarely seen.

Where have the years gone? I really can't say.

But I love Dannushka more with each passing day.

Congratulations to you and the class of 1 998.

I'm so proud of you. Love,

Abba

Ethan,

From the start you have always dis-

played the character, courage and

charisma of a true champion. You are

a winner! WEARESO PROUD OF YOU!

With all our love

Mom, John, Lissy and Atticus
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Dear Katherine,

Keep reaching for the

stars you can do it!

Congratulations! We are

very proud ofyou.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Suzy,

Tommy

Dear Adi,

Over the years, you have changed and

grown into a young woman. We wish

you luck, happiness and success wher-

ever your heart may lead. Don't forget

not to just flow with the river. Ifyou

can, find your own little stream that

will take you to your dreams. Let your

desire be your destiny.

"TIME DOES NOT PASS, WE DO "

("Lorado")

Mom, Dad, Amir, Ami, Blondy

and all ofyour friends

around the world.
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Dear Jen—
"Do not follow where thepath may

lead.

Go instead where there is no

path and leave a trail"

Mayyou always findjoy down your

own road. We are so proud ofyour

independent spirit.

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Steven

Embrace life with op-

timism and humor—
it is a succession of

moments in an ad-

venturous journey.

Aim high; learn what

you are, and then be

the bestyou can. With

much love, pride and

faith in you—
Mom, Dad, Michael

and Robert
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You'll always be our queen of everything!

We wish you happiness and success always!

Love, Mom, Dad, Sarah '94

lie + Gila

"the Friend of your Youth is the only friend you will ever have ..."

Nantasket, ramah, j. funk, bill, our moms, lester + big all, joanne I's. craig-

villes, meli, our hating stage, walking home from school (voluntary V. ne-

cessity), analytical minds, wyclef, adia, shlomo, tracy chapman, Virginia,

mr. t, prozdor. charlie, art classes, surrealism, veins, olives, eli, endless pho-

necalls. ellen's dead dog, traditional judaism, energy struggles, attempt 2

drive 2 sharon, belonging to a group: old/new friends, g's house after school:

try to do hmwrk/ jcc. being juntos 24/7. g's inability 2 drive, e's early bed-

time/snoring/sleeptalking, g's beavis + butthead sense of humor, e's at-

tempt at insults + comebacks, e's 5 yr old voice, secret garden, ari who?

a.d.d together, granola with raisins + . . . milk! don't provoke ami!, cart-

wheels in street at hyde. Schecter v. Brown, legs v. torso awful b-day parties,

being mean about people, a +j, eli, visiting brandeis, ms. buttass, lexington,

childhood, "hey ju", "as sharp as knives (X3)", sonic, coach slushers, cab-

aret g's hamster, j. remz, you stupid stupid girl.

YES!!!!

0

Love,

All the other Garbi
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'There is always one moment
in childhood when the door
opens and lets the future in."

Here's to the future, Todd!

Congratulations!

With love and pride,

Mom, Dad, Matt, and
Grandpa

Congratulations
and Best Wishes

to the Class of 1998
From

Mayor David B.

Cohen

J Dear Sara,

x , . For always being

1 ^ere f° r us
• •

•

We'll always be there

for you . . .

We're so proud of

you!

Love,

Nick and Molly
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It's 7:30 . . . Oh my god, We missed dinner!

We met in August for yearbook camp ... we were Sobriety's Society . . . how do you think she gets her hair

to stay like that? . . . McKenzie's theme? . . . Hand coming through a brick wall . . . Our sophomore yearbook

. . . fair trade . . . Domino's breadsticks at 4 o'clock in the morning . . . what ever happened to those breadsticks

. . . cold . . . Harmony's nails . . . Danna — it's okay to shower at yearbook camp . . . stinky pasta . . . Thank
god for Bob's pretzel stash ... we are proud of our Yearbook East Camp diploma . . . Sara displays hers . . .

staff much? . . . Ian . . . no, Eli . . . no, Anna ... no — See a pattern . . . Twizzlers by the 108 twists . . . chewy
Jolly Ranchers . . . thanks for exhausting our supply of the watermelon ones Danna . . . Athena's organizational

skills . . . let's file those pictures . . . Otay Birtday . . . wall of Leah's butt . . . Lindsay's wedgie . . . mad props

to our senior section man, Jonah . . . underclass . . . captions . . . yogurt boy . . . thanks . . . Jonah, 1 said

coffee chip yogurt, not mocha chip ice cream . . . J. P. Licks oreo yogurt — don't forget Sara likes her jimmies

on the side . . . Danna's forever quest to get somebody to deliver some yogurt . . . Anybody allergic to Ramona?
. . . Athena, Bethie, Billy, Melissa, and the rest of our staff . . . Hadas (aka Happy,) thanks for a job well done

. . . We love you . . . Danna — what ever happened to homeroom? . . . Athena — are those Chinese letters on

your pants? . . . What's a photo editor? . . . Share Bear and Care Bear . . . Patti Wiano . . . Danna's Raisinet

obsession . . . Moto Photo and Photo One, could we have given you any more business?? . . . FoJo — thanks

for the three week policy . . . Hey . . . that's how you do a layout . . . Athena — keep your eyes open . . . Nobody
needs to know I almost hit your car . . . Sara, I mowed your lawn . . . Athena — we have names! . . . Okay
Editors . . . Ali, Hanson, and the top eight at eight . . . Danna, don't you know that your new toy's going ofP .

. . Mrs. Wise's visits during English class . . . last minute deadlines . . . searching through the trash . . . Regulus

finally gets a room at school — in the library — a rent-a-room . . . thanks for letting us miss class Mr. Todd .

. . Athena — there's a trash for those nasty tissues . . . but I can't help it, I'm allergic . . . Danna and Sara,

there's a trash for those twizzler wrappers . . . Sara's coffee-maker computer and freeze crazy one . . . Danna
and her story about her sophomore tutor . . . Athena, can I have a ride home? ... Mo you can walk in your

jeans . . . people — stop paging Athena ... I need to call my voicemail . . . new bag, Athena? . . . How much
were those pants, exactly . . . Hey — they're long! . . . back, back to Cali, Cali . . . Will you teach me your

moves, Athena? . . . You mean my whip dance . . . Danna's amazing, shrinking bra . . . Lindsay, stop calling

Sara for homework . . . Sara with phone in hand in all seriousness asks, "Where's my phone?" . . . Thank you

Regulus '98
. . . ok, bye . . . and stuff like that.

YOUR LOVING EDITORS, Danna, Sara, and Athena.
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Senior Index
A

Abramovitz, Rachel —
p.l 1, p.25, p. 158

Abramowitz, William —
p.13, p.28, p.148, p.158
Acevedo, Patricia —
p. 158, p.201

Adkins, Michael —
p. 158, p.206
Airey, Jennifer — p. 5,

p. 153, p.158
Alamariu, Costin —
p.24, p.34, p.158
Albertini, Jennifer —
p. 146, p.158
Ali, Mubeena — p. 15,

p.158
Altaffer, Leah — p. 37,

p. 159
Altidor, Dayal — p. 52,

p. 159
Appel, Melissa — p.45,

p. 153, p. 154, p. 159
Aram, Lili — p. 1 59,

p.201
Ash, Dawn — p. 159,
p.207
Ashkouri, Samer —
p. 159

B
Bachman, Jesse —
p.36, p. 160
Bean, Caroline — p.37,

p.47, p.153, p.160
Beardslee, Anna —
p. 155, p. 160, p.206
Beaser, Michael — p. 27,

p.34, p. 160
Ben-Akiva, Danna —
p. 11, p. 31, p. 153,
p.160, p.164, p.207
Benjamin, Ezra — p.160
Berenberg, Andrew —
p. 5, p.27, p.33, p. 161

Berezin, Michael — p. 3,

p.15, p.161
Berger, Andrew —
p.161, p.199

Berman, Jonah — p. 30,

p. 51, p. 153, p.161,
p.201, p.205
Berman, Kimberly —
p. 27, p. 32, p. 1 5 1

,

p.161, p.202, p.207
Birnbaum, Daniel —
p.149, p.161
Bloom, Matthew —
p. 150
Brandao, Carolina —
p.153, p.154, p.161
Brandse, Simone —
p.l 1, p.36, p.161
Bresler, Todd — p. 5,

p. 162
Bridges, Matthew —
p. 152, p. 162
Brock, Emily — p. 162,

p.180, p.198, p.201

Brody, Isaac — p. 162

Chance, Roshanda —
p.198, p.201, p.269
Chang, An Chin (Allison)

— p.147, p.163
Chau, Derek — p. 9,

p.163, p.203
Chemmalil, Nitha — p. 3,

p.198
Cheng, Daniel — p.163,

p.200
Chesarone, Colleen —
p.3, p.164
Chin, Loreen — p.164
Cho, Namil — p. 5,

p.164
Chosiad, Craig — p.34,

p.67, p.164
Chow, Yuktak (Andy) —
p.164
Christman, Zachary —
p.33, p.45, p.164

D

Brother, Nicole — p. 4,

p.32, p. 162
Brown, Sara — p. 11,

p. 154, p. 162, p.164,
p.201, p.204
Brown, Tiana — p. 12,

p. 162, p.183, p.203
Buchbinder, Mara —
p. 66, p. 1 55, p. 1 62,
p.269
Bullock, Robert — p. 2,

p.14, p. 15, p.147, p.163
Burnett, Solonje — p.24,

p. 152

Carroll, Temple — p.34,

p.163
Chan, Matthew — p. 10,

p. 155, p.163

Chung, Edwin — p. 165
Cirel, Adam — p. 165,

p.200
Cohen, Adi — p. 165,

p.207
Cohen, Ian — p. 1 5,

p. 152, p.153, p. 165,
p.199
Cohen, Jared — p. 37,

p. 165
Colin, Dana — p. 165
Corliss, Brian— p.3, p. 9,

p. 165
Cormier, Kristina — p. 5,

p. 32, p.147, p. 165,
p.200
Costa, Michael — p. 166
Cuiffo, Amanda — p. 10,

p.l 1, p. 150, p. 152,
p. 154, p. 166, p.199,
p.204

Dass, Juden — p. 50,

p. 166
DeWeese, Shawn —
p.40, p. 166
Dickerman, Jessica —
p. 66, p. 1 55, p. 1 66,
p.200
Donovan, John — p.25,

p.34, p. 166
Downes, Ramon — p.3,

p.151, p.166, p.206
Drogobetsky, Yana —
p. 5, p. 9, p. 32, p. 150,

p.166
Dushman, Nathan —
p.147, p. 155, p.167

Eddy, Jonathan —
p.167
Edwards, Tanika —
p.167, p.198, p.269
Elman, Joshua — p. 35,

p.167
Elterman, Rachel —
p.l 1, p 26, p.167
Emami, Arang — p. 32,

p.167
Evans, Chloe Taylor —
p.163, p. 168, p.206
Evans, Jonathan —
p. 168

Fabrizio, Cerissa— p.36,

p. 168
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p. 172, p.200 Kawada, Robert — p.30
nlW n174 nlQQ

H
Hahn, Joshua — p. 34,

p.66, p. 172, p.269
Haiminis, Jonathan (Yo-

ni) — p.45, p.172
Harding, Jarrad — p.31,

p.173

Farmer, Aaron — p.35,

p.201

Feldman, Sarah — p. 9,

p.10, p.13, p.33, p.152,

p. 168, p. 198
Ferdman, Dina— p. 1 68,

p.200
Fernald, Linds
p. 168
Fetters, Seth — p. 27,

p.30, p.34, p.36, p. 169

Fine, Leah — p. 3, p. 10,
„ 1 1 „ 1 Q „ OR ^ "30

p. 1 f J
Hauben, Ari

p. 26 - 1 nri
>en, An — p. 1 0,

, p.173, p.200,
p.206, n 269

;ay

Gane, Jason p. 1 76
Garbus, Adam — p. 29,

p. 170, p. 199
Gargus, Cassandra —
p. 170
Glidden, Sarah —
p.170, p.204
Goodman, Lindsay —
p. 1 0, p. 24, p. 1 50,

p. 153, p. 154, p. 171, Hoffman

p.zuo, p.269
Heafitz, Rachel — p. 3,

p.9, p.33, p.146, p.173
Hpr7in_Marv Parhol

p. 200, p.205
, , , Goodson, John — p. 13,

p.ll, p.13, p.25, p.32, p.26, p.171, p.207
p.169, p.206, p.269 Gorbaty, Sara — p. 1 7

1

Fisher, Paula — p. 146, p 20

1

Fisher, Paula — p. 146,

p. 169, p.200
Flax, Mitchell — p. 169,

p.198, p.203
Fogel, May — p. 27,
p.169, p.201

Forbush, Shaina— p. 1 0,

p.13, p.31, p.32, p.143,

p.153, p.169
Foster, Hillary — p.169,

p.201

Fox, Akiva — p. 152,
p.169
Freedman, Eli — p. 149,

p.170
Freedman, Matthew —
p.34, p.170
Fridman, Vera

p.170, p.198

p.201
Gordon, Jennifer

p. 155, p.171

p.9, p.33, p. 146, p. 17

Herzig-Marx, Rachel —
p.5, p.lll, p.173, p.203
Hickey, Colin — p.33,

p.173, p.198
Hoang, Jenny — p.34,

p.173
Hoffman, Garry — p.173
Hung, Michelle — p.173
Hwang, Justin — p. 153,

p. 174

J
Jabbawy, Nathaniel

p.9, p.27, p. 174, p.203,

p.269
ier

p. 174
- p. 8,

p. 154,

P-3,

p. 155, p. 1 / 1

Gordon, Mark — p. 146,

p.155, p.171, p.199 p.269
Granovsky, Rita — Jacobs, Christoph*

p.171, p.201 p.146, p.174
Greenstein, Emily —
p.33, p. 37, p.66, p. 172,

p.206
Griffiths, Denise —
p. 24, p.26, p. 148,
p.172, p.204, p.206
Guerra, Marsha — p.9,

p.151, p.172
Gunzburger, David —
p. 31, p. 150, p. 153,

_j, p. 1

Jaffe, Rebecca
Jones, Nyiaa
p. 150, p.203

K
Kahn, Stephanie
p.174
Karamouz, Neda
p.174, p.198, p.206

Gallagher, Kimball —
p.152, p.170, p.203
Gamzon, Lauren —
p.26, p. 147, p. 150,
p. 153, p.170, p.200,
p.202

p. 155, p.174, p. 199
Kelley, Bryce — p. 153,

p.174, p.205
Kelley, Leslie — p. 153,

p. 175, p.205
Keo, Kasyla — p. 35,
p. 175
Keppelman, Daniel —
p. 175, p.269
Kerbel, Russell — p. 148,

p. 175, p.204
Kirschner, Abby— p. 1 0.

p.30, p.153, p. 175.
p.200
Kleiman, Daniel — p.34,

p. 175
Klepikov, Ann — p. 159.

p. 176
Kong, Vihann — p. 144,

p.146, p.176
Koppel, Evan — p. 176
Korn, Joshua — p. 176

Koyfman, Olga — p. 150
Kriegman, Joshua —
p.15, p.176
Kurzman, Jessica —
p.33, p.37, p.176

L

Lainez, Alejandra — p. 4.

p.32, p.177
Laing, Sean— p.5. p. 1 1

.

p.177, p.205
Lance, Sarah — p.177
Lasker, Stephanie —
p.25, p.177, p.199
Lazar, Elizabeth —
p.177, p.188
Lebedeva. Maria — p. 14

Lee, Calvin — p.30.
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p. 177

Lee, Newton — p. 41,

p. 177

Lee, Steven — p. 32,

p.147. p. 151, p.177

Leeman, Rebecca —
p.27, p. 1 5 1 , p. 178

Leibensperger, Kenneth
-p.29, p. 178, p.207

Leung, Paula — p. 35,

p. 178, p.206
Levin, Jeffrey — p. 9,

p. 178
Levy, Jake — p. 8, p. 12,

p.28, p.51, p.66, p.149,

p. 178
Lightman, Andrew —
p.33, p. 178
Lipton, Ellon — p. 199
Little, Carre — p. 178
Liu, Athena — p.33,
p. 43, p. 150, p. 178,
p. 192, p.201, p.206
Lobovits, Ellie — p. 10,

p.148, p.179, p.199
Lupien, Paul — p. 13,

p.179
Lutfi, Lutfi — p.3

5

Lyons, Gila — p
p.205, p.269

p.179,

Macht, Emily — p.179
Maclean, Mike — p. 8,

p. 12, p.32
Mahoney, Dan — p.l 1

Manouk, Robyn— p. 1 79
Martin, Raphael — p. 9,

p.146, p.179
Martinez, Edgar —
p.167, p.180
Masters, Jacyln — p.33,

p. 180, p.207

p.36,

p.25,

p. 153, p. 180,

p.26,

Matthews, Sheeba —
p.206
Mazor, Yuval — p. 32,

p. 152, p. 172, p. 180,
p.206
Mazzotta, Mike •

p.180
McCarthy, Jade

p. 43,
p. 199
McCarthy, Tarin

p.180
McKee, Corissa — p. 1 8

1

McManmon, Katherine
— p.150, p.181

McPherson, Gita —
p.181, p.183, p.200
Medina, Andrea — p.36,

p.180, p.181, p. 198,
p.201

Medvedovsky, Vladimir
— p.149
Melnick, Jonathan —
p.181

Meriot, Nicole — p.181

Mikulinsky, Regina —
p.181

Miller, Adam — p.181

Miller, David — p. 182
Miller, Jeannie — p.271
Mirken, Courtney — p. 3,

p.34, p.182
Moeung, Sithan — p. 14,

p.182, p.192
Moghadam, Amir —
p.12, p.182
Momtaz, Pouya —
p.150, p.182
Moren, Dan — p. 153,

p.182
Morocco, Christopher —
p.9, p.182
Morrison, Noelle —

p. 183
Mui, Jennifer — p. 183,

p.269
Murphy, Margaret —
p.146, p.183

N
Naimen, Alex — p. 1

3

Nayeb-Hashemi, Hamed
— p.151, p.183, p.202
Ngo, An — p. 1 5 1

,

p.183, p. 198, p.205
Noble, John — p. 151,

p.183
Nordstrom, Barrett —
p.33, p. 35, p. 184
Norman, Jay — p.33,

p. 184, p.198, p.203

O
Ogburn, Elizabeth —
p.5, p. 184
Olshansky, Alexander—
p.37, p. 184
O'Shaugnessy, Connor
— p.10, p.148, p. 155

Padden, Doug — p.33.

p.150, p. 184
Pandorf, Caroline —
p.37, p.43, p. 184, p.269
Papandrea, Anthony —
p.149, p.203
Pealer, Jonathan — p.9,

p. 185, p.201

Pearlstein, James —
p. 152, p. 185
Peng, Ray — p. 1 47,
p. 185
Perlman, Abbe — p.25,

p.151, p. 185
Pearlman, Derek —
p. 154, p. 185, p.207
Peselman, Robert —
p.176, p. 185
Phillips, Jonathan— p. 4,

p. 153, p. 185, p.200
Polatin, Benjamin —
p. 185
Polivy, Daniel — p.149,

p. 186
Porter, Gabriel — p. 147,

p. 186
Post, Christopher —
p.157, p. 186
Press, Juliana — p. 160,

p. 186
Price, Jennifer — p. 186,

p.204

R
Ranasinghe, Nadisha —
p.37, p. 186

Rashba, Jill — p.34,

p.66, p.149, p. 186,

p.201, p.269p.zui, p.zoy

Rhodes, Hillary

p.186, p.198
p.154,

i . r>-
1

Rindler, Emily — p.148,

p. 187
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Ritt. Evan — p.5, p. 187

Robbins, Sarah— p. 1 7 1

,

p. 187, p.202
Ross, Elizabeth— p. 146,

p.187
Rozhavsky, Bella —
p.36, p. 187

Rubinov, Freida— p. 1 9

1

Ruch, Dalya — p. 187

S

Sahinidis, Sophia —
p.147, p.151, p. 188
Sakan, Takeo — p. 188,

p.205
Salett, Jackie — p. 147,

p. 150, p. 155, p. 188
Samuels, Stephany —
p.3, p.10, p.34, p. 188
Sanchez, Amy — p. 10,

p. 1 3, p. 42, p. 1 48,
p. 188, p. 199, p.204
Sayess, Nadia — p. 2,

p. 188
Schreiber, Wyan — p. 9,

p. 30, p. 150, p. 155,
p. 189, p. 199

Searcy, Starleana —
p.33, p.187, p. 189
Semizoglou, Michael —
p. 189, p. 198
Sheridan, Christine —
p.32, p.145, p. 189
Sholder, Gabriel — p.36,

p. 189
Shooman, Jill — p.33,

p. 189
Silverman, Robert —
p.66, p.189, p.269
Snider, Emily — p. 25,

p.189

Sostilio, Carlo — p. 35,

p. 148, p. 167, p. 190,

p.203, p.204
Spence, Leah — p. 8,

p.33, p. 147, p. 155,
p.190, p.201, p.205
Springfield, Katherine —
p.146, p.190
Sternberg, Michael —
p.8, p.10, p.190, p.203
Stiles, Dylan — p.32,

p.152, p.190
Stover, Katherine —
p.155, p.190, p. 199
Su, Kai-Lun (Kevin) —
p. 153, p.190
Suzuki, Alison — p. 147,

p. 150, p. 153, p.190,
p.202
Sweet, David — p. 191,

p. 199, p.200, p.204
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